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Office Memorandum Satenatinal Colntayy Denies, we 
To Ivs Laos Voluntsers Ceptember 30, 1970 

W Sree! rEOai Cites —_ a Direc’ or 
: ane A 

HosLosed Anmal Reports 
SUBJECT; 

J (Aen. #1-70) 

EreLosed are the IVS Laos Anmal reports for 1968-69 and 1969-70, 

Most of you will be familier with the style of the FY'69 report, 
the articles by volunteers and many pictures and other illustrations, 
Although our contract with US4ID requires a fiscal report each year 

} for their purposes, IVS Laos has in the past used the 4nmal Report 

as a recruitment device. Thus an effort was made to include as 
many pictures as possible and "dress it un! 

In the past year IVS Washington has decided that it would be far more 

practical if 4 recruitment type of renort, similar to our past innual 
Reports, be doné in Washington. This report would include articles 
and pictures from 2il of the IVS team opperations in various countries, 
its peimary purpose would be for recruitment for any IV* field team. 

Beeouse of this change it is no Longer necessary, nor financially 
sourd, for IVS Laos to continue to put ont Annual Reports along the 
old format. Therefore to meet the contract regulations a straight 
report for FY'70 was made. 

i A majoe part of the work for Annual Reports is usually done in August, 
When Dennis Mummert and Art Stillman were killed in August of 1969, 
with the following IVS Board visit in November, with the confusion 
wibhie the team and new directional tendencies, the FY'69 report was 

deiayed wrbil the spring of 1970. Another delay resulted when 5 ‘ID 
irfermed us they were not able to run off the report for us. ‘owever 
after sous time the report was printed at the Lao Photo Press. its ’ 
completion corresponded with the vreparation and vrinting of wee i'70 
report, Tt was therefore decided to hold up sending the FY!'69 resart 
until the FY'70 renort was also ready, The main reason for that 

decision was that IVS Laos had chanved so much in operation from she 
previous year that it would better inform former volunteers of this 

past year's operations anc directions if we sent both reports together. 

IVS/4Bestskph 
9-30-70
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LAOS - RURAL DEVELOPMENT AND EDUCATION TEAMS 
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IN DEDICATION TO FRED AND MARTY 

When young men put down their lives for a cause, the effect on those 
that observe their deaths is one of self-study and re-evaluation. Especially 
if the cause is being fought for with such weapons as idealism and dedication. 
These are the things an IVSer brings with him and these are the things that 
he works with for two years. 

The task of channeling idealism and dedication into a realistic situation 
to obtain a workable philosophy is something every volunteer must face. It 
is his most difficult task. It is something that both Fred Cheydleur and 
Marty Clish faced during their stay in Laos and something that both had ob- 
tained. That is one of the reasons why their deaths were so tragic. 

Fredric Cheydleur, IVS/RD, along with his Lao Assistant, Chantai Onphom, 
were killed in a raid by Pathet Lao forces in Phakhannia, Savannakhet Province, 

} on March 25, 1967. Fred had been in Laos for a little over a year and had 
an enviable record. The following is typical of Fred and came from his 
application to IVS: 

"I want to do my alternate service overseas : 
to help overcome causes of unhappiness and to —e. 

) use my talents as fully as possible. I want E , 
to face the problems that face the world. I ees, for 
know that contact with people dissolves their ¥ 12 7 
differences and builds friendships more tho- % 7 
roughly than money. I want personal harmony "2 .. 
with that spark of good that is in each of us. Le h be, 
I think an IVS experience can teach me much ef o A 7 =, 

| 
On April 6, 1967, a plane carrying Martin Clish, Associate Chief-of-Party 

of IVS/RD, and 4 other Americans was lost somewhere between Luang Prabang 
and Houei Sai. After a month of searching and hoping, the plane was found 
about 20 minutes outside of Luang Prabang with all aboard dead. | 

Marty had done outstanding work for IVS in both Cambodia and Laos and 
was well known by both the American and Lao communities. He worked tirelessly 
for the volunteers and used his extra hours unselfishly for the people of 
Laos. He was one of those people you always remember because of his warm 
personality and friendly disposition. His death left not only emptiness in 

' zi IVS but a void in the hearts of all who Imew him. | 
| Both were fighting for a cause im Laos and they | 

| £7 - shall not be forgotten. This was eloquently said 
as - in a memorial service for Marty and applies to Fred also. 

e ee 

: |. "It is sometimes said that Laos is the 'Forgotten | 

_ 7 ‘Our presence here today is testimony that we shall 
CU not forget - nor will these five dedicated men be | 

| forgotten." 

XN What is a person worth but his ideals. What | 
are ideals worth but what one is willing to pay ! 

for them. These two men paid the dearest price possible. | 

args | 

| | SS Aaa E = | 

| 
| 
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FOREWORD | 

In previous years the Foreword to the Annual Report has been 

written by the United States Ambassador to Laos, the USAID 

Mission Director, the Prime Minister of Laos, and people of 

similar positions who are intimately acquainted with the works of 

IVS from an administrative level. 

This year's Foreword was written by a Nai Ban (Lao village 
chief) who views us and our works at a volunteer level. His village 
is typical of many in which IVS'ers work. How he views IVS, is 

representative of the effects of ''People to People" community and 

educational development. f 

FERRISORISRIS RII 

June 17, 1967 
Phone Hom 

Dear Lin Compton, 

First of all, I and all the villagers are very grateful to give 
our thanks to the Ban Lao cluster. Since IVS has established a 
cluster in Ban Lao, our village has developed very fast. Most of 

the villagers were taught how to improve themselves by self-help, 

because the IVS'ers were always kind and contributed their help and 
best advice to us. 

The principal help that IVS gave to us was to build a school, 

dispensary, and wells. The purpose of this was for: 

1, Helping us to get higher education. 
2. To show us how to take care of ourselves by preventing 

diseases and better care for the sick. 
3. Drinking clean water. 

Besides these, the IVS'ers also helped us to build a new road 

in order to have better traffic, and advised old people to join 

school so education can go through all the village. 

Now our village has a great development and everything is new 

in our village. It is a great difference from former times. 

Here we again give our thanks and all best wishes, belonging 

to you. 

4 

| 24
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FLOOD 

In September of 1966, the rain swollen Mekong River flooded its 
banks and became the worst disaster in Vientiane in recent years. 

Many families were caught in their houses, cut off from high ground by 

the swiftly flowing currents and deep water that inundated the city. That 

Luang became a refugee relief center, temporary housing compound, air 

strip, and communication center almost overnight. Many IVS'ers helped 

alleviate various problems that the flood presented. 

Chet Brown worked through USAID's RD Division in the sacking and 

distribution of rice. He also helped in filling supply requests and dis- 

patching them to the areas in need. 

Marty Clish organized the IVS'ers in a cholera and typhoid vaccina- 

tion program initiated and equipped by AID Public Health Division. 

Jerry Lewis, Frank Howarth, and Joan McGrath set up canvas shelters 

at That Luang and the monument that were manned for several days by | 

Kathy Wong, Joan McGrath, Brenda Gorman, Edythe Brown, Jerry 

Lewis, Frank and Nancy Howarth, ee ee ee ee 
Jack Donnan, Galen Beery, and Pee es ee oe ee 

| Marty Clish. Lao men, women as Se ot ee ad 

and children came literally by the a ee s a Kr eee ip age 
thousands to these two centers to ? ) Be : a ie oe i a 

| be vaccinated. ‘ee J, Pe ee te, ee 

Lg! ae oe hy ie 
 _— - er Re, ee 

| : ps BY 4 i es ae o 
There were also mobile vac- SI Si, a ara a ee 

cination centers operating in re- he ~ ce em Wee 
ms 11S i: tm Ae ay ed we Se | . mote "islands" in the city. Kathy § Rn ae ee ., EMS. 

Wong, Brenda Gorman, Joan Mc- is (2n7 m a, 4 a Lh =. 

| Grath and Nancy Howarth tra- zi Jae oe ae A 
| velled by helicopter to isolated ; fg Mi bo} y Fk of ia 

villages administering shots. ve lg 4 af , Rie 
Chaim Leavitt and Mary Ann ‘a ae 27 gis 
(Reynolds) Russell worked with Deca al | ( é. 
the Israeli AID team giving injec- Fl) iy aw y < 

{ tions in villages south of Vientiane. a - g nm ( ; a, 

Pat Basler organized mobile a : (s A 

vaccination groups which visited ll = 
villages near Dong Dok by boat. = ua os na 2 

The tremendous influx of Jerry Lewis, Marty Clish, and 
water damaged beyond repair Gerry Marby mix insecticides for i 

Vientiane's rice paddies and most the pest control program during 
of the existing food stores. the flood. 

. a 

— 
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To offset the food shortage, rice distribution centers were set up through- 

out Vientiane by the RLG and USAID Social Welfare Division. These 

Centers were manned by Tom Russell, Galen Beery, Jerry Lewis, Frank 

Howarth, Jack Donnan, Pat Basler, Larry Woodson and Dell Johnson. 

Several tons of rice were weighed and sold at 50 kip per kilo by the 

centers. 

Tom Russell, Galen Beery and Jerry Lewis worked with motorized 

barges and 6 X 6 trucks moving rice and cornmeal from the flooded airport 

warehouses to the distribution centers. 

Bernie Wilder organized, supervised, and worked with the Education 

Team helping to save personal effects of KM-6 residents... He worked 
with refugees at Km. 6 and Km. 9, and also worked with rice distribution 

and inoculation centers, and traffic control. 

Lauren and Stephanie Merritt spent over 18 hours a day controlling 

traffic at the Km. 6 gate. They also manned the night radio communica- 

tions center. 

Beth and Bob Van Nest along with Judy and Steve Green helped with 

rice distribution, inoculations, and communications at Km. 9. 

Dave St. Louis worked with rice distribution, and then started growing 

rice seedlings at Km. 9 for distribution after the flood. 

Rescue and evacuation of stranded villagers throughout the city was 

carried on by USAID boats. Ken Wong and Lou Wolf were instrumental 

in the success of this operation, directing boats and evacuees to safe 

areas. They also assisted in the filling of sand bags and the construction 
of a dike along the banks of the Mekong River. They helped procure sand, 

bags, tools, and labor for other dike efforts, including the Lao National 

Radio Station, the city power plant, and the USAID compound. 

Lou and Ken worked extremely long and hard hours throughout the 

flood period, and as a result, received letters of commendation for their 

efforts from the Ambassador. Lou writes, however, after receiving the 

award: '"'... Although I and others worked hard and long during the flood, 

it was, after all, something that had to be done. I feel therefore, some- 

what uneasy in accepting an award from the Ambassador for my efforts, 

while numerous others that I worked with, and, who worked as hard or 

harder than myself, go without the same award. If awards are to be given 

to individuals, then it must be the number one priority to see that all 

those actually deserving the award actually receive it."' 

8 
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ALL TEAM CONFERENCE 

The first of what will hopefully be an Annual All Team Con- - 
ference, was held in Vientiane, on January 26 and 27, 1967, con- oi 

sisting of one day of general meetings with various USAID, USIS, 

Embassy, and IVS personnel and a second day consumed with small 

discussion type meetings (IVS/RD) and workshops (IVS/ED). The 
purpose of this meeting was well expressed in an evaluation done by 

Gerry Marby and Dick Auspurger after the meeting: 

"The strongest part of the conference was the meeting 

with other IVS'ers and the exchange of ideas that took place." 

"Knowingly, or unknowingly, the group accomplished the 

following aims of the All Team Conference: 

1. To further develop the team's image and strengthen 

team efforts. 

2. To keep current on every-changing situations 

confronting IVS, establishing new policy positions 

and abandoning the old as necessary, in order to 

keep IVS streamlined, dynamic, and forceful. 

3. To obtain helpful personal knowledge or hints from 

fellow IVS'ers, which will strengthen our effective- 

ness in fulfilling our mission. : 

4. To promote the uniqueness of IVS morale, through 

participation in events designed to foster better 

understanding and cooperation." 

_ They say that a chain is no stronger than its weakest link, and 

if this is true, it would be hopeful that the ''chain'' of All Team 

Conferences would have its weakest link at the beginning and con- 

tinue to grow stronger. Much was learned at the first one, and 

the constructive criticism given by the volunteers should ensure 

further growth. 

9
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PHILIPPINE ORIENTATION 

The Los Banos orientation and training has become an important 

part of the preparation given IVSers for rural development work in Laos. 

While enroute from the United States to Laos, new IVS/RD team members 

stop in the Philippines for this 10 days of intensive training in tropical 

agriculture, small livestock projects, health and sanitation, community 

development techniques, bamboo engineering, and concrete construction, ' 

In this tropical setting, with conditions very similar to those they were to 
later work under, a total of 26 IVSers were given training during 1966-67. ; 

The faculty and staff of the University of the Philippines College of j 

Agriculture have been more than helpful in presenting lectures and { 

practical demonstrations containing basic information IVSers need to work i 

effectively at their new assignments. The agriculturalist who comes from | 
the dark, loam soils and temperate climate of the Middle West needs some j 

special instruction before he is ready to work in the red laterite sails and | 

climatic extremes of Laos. For the home economist, the tropics present | 
a new set of problems with regard to food preservation and environmental j 

sanitation. The versatility of bamboo (everything from reinforcing in 7 

concrete to toothpicks), requires some special attention from the construc- j 

tionists. The UPCA has wide range of professors and instructors to help i 
the IVSer adjust his or her special ability to the new conditions of a tropical 

environment. \ 

The International Rice Research Institute (IRRI) is a very important | 

: | 

_ as es rd 

a cn, eee” ® soe £ oe 

i  —-— a a ee rs a ee, 

—— ee =| fa i gd <M N 

* ea re ee na ol ara a0 | an 
=e Te oes TT ee 

og ls ce 

a : 

Terry Gompert and Larry Lehman IVSers (Fall 1966) at 

get their first taste of S.E, Asia orientation in Los Banos, 

by planting rice in the Philippines. Philippines. 
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aspect of the Los Banos training. Here IVSers have the opportunity 

to meet with some of the world's foremost authorities on rice, 

view the latest trials and experiments with regard to new varieties 
and cultural practices, and browse in the stacks of the IRRI 

library with the world's largest collection of rice information. 

The importance of the experience at IRRI (particularly to those 

IVSers who have degrees in agriculture), can best be understood 

when one remembers that increased rice production is the number 

one priority of the Lao Mission, 

Community development is a ee — 

new field to most incoming IVSers, : oe _. 
and the staff of the Presidential : — FF 
Arm for Community Development : - 
(PACD) must start with the basics : . 
in this portion of the orientation. Y _ 

| The PACD, which carries the pri- = — o 
| mary responsibility for the - rl : 

community development program role 
| of the Philippine Government, has Pe a 4 _ —— 

experienced training staff in wee | lc wh hc..LCUC 
residence at Los Banos for the =e ee 
purpose of training their own ee. i . > a - 

| development workers; and this 7 Le oo 
| staff is able to provide a meaning- ‘ l= : fin io 

ful background from which IVSers “a. — 4 aes 
can begin their study of community | | # 2 ee E 
development techniques. rg a tee 

As Sport'un Life once said, ad i] v ee fo 4 iS 

"Ain't no gal what's gonna ge...", Wy 92 98 | 4) Vii fy 
no, no, "Ain't no 10 days what's ba 2 Sg. om ae ooo J 
gonna prepare no man for RD work ,~ se ec ee ae eo 
in Laos'"; however, Mr: "Jun" "a ge : = a 

Juliano and the staff on the Farm o ee a 
and Home Development Office — Se ea i rE. 

have done an exceptional job of es ‘ a 
organizing a program that provides _ = 4 : 7 
excellent preparation in minimum ee a eS 
time. When IVSers of the Lao Le 2 oe a 

Rural Development team talk shop, -———— 
one does not have to listen long "Put your hand on that plow.. 
until he hears, ''Remember what hold on", Erwin Johnson at 

they said at Los Banos..." Los Banos. 

12



IN-COUNTRY TRAINING - 
GSE OAS RT ae 

If volunteers are going to work in ee ee 
Laos, why shouldn't they be trained in en : oe 
Laos? Here, they could be taught first- Ce ’ f 
and problems and frustrations that face oe : 2 

the volunteer and see for themselves . : 

what it was like. Here, they could Pe Ss 

begin learning from the same people who oa. ao 4 Fs 

they would be working with for the next . . Je : a ] 

two years. Here, they could begin i ¢ = ' 

putting into practice right away, what ij 
they were learning. = eet al 

These are some of the basic Fo ee Bs ees oS | 

reasons why IVS/Laos put into effect aise pe ane salen gs 
this year a type of training which has ee Big | 
been thought to be most rational. For te 

ten intensive weeks 9 IVS trainees a’ 

(8 IVS/RD and one IVS/ED) went through Se — 
the first in-country language and field ee co a — 2 i 
orientation training program ever held ia = | 
in Laos.. A normal day would see them ene Se CL 
studying Lao for 4 hours in the morning Ken Ullom explains construction | 
and having 4 hours of meetings (with of gabion dam to Bob Jackson and } 
USAID, USIS, RLG, etc.), or technical Gary Davis at Ban Pakpo | 

studies in the afternoon. 

Some evenings were filled | 

ith movies about Taos or 
Bee oe Se x ae oe) group meetings to discuss 

--. =~ =#=#@=#=#+=~== = =~—== =~=___Cs Problems and suggest 
Se a . ae 2 = Be a changes in the schedule. | 

- id bs eae ea he a. . a for five and a half days a | 

be ae ie b : week and broken only twice i ; 

os * rf — s when the trainees went to 
— . Sa 4 a Vang Vieng and Pakse for t 

ne i. . ho field trips. These trips i 

ee a 13 ; allowed them to get a small 
| 3 fa ‘ idea of what the next two 

ba years held in store for them. 

IVS'ers in Spring '66 group visit a dry 
season irrigated rice paddy at Ban Ilay. 

is 

Bi ee tee : - 
| a



The training proved to be a strain both on the trainees and Bob 

Lovan, who was in charge of the group, but it seemed well worth it 

judging from the comments of the trainees. 

a 
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RURAL DEVELOPMENT TEAM 

et The term rural development is 
rather an evasive one when used in 

' —— regards to the IVS/RD team. It is, 
co ——T. | as defined by a 1948 Rural Develop- 

< es a ~~ : ment conference at Cambridge 
x me B | University, ''...a movement designed 

g ‘ Te to promote better living for the whole 

: & . : = community." It is, as IVS states on 
He % . \ Se their stationery: ''...a ‘People to 

bo } a ~ People' cooperation in foreign develop- 

ber OF he ment projects.'' But that is still rather 

general. More specifically and in the 

eyes of the volunteer: ''...he is dedicated to self-help type of community 

develdpment and tries to accomplish a5 - ae : 

this by: (1) the participation of the re es, A eae 
people themselves in efforts to improve me 9 “' al 

their level of living with as much re- z j : male ho 

liance as possible on their own initia- oe a a ae oe 
tive and (2) the provision of technical a ies ies | 
and other services in a way which en- =e = a 

courages initiative and self-help." zg aa — 
(Richard Barth) Although this doesn't | Rae 
give an exact picture as to the role of me (ag a 
rural development, it does show the 2 iS) . 
feelings and attitudes of the volunteers. ae - xe 

To further explain thexvole of an IVS/ ~ ee , 
RD volunteer, one must realize that he works in many areas (agriculture, 

construction, Home Ec., etc.). When logistic support or technical 

backstopping is needed, the volunteer 

7 looks towards the USAID divisions of 

RD, AGR, PWD, or PHD. He works 

; through these divisions to keep his pro- 

grams going, for although, as an 1VSer 

Ce) he is a separate entity, he must always 

% a) be aware of USAID's overall effort and 

ff . the aid available from this organization. 
. 3 oe The RD IVSer also works with the RLG 

| 7 ag \ f (Royal Lao Government) and its agents 

- M4 Bu. to help train and involve the RLG in the 

a acne ~ development of their own country. 

Sy ae =O §)CTOP: Chet Brown, IVS/RD Chief-of-Party 
am —, CENTER: Chet Brown/Bob Lovan/Randy C 

BOTTOM: Ken Lewis and Loren Finnell 
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But the only real way to know 

ae ; ae : what the IVS/RD volunteer is, is 

eee : : to see what he has done and that 
a = oe | —— we will try to do in the following pages. 

pasar! se FORWARD AREA TEAM 
eee aioe ere Forward Area Team operations 

a ee b idered a "before th a Lorry Les aes — can be consi e e re e 

2 _—— Pras eee it Rist ae cluster' program. Affectionately 
egy Ea oe Be called F.A,T. and composed of one 

fs oe oh , Be evs i = or two IVS men, they move into areas 

ae ea ONC recently secured from the Pathet I 
: , Lao with basic tools and housing I 

supplies and proceed with the | 

Sane a ae marae si "impact program". The idea is to 

fae a eae ere, help the people in these areas | 
Page bal ry ay ee build what they need, whether it be | 

re oe brie ee a well, school, or dispensary; i 

A 9, = ae SOPRA”, © giving them a concrete example of | 
oe vel PH i“ ae s the Royal Lao Government's and 4 

une j eo a “4 / USAID's interest in their welfare. { 

Ff aN a Se Since there are no USAID | 
ee oy =e personnel in Forward Area field | 

pee stations, the IVSer, as a repre- 

on _ a os wie sentative of USAID, works closely | 

a7 = a BR ieee with the Chao Muong (village 

es ae ee leader) and the local military 

commandant. 

; se ee eee Security being a major pro- 

See ee Heo Me iG Se E blem, the IVSer usually confines | 

on eS os oe ee at his work to the central villages i 
Fe ie xe ae 3 ae a of his area. Security has been " 

eve oe ee more of a problem this year than 
= ee cay Oe last, curtailing the efforts of all 

= a. - po ss a F.A.T. programs - particularly 
a CG es — - in the months of April through 

u a arg. | ee Cr, : a June. But, in most cases, develop- 

ary a =. a ment precedes security. Once the 
Se ee 5S people of these areas have seen how 
ees a _ we can help them improve their 

a living standards, security becomes 
Sao ee less of a problem and the road is 

open for the cluster to move in and 
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Se ee Pes 1 . work with the people 
“a Pian: t Bt ‘a. in a broader scope. 
ieee ae! : RY my 

Vale ge TS. BR vp i To keep the FA 
TN eT Vie i ceo 
OU ei ett ie ant i program logistically 
a a “ fy aie i ae feasible, there have 

Te Uh & a Ws Ds [aoe ae se been no more than 8 
| oe ER are SSRN NO k foe ‘Bs ea. * 
| ich hn dll IS OTS. SSA ae ae es ro such teams operating 

| P| LI peo —— a Ei <2 2 at one time. 

aha ‘ ah, Ke \ cy b No Se In Ban Nakhua, 
Se eT A pede ‘ ‘ hey ped ick h . d | pe WS | oe Re ae Se Rick Barth assiste 

Ge eer ae SS. 3 BN eee = in the construction of 
ie 4 Wie Oey see ete aa as _ 2 self-help schools, 

Mb igh eS Ae ae a Nee MOM Sie 270 oS oo oi (ee Sead a dispensary, and a 

| gi Nie ae eS > a SERS hand-dug well. He 
Bill Blanning inspecting Rick Barth's house also started a rice 

in Ban Nakhua after a tree blown down ina multiplication pro- 

| storm made the house quite unliveable. gram in which 300 
| farmers took part. 

. Ban Nakhua was closed out in May of 1967. 

In Dong Kasene, Bob Majoros worked with the villagers building 

two dispensaries and three wells. He helped supply local schools with 

20 blackboards and repaired the village road system. Work in Dong 

Kasene is now being done on a visiting basis from Thakhek due to PL 

. activity in the area. 

Only a short time was spent in Ban Houei Mun due to a PL attack 
which closed the area to further work. While there, Jim Archer and 

Andy Goodwin started a vegetable program and assisted in the drilling 

| of 6 wells. 
| : 

| Chaim Leavitt worked with the villagers of Nam Bac in building and 

supplying 10 schools. A number of local girls were sent to Xieng Ngeun 

to learn methods of sewing under the direction of Jane Grover. Chaim 

left IVS in December 1966, and was replaced by MacAlan Thompson. 
Mac started an irrigation dam project, but was forced to leave the area 

because of numerous PL attacks. 

Hong Sa has had a number of IVSers at work in the valley, including 

Tom Russell and Jerry Lewis who built the IVS house, Mac Thompson 

and John Van Tine who worked with the villagers in placing a concrete 

floor in the school and starting a well program. Jack Parmenter and 

Jim Archer started a new dispensary and two large gabion dams. Mike 

Flanagan and Jerry Lewis came in to help complete the dispensary and 

dams, and Jim stayed on as an agriculturalist. 
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Although Muong Met is supplied entirely by river boat, there was 
little difficulty in completing a dispensary there. Fred Carlson and Jerry 

Lewis assisted in its construction. Mac Thompson and Rick Barth started 

a new 5 room school in the month of June. 

In Muong Kassy, Jerry Lewis and Fred Carlson supplied 20 black- 

boards for rural schools, built 5 wells, and one fountain. Fred left in 

March and was replaced by Andy Goodwin who stayed in Kassy to assist 

the farmers in rice cropping. In May Jerry and Andy finished a large 

irrigation dam which is currently the largest gambion dam in Laos. In the 

first part of June, Andy was wounded during a PL attack on the IVS house 
while he and Alex McIntosh were asleep. He was taken to Bangkok and has 
recovered quickly. 

Although security problems delayed Bob and Jane Grover over a month, | 
they are now working in the newest forward area, Muong Nane. The 

Govers are living in a part of the local dispensary and are becoming involved 

in a wide range of projects. Bob is involved in rice seed and fertilizer dis- | 

tribution, refugee relief, and is making plans for a bridge project that is 

exciting in terms of its self-help aspects. Jane has taken special training | 

in-weaving and will be applying this to her home economics program. | 

CLUSTERS 

i 
The cluster differs from the forward arta in the type of program which i 

ithas. It is the cluster where the main efforts of the Americans lie. Here i 
USAID and IVS combine in a long range program over a wide area of projects; : 

se " 7 Se es oe aa ? a ne 

5 gees Qaygect A Eee 5... BS 
ae ey ge Ci ee poe A ped 

ch apa. ce a? 

one oy ee Seneesh © a eS: 

rr —— ee a 5 

Karin Marby, Carol Compton, IVS Lin Compton pours salad oil for 

Assts., RLG Home Agents Carol during PF-480 Food Demons. 

LD 
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using technicians to teach ue le is. =] 
the Lao and with the end KS ; nk oe f 
result being to turn the oe ae = : Fe) / 

cluster over to the Lao. eth ey 2 so 
The IVSer in the cluster 1p wien St Na oe a 
works from a "home base" a ‘ ogg sake ee 
and, in contrast to the : Viva S com hae 

forward area, he branches rein ae “> 
out further from his central | Seem Ne a 
villages. pe a ae ’ 

eS 4 . i ne MET _ BG e Pag 

Although most volun- £ ee ae 4 
teers work within a USAID ae am oe a , fee 
structure in the cluster, two : CE ee ee _ pes 
clusters were run almost 3 oe eG - 

entirely by IVS. In Ban Lao, ee 

structed a complete cluster ferry at Borikhane. 

center including: IVS house, 
dormitories, housing for RLG 
and cluster staff, dispensary, excess housing for security people, classroom 

training center, warehouse and demonstration garden. Within this cluster, 

Lin worked on school and well construction, the growing. of rice and vegetable 

and the care of ducks and pigs. He also tried through training programs to 
develop village level leaders with ability to hold discussion type meetings. 

Besides developing a local library and holding adult literacy classes, Carol 
worked with the local artisans in the production and weaving of silk and the 

production of grass mats. She also did many surveys on a wide range of sub- 
jects. 

The Marbys (Gerry and Karin) who worked in Borikhane, brought to the 
Lao the hard realization that they could do something by themselves. They 

stopped the big American commitment and brought the area to the point of ‘ 

transition from an American to a Lao cluster. Besides completing an existin 

project of a school, Gerry helped to establish a Borikhane to Paksane bus 

service on a daily basis; something that had been determined in the past as 
impossible. He also started several self-help dispensaries and investigated 
the possibilities of a rattan industry. Gerry also completed the project of a 
ferry across the Nam Sane river but considered the project a failure due to 

the methods used. He had gotten the villagers committed to cutting the trees 
for the ferry, local missionaries to provide transportation and a local saw 
mill to saw the logs free of cost, when USAID stepped in and did the project c 
its own. Karin contributed to the cluster's strength with training programs 

home economics, developing a school library and refugee work. 

Due to the advancement of these clusters, Borikhane was turned over & 

the Lao this year, and Ban Lao is in the final stages of phasing out of 

American personnel, 
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" me Wee ET IR ene iY Oa 
ey a ik Aye ae AGRICULTURE 
ut Ze Ph aa ay eh ee - i Le GU ian Ae gia 

> = Uy ih Both the number of IVSers 
‘ _ A é > » ic a a Wek working in agriculture and 

~~ ee PHI BANY  sxoen and more emphasis 
i = s Lo =, = Mi es ‘il i if NH will continue to be placed 

oo mm 7 oh ie cr sey de hyd on this area. This emphasis 
-~ £t 2 ee % Goes, Ke Fan ij Ht is natural because of the fact 
aa a we" Veal ip yA that Laos has few industries, 

AOA ae ae and farmers (who make u 
beh? ee Soe e\ a et uP ye ota onr* Sg ‘ Pak yy | iat about 90% of the population) 

tee ~~ ee oN ay iy Hy are engaged in subsistence 
Ta i , as e aS VE 5 ny agriculture. This past year, | 

ig ee ee Ls Pes SBN Nk Ae TAY there were 14 IVSers working 

Ken Uliom inspects improved Taiwan Fee : Ses LAGE. = Bua 
double cropping demonstrations in Vang Vi sok 82 Se eee BV IEDE: Development Organization). 

Terry Gompert was the first IVSer to be assigned on a province-wide | 

basis (in Borikhane Pwvince) to work in agriculture and veterinary services ; 

with the RLG provincial chiefs and their agents. Just a few of his activities i 
include: a vegetable fair, vegetable surveys, and corn and soy bean produc- i 

tion on a commercial basis 

Larry Lehman, in Dong Hene, experimented with several gardens, while ; 

helping refugees in their Be eer a CU re macaw, : 

gardening He also visited eee YY ae pea 4 
the silk worm experiment gee " Pe i eee OND, ao #6 yr 2 
station at Nong Khai, aes? le ae Cone ch et iN 

Thailand. oy fF oes ey ‘a ~ oe tthe 

Bob Owen (LaKhone ° hee f 1 he a eC 
’ Pheng) spent some time on = i 4 i er Ge . 

a livestock program working, on ciias Za Y atl  - = 
with RLG veterinary agents S| ee NA zea 
in the distribution of pigs wh ato ,: cok , wg aeeiaon 
and ducks and giving advice ey = ——— ae oe: 
on their care and feeding. a | a Be a a 

Wade Chubbuck, Keng- , ‘ fo f . Y <—o) | | 

kok, working with local RLG a . ro : 

agriculture agents, also Marc Bordsen and Erwin Johnson beam at 

cooperated with ADO/SVKT success of dry season rice experiments-Pakse 
in the implementation of 

their rice program, in addition to his own programs, which included encourag- 

ing and advising farmers in dry season watermelon and vegetable production. 
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In Muong Phieng, Dick Augsburger's activities encompassed a train- 

ing program in livestock production and management, a pig and duck raising 

program, a demonstration training garden, a veterinary program for local 

villagers, and contributing agriculture material to the Muong Phieng cluster 
newspaper. 

Ken Ullom carried out a boar program in Vang Vieng and helped with 

the local rice program, emphasizing double cropping to expand production. 

Along with this he worked one program to distribute improved ducks and 

vegetable seeds. 

Garry Weythman, working in Nong Bok cluster, concentrated his effort 
on the extensive irrigation and drainage system now well under way in that 

area. 

Larry Wilson, stationed first in Vientiane, then in Sam Thorg , spent 

most of his time working in livestock programs in various areas of northern 

Laos. 

ADO is a joint RLG-USAID ee ss amet Pi 
organization ee primarily to fo. : - = er Sa 

develop the banking system, credit PE eoniecd we 
facility, and production supply and = Om ap acco oes 
marketing systems which are almost Sperm —- (eae 

non-existent in Laos today and are oe ee ae Be are. ST 
necessary if agriculture here is to tone eee Ee ee 
develop beyond its present day subsis- Mg teat ek 7 Stee 
tence level. SRE A ee 

IVS/ADO personnel, Dennis eye Fgh aan 
Wilczek in Thakhek, John Esser in apse ae == 2 a ee 
Savannakhet, Jean Peacock in Luang aes! : = =e Lm 77 ae Sour 

Prabang, Mark Bordsen in Pakse, wea Ge Hele see 
Frank Howarth in Sayaboury and Jack ee desea pet ee op ae 
Parmenter in Vientiane directed rice ONS Pa ie, ee - 
seed distribution and buying, distributed 4" Wi ae “U) Sen We 

tools and irrigation pumps, and gave enna a is R: Sor 
instructions to farmers on insecticide beet eata mae EVA iy 
use. In addition to their ADO duties, Brea Se BRP hy ees 
the IVSers also carried on their own a ae, a eee ake oo 
programs of demonstration gardens, 

pig pens and other agriculture related Barth in Nam Thone. 

projects 

IVSers were responsible for staffing the ADO field posts throughout the 
country during the past year but due to the fact that the ADO jobs tended to b 

more one of an accountant rather than an agriculturist, they have been move 

into bther positions with USAID-AGR which are now more in line with IVS 

objectives. 
ee



CONSTRUCTION 

"Constructionist" is abroad term when used to define the field in which 
many IVSers specialize. The main emphasis is not on the actual building, 

but on the IVS'ers ability to gain the confidence of a community and organize 

it into a unit working towards a common goal. He deals with such problems 

as lack of materials, sporatic labor forces, and transportation difficulties. 

In this respect, the IVSer is a construction foreman and a liaison between 

the village rural self help project and USAID ‘materials and technicians. 

Although all the IVS'ers in this field have done an excellent job, three 
stand out as examples of hard working fortitude in their jobs and with the Lao 

people. 

Frank Bewetzhas a hard, industrious working reputation. He worked 

with several hundred villagers in Kengkok to complete six cement block schools 
in little over a year's time. Considering the many problems of construction 

and organization that go along with any project, this is a remarkable completion | 

time. 

Another outstanding constructionist was Fred Cheydleur, who worked in 

a <, hel” 

ee eee an a a a 
ee oe  ——— si 

Peer ok ae wa 
cl OE Pa hee) & ee ee eee 

— a, ee Series | aia ee 
(a Me eee LL ee 
ere eo 7 Se ae ee 
—.. ivonee ste ms a gH ob oe Oa a ee 
ee er ey ero 
ei ES 2 a eS gee ea ee 
be a ee CON ee er 

Typical one-room school whose construction is supervised by IVSers. 

This one built in Ban Nakheua under Rich Barth's supervision. 

Dong Hene and Phakhannia helping to build schools, wells, dispensaries, and 

repairing roads and bridges. It was thought by many that Fred was assassinated 
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by the Pathet Lao because of his rapport with and compassion for the 
people he lived and worked with. He left an indelible impression on the 
people of Pahkhannia who called him brother 

The third was Dave Teller who helped establish the Houei Kong 
cluster as one of the smoothest running clusters in the country. Dave 

was involved in installing a water system, road building, school and 

dispensary construction, helping with the village training groups. He 

was known by all as a dedicated worker. 

Other IVS'ers working in construction include Larry Olsen who 
built a school and dispensary in Khong Sedone. He also helped the 
villagers start vegetable gardens. 

Lew Sitzer worked on schools, dispensaries and dug wells in Muong 
_Phalane. He worked with the refugees in building vegetable gardens, and 

also started a youth program of sports and improved school gardens. 

In Ban Keun, Mike McDonald trained two IVS Lao assistants so well 

that they are interested in going into well construction as a private enter- 

prise. Mike also helped construct schools, built a backyard kiln and 

experimented with different clays and glazing technics, and found many 

sources of pottery clay in the Ban Keun area. 

| Besides working in the construction of schools, Jean Veillard worke 

with youth groups of Muong Wapi. He introduced sports to southern Laos, 
and organized basketball, football, and volleyball games on a competitive 

basis. The money for Jean's youth sports program was raised by Boons 

held for that purpose. Jean also has worked with the Boy Scouts in his 
area, teaching them first aid and helping to organize their program. 

| 

HOME ECONOMICS 

IVS women working in Home Economics, act as counterparts to the 

Royal Lao Government Home Extension Agents in helping to plan and 
implement a Home Economics Extension Program for the Lao Governm 
The program provides education for Lao village women in subjects such 
foods and nutrition, sewing, and patternconstruction, maternal and child 

care, personal and environmental sanitation, and gardening. Due to 

extensive flood damage and the continual influx of refugees, IVS women 

home agents are currently involved in programs promoting the use of 

PL-480 Foods. Their work includes demonstrating the preparation of t 

specially treated protein foods so that the villagers can derive the most 
food value from them. In order to enrich the protein-deficient Lao diet, 

IVS women, their assistants, and the RLG home agents cooperate with t 
RLG Agriculture agents in helping to promote new varieties of vegetable 

and rice. The IVS'ers and the home agents not only teach the cooking of 
new varieties but have the villagers taste them as well. 
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Children split a pot of boiled bulgur wheat at 

Ban Lao Dong 
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Brenda Gorman, stationed oe ne 4 : | a 
in Vientiane, is a counter- PR=agca e } es PY as | or 
part to the RLG Chief of Mer Q7 Soa 4 
Home Economics, Mrs. hai i Bie a = ir Vn 
Theothong. Together they ee Does 7 + 4 @ 
planned a country-wide \ ee 4 PA he 
program which involved A Ue ee \ mi 4 XR 
organizating the induction < hs a. fa 
and in service training > mol te 2 Sea Bein 
courses for home agents, oe Se ee 

recnitment of new personre | ee | : — 
making arrangements for J] | a et el Se ; of | —— 

agents to study in other re ee L countries, ordering supplix a po —_ =} . 7 es 

and making numerous a to e |p ae 
field trips to the different ———————e a eee 
stations to check on pro- RLG Home Economics Agents demonstrate 

grams and offer advice to improved food preparation. 

home agents and IVS women. 

Carol Compton completed her 2 year contract this year in the Ban 

Lao Cluster of Borikhane Province. Her work has been outstanding in 

helping the Lao people of that area raise their standard of living. Carol 
along with the RLG agents, and IVS assistants, trained refugee girls, 

villagers, students and teachers, in sanitation, sewing, food and nutrition, 

home industry and gardening. They conducted surveys in silk production, 

PL 480 foods, vegetable marketing and village training programs in Ban 

Lao. In education, Carol helped to organize the villagers in setting up a 

library, bulletin boards, and pamphlet distribution. Her fluency in the La 
language, made Carol extremely effective in working with the Lao people. 

Liz Candea began her work in Muong Phieng where she had 3 RLG 

home agents as counterparts One of their first projects was to set up a 

demonstration kitchen at the Cluster Training Center to be used in food 

training programs. Liz and her agents also conducted a highly detailed 

survey to determine the village women's needs and used this in the implen 

tation of their programs. The survey took about 6 months to complete; 
during which time Liz and the agents also got involved in refugee work ane 

PL 480 Food Training. Liz then moved to Nam Thone, a village in the 

refugee area outside of Thakhek. There she was inw lved in sewing for 

refugee girls and follow up program. when the course was completed. Wi 

the home agents she planned the program which involved a sewing course 
and a PL 480 Food program as well as sanitation classes. 

In Vang Vieng, Mary Ann (Reynolds) Russell worked with a local gir 

whom she recruited as a home agent. Together they set up a home 

economics program. Mary Ann and her IVS assistant and the RLG home 

agent taught classes in general home economics subjects in the village z 
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the school. Mary Ann and the home agent were elected to serve ona 

committee with other officials, set up for beautification of the town, and 
the results were gratifying. 

Nancy Howarth began her tour in Phone Hong and then transferred to 

Sayaboury where she and her counterpart made plans for a self-help home 

demonstration center. Here they would be able to visibly show the villagers 

the type of living standards possible using available materials. Nancy has 

also found herself quite involved in handicraft promotion. 

Jane Grover's work began in Xieng Ngeun Cluster where she and the 

agents set up a 5 week sewing training program for 5 girls. They also 

incorporated some education in foods and nutrition by having the students 

partic ipate in demonstrations at meal time. Shortly after the course was 

finished Jane moved with her husband to Muong Nane to become the first 

“forward area'' woman. Here, Jane and her RLG counterparts have | 

started planning a home economics program. Since sewing is one of Jane's | 
favorite hobbies, she has decided to make some visual aids which will | 

‘facilitate teaching of the subject. 

Since her arrival in Laos, Karin Marby's work schedule in Muong Cao 

has been varied. Refugee assistance and rehabilitation has been the main 

area of work for Karin, her assistant and the home agent. In this program, 

they demonstrated to the people the proper cooking methods of PL 480 Foods. 

Once the refugees were more settled, attention was given to home sanitation 
which entailed yard clean up and soak pit building. In addition, Karin, her 

assistant and home agent were 

involved in village teaching ag eal . 
where they held classes in all | | || 7) a |- 
aspects of home economics. el i : | ay 

Upon the reque'st of the he did |) 2 2 | fa 
school principal, IVS andthe [™ oie ~<— oN ble 
RLG home agents established Le y. | i) : p oY a 
regular classroom instruc- ey ‘a _ Lo . ; 

tions at the Cluster Center a | de Ny ie , Z a 4 
where basic sewing techniques a fo Be sh 
were taught. Karin also @ak t - ye BE eeo8 2) 

sw = fe Bet 
found time to teach English Ea ES Aang A ut i siaee eu 
and prepare bulletin boards Pi CF bier oeoe 
for the Cluster. i — —— Pry ee J 

SSE 
Gerri Weythman was wa — it Bae 

sent to Nong Bok Cluster in 
October 1966. She and her Kathy Wong at That Kao Orphanage. 

RLG counterpart taught food 

preparation, personal and environmental sanitation, and sewing. Judging from 

the number in attendance, the training seemed to be very successful. Gerri 
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Sue Robbins and Asst. ‘ os a | _ 
e e ~ 2 . Le, 

| Bouncheua teach public , ¢ = 2 

health to rural mid- y Be oP 
wives in Khammouane F.C ho lps 
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: Piterty 4 Deets ee | Kathy Wong supervises 

| ges] Be | Y "playtime" for the 
ae eae | Ast 1 y : |S eT 13 me i babies at That Khao 

ae ae 5 . . 
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became involved in maternal and child care work which included checking 

two motherless children. In addition, Gerri taught English. 

Joanne Augspurger and Kris Lehman are our two latest additions to 

the Home Economics Program in Laos. Joanne replaced Liz Candea in 

Muong Phieng. After arriving on post she and her counterparts initiated a 

sewing program which enables village women to improve their sewing 

methods. The women were very enthusiastic over this project and all 

provided their own material for sewing after a practice garment was made. 

Having just completed the program in one section of the Cluster, Joanne | 

and the agents will begin in another section. 

Kris was stationed in Dong Hene. After she had just begun to set up 

a program with her counterpart, Kris and her husband, Larry were re- 

assigned for security reasons. Her second station was Vang Vieng where 
she was sent after Mary Ann's departure. Kris being a lab technician will ~- 

act in advisory capacity at the hospital in Vang Vieng. She will also serve | 
as an advisor for the home agent whenever necessary. 

NURSING 

Susan Robbins and Jan Wilczek worked as public health advisors for 
the provincial rural midwives in cooperation with the WHO staff ( who ad- 

minister the country-wide maternal and child health program), a Colombo 
Plan medical team. USAID-PHD, and the provincial representative of the 
Lao Government Ministry of Public Health. They functioned as teachers and 

advisors; giving twenty-four rural midwives three months of theory and 

practical experience in basic prenatal care, post-natal care, delivery, infant 

and child care, and health 2 ; 
tac aeonseses working to- ee Se ee = 

wards preventive medicine Be oe aes a. | 
through health education, they oe & = - be ft 

frequently had to work age Be —_ / Pee a 
around strong cultural super- ¢ Bag Ait a _ 
stitions and poor or absent’ f 1 a. a ee 

educational backgrounds (re: §fpmgy 7 + 7 ~~ PES MS sch Ores . 
Lao women spend their first pee rb | ey ea Se se 

ten days post-partum eating em 1 ey - a See 4. 
nothing and lying over smokey , a 3 |! oo a “yo ¢ Se ts 

fires to appease the spirits). < oo bo t cf ag Le = 

Most of their time was spent oi fT i: F ie Cc) : 
in training and traveling, _— | Ww. i : A 28 
throughout the province in eee ae ee oo eee 

young rural midwives. Part Sa ee 2 

of their basic problems of Jane Wilczek, her assistant and WHO 

trans, ortation and medical nurse. 
supplies were overcome this 

year with the gift of bicycles and home delivery kits by UNICEF. Susan wrote 

two pamphlets which explained the midwifery program and had them translated 
into Lao. 29 
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a ee The program, which is an experiment in 
eee fie Pe =coope ration, is an example of what can be 

eae oO eee eG accomplished when common objectives and 

oF al Seg individual agency strengths are assembled 

ar Oe os to jointly and effectively work together. 

woe ye a =e : as <R ‘ pee Kathy Wong, who worked in Vientiane, 
ee = a a y be Fe spent many hours at the That Kao Orphanag 

es CU BE making many improvements in the health 
g 5 ad { tee ens conditions of the operation. She worked 
es a J y Sere ee through the Lao nurses at the Orphanage an 
eee ES = PP yt helped get several of them to Thailand for 
te a BO Sg Bie “ee further training which was sponsored by the 

ee ye ig. J _. Asia Foundation. 

os gi See Ps Working with the WHO Maternal and 
2 | Child Care Program and RLG Ministry of 
oe yo ee eae Public Health, Kathy was instrumental in 
—[— CSU etting the Salakham MCH Clinic built. Be 
Jack Donnan and Assistant Suem sides seeing to details of construction and 
discuss fish pond pike-Ban Houei materials, she did extensive work in the 

Dong. Vientiane area in health and sanitation. 

ee ee 

a 
Jack Donnan, fisheries specialist, i a es 

under the USAID Agriculture Division, aa fe 
worked closely with the RLG Service a es ae 
des Eaux et Forets, under the Ministere ee Se = 
du Plan and traveled country-wide l= = — ey ae as a 
setting up a fisheries program. This is eg Se mr he = 
an important project as fish is one of the == = WM 
staples of the Lao diet. ee 

2 aw ; 2 i 

During the flood, Jack used his own eee a / ; a 
vacation time to make a study-tour of pee <a Ps : 
the inland fishery program in Malaysia So 
and Thailand, With the help of this trip : ——— ie, — 
which gave him a great deal of technical ee 
material and new ideas, he set up a = —Ss. 
short training program in Vientiane for Boienctn Dee arc —— 
his IVS assistant and a Lao Thueng Seti 4 P Sey s pond with 
trainee from Houei Khong. pechridp.at Houet Khong 

By February 1967, a small pilot project was set up with the Chao 

Moung of Moung Wapikhamtong to culture fish in one of the many barrow pits 
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which had been dug during ee eo 
the construction of the new — : . 
road through that district. oS oe 
The pond was stocked with a : = 
Tilapia mossembica and Lr remarry 

common carp in March 1967 : a 5 . 
and is presently being i : ; oe i 
managed by three local boys : a = ae ee 
at Muong Wapi under the a : es z te 
supervision of IVSer Jean = $ OI owe es 
Veillard. The demonstration ee LU tS A Ps 

also stocked in February and = >_ = 's —— 
March 1967. By April two eS 
other ponds were finished ee = - 7 oe so | 

and stocked in the Houei_ Se 

Bhong aves, | Fish Pond at Houei Khong 

Jack also worked with 
the RLG to start two fish-inrice paddy trials ; one at Houei Khong and the 

other at the FAO demonstration farm at Haddokeo, near Vientiane. This 

process allows the Lao farmer to grow rice and produce fish in the same 

paddy. 

Ed Myers and Tom Zacharczyk, who began work in May, got in on the 

ground level of a new project for forestry and small industry development 

with the RLG Service des Eaux et Forets. They traveled extensively to 

determine the potential of forestry production and incorporating this into a 

small industry program. 

HANDICRAFTS 

In the Thakhek area there are over 6,000 refugees that have come out 

of the war-stricken mountains to the East, bringing with them a rich tradition 4 
of handicrafts: jewelry, bamboo trays and tables, crossbows, wooden smoking 
pipes, khenes, flutes, basketry, and the weaving of silk and cotton skirt 

borders, skirts, shawls, and cloths of different varieties. 

Many of these refugees arrived with nothing but the few clothes that 
they were wearing. In an effort to raise their standard of living as well as 

encourage and further develop existing Lao crafts, Randy and Liz Candea 

organized a handicraft program for them. At first the villagers were reluctant 
to participate for they could not understand why ''foreigners"' were interested 

in their crafts. This was partially due to the fact that crafts, to refugees, 

served a "functional" rather than an "ornamental" purpose. Everything they 

make has an immediate and specific use in daily life. The refugees found it 

hard to believe that foreigners would buy their crafts simply because they 
are beautiful. 31 
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It was not long before the refugees discovered that they could 

earn money by selling crafts to foreigners who really wanted them. 

They were pleased to find that goods of their own creation (based on 

Lao culture and tradition) were valued so highly and could sell so well. 

There was no longer a problem of 'participation'' as everyone wished 

to be a part of the program. The problem was now one of "'selectivity", 

for Randy and Liz wished not only to sell the best of the crafts, but 
also find ways of improving those of poorer quality. 

The program began in November of 1966 and within six months 
the refugees had earned over $1,650 from craft sales. At the same 

time the program began to expand. A sewing program in which village 

girls were taught how to make shirts was initiated. In addition, the 
American Women's Club in Vientiane donated $400. to the Thakhek 

handicraft program; part of which money will be used to build a craft 

certer which will be constructed by the refugees and used for future 
training programs. 

Nancy Howarth has been working closely with the Youanne, Meo, 

and Lao people from Xieng Lom, Ban Nala and Sayaboury. Over the 

past five months Nancy has sold more than {432 worth of cotton and 

silk skirts, hats, blankets, scarves, and table runners. She hopes to 

be able to sellplace mats and baskets as well. At present, Nancy and 
her assistant, along with Jane Grover and her assistant, are being 
trained in Vientiane to operate the flying shuttle loom. They hope to 
then pass on this new skill to the villagers in their own working area. 

Carol Compton has |S BAejeet Su ag ed te tend a0 widens 
tried to encourage the [a ‘ otek ae po Pe 
women in Ban Lao to EEt ae oe (tia 
produce "grass" place- | ~—— ) "bel AN 

: ee ee ee 
mats. The latter is a roe Py a al Ne i “ 

seasonal project since fee en = =  yul VM aes 
the plant from which the es ie ey i be " S ae 

mats are made can only yg de ra z i i | — ie eae 

be used six months of a { F # ; ees 

alse introduced a eral (i iy also introduced a smal] ee ee, 2 1 ce 3 ee 
a F oie a ey Oe 8 || LN ee oe a pnject on silk raising eS Sieg ii) a aie vi a Gee 

by planting improved ere Sc =. Uy caren ee 
types of mulberry trees iene SSS = = eS os 
in one of her cluster eee ei = Ot Ee. = aes 

: eet es ioe 
villages. r : 

Liz Candea tries on a shawl woven by 
The McDonalds, refugees in Khammouane Province 

prior to returning to the United States, also worked on crafts in Ban 

Kuen. Mike built a kiln and experimented with pottery glazes while Sue 
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and her assistant learned how to usé'a loom. The McDonalds arranged 

to have flying-shuttle looms built in Ban Keun for those IVS'ers who were 

interested in starting training programs in weaving. 

Jack Parmenter worked for several months as the handicraft 
coordinator in Vientiane. This included helping IVS field personnel sell 

handicrafts in Vientiane. His '"pet'’ project was with a nearby silk raising 

village. He encouraged the village women to increase production and make 

silk yardage of larger width and colors more suitable to stateside tastes. 

Unfortunately, some buffalos consumed the mulberry leaves used to feed 

the silk worms. Many of the worms died and the village women were forced 

to purchase commercial silk. 

HOME INDUSTRIES 

Dave Percival is currently working with groups of refugees in re- \ 

settlement areas of Khammouane Province in a wood shingle making pro- ' 

gram. This program enables refugees to acquire a cash income, obtain 

badly needed rice, and produce shingles for their own resettlement program, 

as well as other self-help projects. 

The program started about one and a half years ago in two refugee 

villages which produced some shingles on their own. Arrangements were 
made to use wood shingles for houses, schools, and dispensaries in 

permanent resettlement villages. Payments, originally made in rice, are 

now made in kip on a monthly basis. Up to 40,000 shingles have been 

purchased in one month. Current estimates call for 3,000,000 shingles for 

the Khammouane Province . «= = , ; z 3 
resettlement program. dale eat 4 Oe lek ee 
Total pw duction so far ee Po . oo fe. 

amounts to approximately = 9 9 93" ee i. ae 
900,000 shingles. There @9) ieug.) 9 age | | Gr?” UeMeACeamase 
are four to five refugee eee oe fm se et i 

groups producing shingles & | pond 4 < 98 AY 
depending on what other ae oa" aN ee = - 
work they may have - land ~ . = i 7 eae — ee 

clearing, house building, | es Sa a a ce 
rice planting, etc. -- Faw Tete -~ fae Gee 

- ae =. ae = 
Two-man saws are ~  .3 a = aA OT = 

supplied to refugee groups . 7) aaa 4 > | RRR . 
on a repayment basis. a ee ee Se ae e S 
Large trees are selected a” Se eS Ee 

and chopped down. The Dave Percival watches as refugees make 
trunk is sawed up in pieces shingles in Khammouane Province. 
according to the length of 

the shingles, and with a wedge type device, the individual shingles are taken 

off. The shingles are bundled, carried near the road, and stacked. Then 

they are loaded on a truck and moved to storage locations where they will 

eventually be distributed to refugee families and self-help projects. 
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KHAMMOUANE 
PROVINCE REFUGEE 

j og’ \ PROGRAM 

Soh ee ee DN ios eY as eT ap Ee ee a” ea = 4 . ae de 4 aes ae r cesses j= = Since 1960 in 
aoe (ee o ni f 7 co ' r: ir - a Khammouane Province, 
ia yy tie boy) he 3 Meo hae 17,000 refugees have 

UP iw. . wy se if a7) ig] sought the protection of the 
{ | 10 a cy ea ae + Royal Lao Government be- 

He sid i 2G AFL Ups | = = 7 | cause of military activities 
ot Wy Pj 7 eae L | in eastern sections of the 

Fre a2 Bb), LE : ir) . te, \ ) . ih ey aN province. The insecurity 

og ee ee ee has driven them southwest 
Oe sh * ys ee =. =. + and west towards RLG 
= Ai ye ge —SséRoute 13. This has resulted 
— one aa in 21 groups of refugees in 

Refugee children in Khammouane Province area Saree: Ok eonetiee 
ment, 

The basic activities in the Khammouane Province Refugee Program 

include: 1) emergency relief to area refugees, and planning for requirements 

for new refugees, and 2) assisting as many refugees as possible to become 

self-sufficient by providing tools and seeds for rice cultivation, and by 
permanently resettling groups in new areas of good agricultural development 

potential where it would be possible for them to re-establish a normal life. 

New refugees are registered by their district chief, usally the old 
Chao Muong from the old area, who then submits the records to the Thakhek 

RLG/Social Welfare Office for action. The refugees then receive rice, PL- 
480 Food, and commodity distributions. New refugees in Thakhek are 
temporarily housed in USAID built reception centers. People arriving in 

areas outside Thakhek are given minimal assistance and basic equipment for 

temporary house construction. 

Initial steps toward resettlement have been taken in 1] sites. Assis- 

tance with producing field rice, and for the first time paddy rice is going on 
in a program of improved seed distribution and buffalo loans. Self-help 
programs in schools, dispensaries, and wells are going on, as well as 

agricultural programs in vegetable and fruit tree distribution. 

Of major importance are the home industries and handicraft programs. 

Wood shingles are now being used for self-help projects and permanent 

refugee housing. The refugees are being encouraged to produce various 

handicraft items for sale. A craft center will soon be built to train 
villagers in improved techniques. A sewing and weaving program for women 
and girls is also underway. 
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IVS'ers currently involved in the above activities are Tom and 

Mary Ann Russell in Ban Nam Thone at the northern end of the resettle- 
ment area. They are currently planning construction of an IVS house 

and a RLG/USAID field house in the newly surveyed village area. Dave 
Percival lives in Thakhek and Ban Song Hong, in the southern part of the 

area, where a field house already exists. An IVS house will be con- 

structed in Ban Song Hong after the house in Nam Thone is completed. 

URBAN DEVELOPMENT 

Lou Wolf, who completed two and one half years with IVS last 

April, was the lone IVSer working in Urban Development. His accomplish- 

ments in this area were more than enough to compensate for the lack of 
manpower. ‘ 

After finishing Vientiane's first comprehensive population census, 

which was a valuable contribution to understanding the needs of the city, ( 
Lou did a Market Survey on prices, sanitary practices, vendors costs for 

space, and origin of foods (Laos or Thailand). He also conducted a 

Construction Survey on construction completed, in process, started but 

stopped for some: reason, in order to assess needs of zoning, health, tax : 

base and safety hazards. 

Lou's work with the Junior Chamber of Commerce was his greatest 

satisfaction and his biggest contribution to Laos. He made many government 
leaders, private businessmen, and others, aware of their civic responsibil- 

ities. He made valuable contacts for IVS with important Lao leaders, He 

worked hard in all fund raising projects, and did most of the work on the 
JC's playground for Vientiane children. For these projects he was voted 

the JC's ''Most Valuable Person". 

During the flood, Lou was instrumental in saving hundreds of lives of 

local people. Without question, he did more in the way of personal sacrifice 

and hard work than any other American. After the flood, Lou was active in 
getting the city cleaned, especially in the morning market. 

One of Lou's last jobs was instituting a city-wide garbage collection 

system and superivsing its operation. 

Laos, and the rest of the world, could use more volunteers like Lou. 

VET WORK AND LEADERSHIP 
TRAINING 

In one year at the Veterinary Bacteriological Laboratory in 

Vientiane, Ken Wong, working with Dr. Khamsouk, Director of the 
Lao Vet Service, has done a fantastic job of improving lab standards 
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2 i 4 s a and training competent = I. - €é —.4 , 4 personnel. Ken supervised 

if if 3 6 as the construction d the lab 

ar I. ee Ji =< and ordered new equipment to 

rece the old. He has 
I : We . Yeas ee" 4 _— trained 24 students as lab 
7m ot =< ft fedi” 7“ technicians, teaching them 

2 i. io (ese ea uses of equipment, and 

: | ay é . Se ce Ss See as diagnostic work with the idea 
a ‘\ i Pcie: Jee a of helping field agents to de- 

: - cet Pe ee ZY ad fine bacterial diseases in 
ae Ft pS pS sy a 2 animals, their preventions 

» ‘Rae: Pry ape and cures. 

“s. & Fed So a ee Ken helped with three 
' _ : different training sessions for 

Ken Wong primes _ —— for experiments RLG/Vet field agents, showing 

at the Vet Lab in Vientiane. them: how to obtain samples, 

how to send them to the Vientiane lab, and how to process them. The program 
also included methods and reasons for sterilization. Ken went to Savannakhet 
and taught students there in a field extension lab. 

Ken obtained pertinent information for the Practical Lao Wet Library 
from the American Women's Club, supervised the translation of various vet 

manuals from Thailand, and wrote two manuals himself including "Medicines 

for Animals and Fowl", and ''Diseases of Animals and Fowl". 

Ken also extended the influence of the vet lab to the RLG/Israeli Farm, 

and made contact with the Japanese Peace Corps. Volunteers who were also 

doing vet work. 

When Ken left in June, he had more than helped to get the Lao Vet 

Lab into a smoothly operating service, leaving behind him trained technicians. 

Bob Jacobson has been acting as director and technical advisor of a 

village leaders' training center at Ban Amone, eight kilometers north of 
Vientiane. The village leaders are selected from all parts of Laos. The 
courses last two months and include such subjects as first aid, sanitation, 

personal hygiene, carpentry, pottery, blacksmithing, fish pond management, 

poultry and swine management, vegetable gardening, well and latrine 

construction, and community development techniques. 

This program, which was started in May 1967, has joint sponsorship 

by the Royal Lao Government, Oxfam, (a British non-profit organization) 

the United Nations, and USAID. Bob also worked with the surrounding 

| villages in a self-help road improvement project which was completed before 
| the rainy season started. 36
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TRAINING OF IVS ASSISTANTS 

This report would not be complete without saying something 

about the training and development of the IVS assistant. Numbering 
almost 60, and working with the volunteers as interpreter-assistants 

until the volunteer has gotten a workable command of the language, 
they are an intrical and indispensable part of the IVS program in Laos. 

With experience and confidence the IVS assistants can do the work of 

another volunteer and actually double the working capacity of an IVSer. 

In this way, they learn to assume leadership positions so that after the 

IVSer leaves, the assistant can carry on. The volunteer acts as a 

catalyst in the development of the assistant as a potential leader in his 

own community. 

This year, for the first time, a training program for IVS assistants 

was held in Ban Lao where Lin and Carol Compton set up and taught a 

program in their cluster center. They were assisted in the teaching by 

Sei Siac ce Terry Gompert IVS/ 

i ie ce ga ae eas us cae fa ee | Ean RD and Khamka, a special 

oe te pee ena & Kuge assistant. Here, the 

ca Sie, 22 en See 9=oassistants who were 
ne ee Pn - hired in Vientiane, went 

(as ae a through 4 weeks of 
. b : e intensive training. 

. : j : a They learned the basics 
; a { L ae yy 4. * of construction, agricul- 

| s f Ls — a S ture, sanitation, holding 
| : ee a ca pa ra village meetings, etc. 

eee). =—| ll ; See Then they were assigned 
a SA — to various parts of the 
ee ei = country with new IVS 
ee d i perio aan oe e «Clunteers. oe ae 3 : “ 

a ie ‘ : It is hoped that future 

Lin Compton supervises IVS assistants groups will have at 

trainees build first well roof at Lao Dong least 8 weeks of training 
since 4 weeks doesn't 

allow enough time to properly cover the material in the training program. 

The program, although a shortened version of what is needed, was a step 

in developing IVS assistants into future leaders of Laos. 
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x EDUCATION TEAM 

; The role of an IVS'er on the Edu- 
: A = 1 cation Team is somewhat different 

: a | Be i than that of the RD volunteer in that 
F ld ’ wee | he comes to Laos with a fixed job. 

he min Pg 5 Ca! He comes to teach at Dong Dok in 
Po abl a = ic Vientiane or at an ENI or a Lycee in i =e fe the field. Although his job appears 

¢ — / Re to be more stable, he is plagued with 
aa. 7" | Pe different types of frustrations. 

ia = 
— ——a One of IVS' primary goal is to 

Bernie Wilder and Mrs. i-hinkham help Laos attain a strong national 

discuss program plans identity by trying to encourage the 

people of Laos to improve their edu- 

cational system and to train enough 

teachers so that the instruction can be given in Lao instead of French. The 

IVS'er is invited by the Lao Government to teach English or to teach other 

subjects in English to future teachers as there are not enough trained Lao to 

train their own teachers. A few do teach through a counterpart and plans 

for next year include one IVS'er teaching in Lao at the ENI in Luang Prabang. 

Others work directly with Lao on school maintenance and administration. 

The goal at the top of the list is one of training, so that eventually all 

IVS'ers would teach themselves out of a job; turning them over to the Lao. 

The frustrations here being the fact that such change usually takes more than 

two years and the volunteers don't get to see the fruits of their work and often 
after training, people leave and go to 

me : 2 oe. a S work elsewhere. 

pw 
ay Ree a ee a A by-product of teaching is the cul- 
Pee pe I we 4 } tural exchange of ideas and customs; 

ee 2 —- Se A something that is indulged in by 
fans a an... OK CP 1S both the Lao and Americans through 

eae LS - < oo A >» classroom work and extra curri- 
aor f » @ ies 4 cular activities. It is in this way 
f ‘ fog a « and this way only that understanding 

j : - a & ae of peoples can come about and 

. - ri dai friends can be made through mutual 
iy — oo understanding or respectful accep- 

ee tance of what one doesn't under- 
a—— a stand. To the Education volunteer, 

Bernie Wilder and Pat and all volunteers, this privilege 

Basler outside school and of cultural exchange helps make all 

Dong Dok the frustrations worthwhile. 
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ENGLISH SECTION 

The Ecole Superiore de Pedagogie, better known as Dong Dok, has 

instruction in three languages: French, Lao and English. This year 

over 900 students studied in the French section, which means that 

almost all of their instruction is in French, 187 studied in the English 

section and 407 in the Lao. The subjects taught in the three sections 
run the range of the usual subjects in a secondary school, and include 

teacher training courses. 

Dong Dok is a government school under the supervision of the 

™4inistry of Education. The school administrators are Lao, and the 

French and English sections each have a head of staff who serves as 

a liaison between their teachers and the administration. Most of the 

English section teachers are IVS; however, this year there were three 

British Colombo Plan teachers, one Australian and one Fullbrighter. 

There were also three Thai teachers, 25 Lao, 51 French teachers, 

2 Indian, 2 Japanese, 1 Vietnamese and 4 Canadians teaching in other 

sections of the school. 

The students come from all parts of Laos to Dong Dok after they 

have had six years of primary school and have passed the entrance 

examination, to study for from two to nine years on a government 

scholarship. 

Dong Dok is a fo ee ara 

| teacher training school, LJ —— +++ = zs 
and every student who 1 : 

| studies here must sign 4 ‘ 
a contract which obliges - | be: 
him to teach in Laos for : 9 | fe L 
ten years after gradua- . . a 12 eae 
tion. If he does not sign” oe s —| 4 = 7 
the contract he must pay a 3 . a4 | a 

for his own board, which |  @ . = 8 
few Lao can afford..3.3% mm —-—- [2 > — 
of the over-all student a a s| As 
body pays their own _& eS +e & ye - 

8.8% of the English —-~. 6 60rlc ( le 
Section students pay for so oo = a 

their own board. There —— os 
is no tuition. 
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Wash day at the girls' dormitory - Dong Dok 
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Morning assembly at Dong Dok 
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IVS OBJECTIVES AT E.S.P, 

IVS is teaching in the English Section because there aren't 
enough trained Lao teachers to staff schools in Laos, or to train as 

many new teachers as are needed. ; 

IVS teaches English to the prospective Lao teachers, who after : 

one year, will be able to use English as a language of instruction to 

receive the rest of their education. There are no colleges or uni- 

versities in Laos. The English Section provides students who can be 

sent to universities in English-speaking countries. These-students 

return to Laos to teach and to train new teachers. 

IVS teaches in other sections where capable Lao teachers are ab- 

sent. Usually the teaching is done through a Lao counterpart, who is 

being trained to take over the course. 

Maintenance and construction volunteers are essential to a func- 

tioning school. They train Lao workers to perform the various main- 
tenance and construction jobs to be done. IVS is helping to develop all 

facilities of the school -- the various workshops, laboratories, and the 

school farm, : \ 
{ 

THE SCHOOL 
i] 

Almost all students live in the dormitories (built for 1,500 students) | 

on campus, and some teachers live nearby in the 41 apartments and nine | 

houses built by USAID. The school maintains kitchens and a dispensary i 

on campus for the students. The school has 56 classrooms, eight shops } 
and laboratories. There is a large open-air auditorium, called the Salle | 

des Fetes, which is used as a meeting hall, movie house and basketball | 
court. { 

The school library, established and organized by Russell Marcus, is 

run now by the Lao he has trained. It has 1, 769 volumes in French, 

3,797 in English, 1,101 in Thai and 116 in Lao. Now that the library is 

well organized and offers a fair reading selection, the teachers intend 

next year to promote student interest and utilization. The teachers' 

room, set up by IVS, also has a Reference Library with 1, 144 volumes 

in English. 

The school has a language laboratory, run this year by Doug Smith, 

with 20 tape recorders and earphones. Under Doug's direction, new 

language tapes were made by IVS teachers to add to the tape library. 

Jerry Porter teaches science and runs the science lab. When first 

built, it was used only by IVS teachers. IVS fostered use by other 

teachers and the lab is now in constant use. 
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| ena eee lenient camel @ ORGANIZATION AND 

_ it! on tee & ‘ 3 ne i - = IVS teachers at Dong D 
: i Ee io) Ba 4, 1 OF alt Ts Scan 5 work under Bernard Wilder, 
Lope ae P ‘erate «| IVS/ED Chief-of-Party, and 

ae — So a > 4 Lo Cw = ae IVS English teachers work 
- + — aes A : py ' under Mr. Wilder and Mrs. 
pt he | (S88 Pinkham, Lao head of the 
 eoteal i. 4 gon = English Department. 

= = ~e ey . y ys ea owe There are 14 IVS teache 
: tou 5 b - we = A : i a who teach full time in the 
[= j a ae yy English Section and ten in 

4. ta — : am _ other sections. Classes are 
SES = = ae about the same level as those 

Stephanie Merritt and her English class in an American high school. 

Besides English; economics, 

government, history, geography, math, general science, biology, physics, 

home economics, electricity, woodworking and motor maintenance are taught. 

This year economics, taught by Stan Druben, was offered for the first time. 

It was well received and the course will be continued next year. 

TEACHING - SUCCESSES AND FAILURES 

Methods of teaching English in the first year heavily emphasize speaking - 
repeating after the teacher and answering questions. The students spend at 
least four hours a week working with tapes in the language lab. The students 

needed many visual aids, and George Horwood created a visual aid program for 

the first year. His work was so successful that he may work on visual aid pro- 

grams for all years in the English section. The main problem for first year 

teachers was a lack of good written material - textbooks and other reading 

materials. Judy Stuckey, Laurel Druben and Stephanie Merritt worked on a 

better class program for next year. 

The second and third year methods stress grammar, composition, reading 
and speaking. The third year does not work in the language lab. The fourth 

and fifth years stress literature, composition and grammar. This year twelve 

students graduated from the English section, and almost all of them received 

a scholarship for further study in Thailand or abroad. 

Seven third year students will attend high schools in the U.S, for their 

| "junior year'' under the American Field Service program. 

This year research papers were written on various subjects by the 5th 

year English class, 2nd year English class and 2nd year social science class. 
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| Bob Jones studied Lao intensively during his first year here, 

obtained a math book in Thai, and began teaching math in Lao at Dong 

| Dok. 

IVS English section teachers also taught beginning English from 

two to six hours a week in the French section. This presents special 

problems for the students and teachers because the French students 

don't know English, the American teachers often don't know French well 

enough to use it as a tool for teaching, and they don't often know Lao 
well enough for an intensive classroom explanation on grammar. The text- 

+ books are inadequate and no systematic teaching program has ever been 

maintained in this area. There have been no visual aids available for 

these classes. 

- 

Courses of study and textbooks are available for most subjects. Due 

to the change-over in staff every year, teachers don't always want to 

follow what another teacher did the previous year. As a consequence, 

students have in the past received up to five different kinds of English 

instruction during their years at Dong Dok. Two years ago, in order to 

try to correct this situation, IVS teachers, with USAID Education, 

started to work out a new seven-year curriculum for the English Section. 

The objectives were expanded from that of training just English teachers 

to that of training teachers of all subjects. For the last two years the 

} section has operated with a provisional curriculum that included courses 

for the first four years. This year the curriculum for the first four years 

was revised slightly and finalized and the program for the last three years 

j was formulated. This 

program has been J ea a oF eT fF Se Pa 

approved by the Director ioe _ | —_— 
of Teacher Training ee i a a oie , p - : 
and is now in the pro- ' | €. _ | 7? ; +. 2 
cess of getting full i ie S08 — : on 
ministerial approval. - _- XP { EI 

The attitude of the rt. 7 8 pt 

‘ English section students a 23 é a os 
this year was appre- ve (| b BY Patt : 
ciated by IVS. When bd 

e this year there was a 5 & 1 

student strike, the “ i 

French section closed F aN a { 

almost a month early vi i - 
and those students oe, =e fo a 

went home while the = i ee 

Ene erudents ds- Dave St. Louis and counterpart inspect 
cided to remain and 2 ee newly hatched chick, 
finish out the year as - 
planned. 
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AGRICULTURE 

IVS agriculturalists have worked at ESP since 1959. During the 

ensuing period, activities have centered around three primary objec- 

tives: 

1. to develop the instructional program in agriculture. 

2. to develop the school farm as an instructional facility and as a 
producer of food. 

3. to develop the Lao staff to the point where the first two could be 

operated without outside help. 

Much progress was made toward the first two objectives. The num- 

ber of students taking agriculture has increased, the number of hours per 

week they study agriculture has increased and the program itself is much 

stronger and better organized. The farm facility was developed to the 

point where the farm raised 70 to 80 pigs a year, the chicken flocks 

numbered over 500, 3 fish ponds were in production, 150 geese were 

raised and many vegetables were produced. 

The third objective, however, was not reached. This fact makes 

the other achievements relatively meaningless unless outside help is 

continually provided. This year the decision to drop the idea of 

developing the school farm was reached. It will be put into mothballs 

until a realistic solution to finding trained Lao can be accomplished. We 

will work on this by continuing to train Lao counterparts on the job and by 

: endeavoring to have more Lao 

py ee [eee eee ee ee study agriculture in other 

2 —- .. countries. 

._ € Z - a : Next year the agriculture 

. oe : ee : activities will center mainly 
‘ | - around further improvement 

7G : . : of the instructional program. 
Lt. Soe — pee A program of animal and 

Bl fhe : : ee a9 garden projects carried out 

of! bgae) ie | _ by students will be empha- 
eS ll = i i i 
2. oe ON a . = sized which will be 

=  -. Yt ee | patterned after the Voca- 

Pe —*. i - ae | tional Agriculture - future 

ia ati’ be | farmer of America concept 
UC |. that worked so well in the 

- | _ : United States. 

Which comes first, the chicken or the egg? 
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PRACTICAL ABTS a a ee ee ee 
In Laos, practical e — soe i od | 

arts is a term that is an a 
Boe a oi OM 6 ete! 8 et. F 

applied to the teaching of Lad y. Reis os 

woodworking, metal oo. 22 = oe i | ba i 
working, plumbing, masonry, ee , Fe Se > ay 
arts and crafts, mechanics a hel ciate a ob 
and home economics. At ioe inal » = Bele 

the ESP it also means the eae ae # ~_ = 
‘ application of these skills cay A 

a : SS) 7 oe 
toward building, main- Ge a 
tenance and construction. He rs oo i ee 

i Specifically, the IVS'ers se SO 
at the ESP work in the ae ae .CtCS 
following ways: ne j i Pp 7 | 

1. Teach these subjects PAR ae le 0 

directly to the students of Dell Johnson coming out of a culvert. 

the English section, and 

with counterparts, to t 

students of the Lao and French section. 

i 2. Train counterparts to teach these subjects through working on the job 

| with special help. : i 

\ 

| 3. Working with and training school maintenance crews on the job situations | 

and in some cases with special workshops. 
| 

4, Development of school facilities, necessary to teach these subjects. I 
\ 

IVS'ers were assigned to work in this area during the 1966-67 school 

year. The division of their time between the above four methods of working i 

was different in each case. Bob Van Nest finished his fourth year at the | 
ESP this year. When he came the wood shop was a bare room. Now there 

} are two connected woodshops that are fully equipped and well organized. { 

The curriculum for woodworking has been developed over this period of 

j time to reflect the needs of the students and at the same time to be within 

the limits of what is practical and possible. The main disappointment is 

this shop has been the impossibility of being able to turn the shop over | 

completely to the Lao to run. Two counterparts have been assigned to the 

shop for varying lengths of time. Neither proved adequate and the search i 

is continuing for a suitable Lao who can be trained in the next two years to f 

take over completely the teaching duties. In the meantime, the IVS'er | 

involved must fill the personnel gap, train what material is available and 

steadily progress toward the day when he can work himself out of a job. | 
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iQ ce — | i In the motor pool, Bob 
\ '% as oe > _ Bryson has three jobs. The 
fam ~ coy first is to be a teacher of 

| f =< re eA _______ general mechanics where 
SS = f - = the main emphasis is on use 

. a) a —— of tools, understanding of 
: me aS principles and working with 

; aw oO | small engines. The second 
& . y = ___ is to develop the facilities 

; . a» Lie —— of the motor pool which ser- 
ie pete eE oo vices all the school ve- 
_ a ; a -__hicles and of the general 

An. fi _~+~=mechanics shop. The third 
fd - Paihia is to train Lao mechanics to 

eee ee staff the motor pool. Bob 
: Se is carrying on the work 

Pilar Finnel and Crystal Erhart started by Pat Basler in 

accompany Dong Dok students to 1963. At that time there 

orphanage. was no motor pool or 
general mechanics taught 

at all. The school at ESP must maintain its own water and electrical 
distribution system for 1,500 students and approximately 400 staff 

members. Trained Lao personnel was not available to staff these 

positions in the beginning. When IVS first came, the practical arts 

volunteers did the work directly and began training Lao to take their 

place. This was a long task made more difficult because many of the 

people trained left the school to work elsewhere. During the period 

| when the school was growing rapidly there was more installation than 
. maintenance. Help was needed by the Lao inthis area. The population 

| of the school has now stabilized and also the people on the work crews 

| have been static for over a year. 

| The electrical crew has been working under the guidance of Lauren 

Merritt who has taught a class in electricity to the English section 

students. The crew has developed to the point that it has been decided 

to not fill this position with an IVS'er next year. Dell Johnson, who 

ended four years on the Education team in the summer of 1967, has 
been training the plumbing and masonry crews. These crews have also 

progressed to the point where we feel that an IVS'er is no longer re- 

quired. This continues the policy of working ourselves out of a job and 

then going on to another, more challenging activity. In this case a per- 

son will be brought in next year to work with the head of all maintenance 
for the school. 
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Home economics has always been an important part of the 

curriculum of the school for the girls. Two years ago, Judy Green 

obtained two rooms to serve as temporary home economic labs. 

These have been developed and equipped by Judy to partially meet 

the need for facilities in this area. Judy teaches home economics | 

directly to the girls in the English section and through her Lao counter- | 

part, she also teaches students in the French and Lao sections of the | 

school. Much of her time has been spent developing instructional 

materials in Lao for use in the classes that she teaches and those of | 

the other Lao teachers of home economics. | 

1 EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES 

| Orphanage | 

| This year the third year class in the English section visited a boys' | 

| orphanage in Vientiane every Saturday afternoon, The class organized 

games and instructional activities for 13 orphans so that each student | 

had charge of at least one activity every week. Some of these activities 

| were musical chairs, bean bags, folding paper toys, finger painting, 

| hygiene lessons, knot-tying, and relay races. 

The biggest project of the year was building a swing. Money for the | 

i materials was supplied by Skip (George) Horwood, IVS teacher, who gave 

| art lessons and donated the proceeds to the orphanage. The students i 

| shopped for materials, made = {| 

iron hooks and bolts in the at ee oF as j 

| workshop, spent several ds aes \ 
| Saturday afternoons boring ; | = RM 

the holes in birch trees, 5 4 A 
and strung up two swings. F ; ey | ee 

rae | id id te | 
The Lao have a funda- e i ek | | 

| mental devotion to the ot ae ve  ) | 

family, and an awareness of or ye \ he ie 
responsibility and dedication fag | lll a 
to others within the family, A : 

but they have little notion of pet ‘ re - = | 

social responsibility outside Poe . a. J | a | 

the family, and is just now yo es S Solio, | 

developing a rational identity Bae Rae Abe F yy ¥: | 
: . . Jaa s i ol e 4 I 

This project was to ripen the ems “ — | 

students' sense of social Dong Dok students supervise games | 

e involvement. The teacher at the orphanage. 

: | 
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who worked with the students thought this project was successful 

because the students felt needed and they could see immediately 

success of their efforts, and developed a real enthusiasm for working 

with the children. 

English Clubs 

Other extra curricular activities at Dong Dok this year included 

the organization of English-speaking clubs. While teachers sat in as 

advisors, fifth year students functioned as presidents and planned 

with the club members various activities - discussion and reading 

sessions, picnics and field trips to factories, wats and other places 

of interest in and around Vientiane. During the school year, picnic 

groups were taken to Thadeua, Thangone and Had Donechang. Field 

trips took in the shoe factories, a Lao bakery, Wats Ong Tu and 

Sisaknet, USIS, O.B. Hospital and the American School. Club members 

were encouraged to take notes on these field trips for oral reports at 

their next club meeting. 

The intentions of the English Club were: 1) to stimulate the stu- 

dents' language ability by their participating in the above mentioned 

activities, in a non-classroom atmosphere; 2) to stimulate an interest 

and regard for student organization and student responsibility in 
planning group projects, with a minimum of faculty aid; 3) to stimulate, 

through field trips, a kind of civic consciousness, or, at least, an 

awareness of such things as business, medical and library facilities in 

Vientiane. 

Holiday Parties 

At Christmas time, the English section students prepared a Lao 

banquet for the faculty at Bernie Wilder's house. They spent several 

days buying and cooking food, decorating the Wilders' yard, and even 

gave up a meal to pay for the occasion, 

The Salle de Fete was the scene for an all-school New Year's Party. 

Refreshments were served and the students! band provided dance music 

for this affair that lasted until dawn. 

Literary Contest 

A literary contest, sponsored by Asia Foundation, was held at 

Dong Dok. All students at the school were invited to submit stories, 
songs or verses, in Lao, to a committee of Lao judges. The purpose 

of this contest was to encourage much needed publication of Lao 

writers and language. For each category, stories and poetry, there 
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was a first prize of $25.00 and a second prize of $15.00. It is hoped 

that next year a nationwide literature contest can be held at all the | 

secondary schools. | 

Sports | 

The athletic program this year, under the supervision of Dick | 

| Stuckey and Lane Yoder, included intramural soccer and basketball | 
games between the French and English sections, and between various , | 

English section classes and years. Dick Stuckey usually coached and | 

| refereed at these games. Two basketball games were played with the 

American School team. The girls at Dong Dok, provided with volley- | 

ball, badminton and basketball equipment, competed intramurally in | q 

| these games. Much of the money for the purchase of tetherball sets 

j and other sports equipment was donated by the American Women's ] 

' Club. | 

| ENI'S | 

i The ENI's (Ecole Normale d'Institutuers) are regional teacher 

training schools operating throughout Laos. They operate in conjunc- 

tion with the ESP (Ecole Supereure d'Pedagogie), Vientiane, which is 

the parent college. Presently there are ENI's located at Pakse, Luang j 

; Prabang, Samthong and Vang Vieng. The ENI's at Pakse and Luang Pra- i 

: bang were established in 1961. Training programs at Samthong and Vang } 

Vieng began this year. Another ENI will soon begin operation in | 

Savannakhet. These schools have the important function of training ele- | 

mentary school teachers to staff the rapidly enlarging Lao educational 
system. 

I 

1966 was a year of expansion at the ENI's. Enrollment at Pakse and i 
Luang Prabang increased by one-third. New ENI's were started at | 

Samthong and Vang Vieng. Thus, over a total of 700 students are now ! 

being trained at the ENI's. To meet the needs of increasing enrollments, 

major construction programs were begun at Pakse and Luang Prabang. | 

Two dormitories and an administration classroom building are under f 

construction at Pakse. Two new dormitories are also built at Luang Pra- | 

| bang. | 
J 

This expansion was also reflected in the assignment of IVS personnel. 
An IVS'er was assigned to each of the new ENI's and an additional volun- I 

teer was added to the teaching staffs at Luang Prabang and Pakse. IVS 

assignments for 1966-67 were: Samthong - Paul White; Vang Vieng - 
Chuck Brewster; Luang Prabang - Ron Sauer and Jeff Lessoff; Pakse - 

Roger Brady and E. J. Johnson. 
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The role of IVS at the ENI's has varied with the needs of the various | 

schools and talents of the individual volunteer. In general, the volun- bE 

teers have served in a dual role as administrative advisors and teachers. 

As full-time members of the school staff, each volunteer is on the spot a 

| to help coordinate USAID programs at his school and to help plan the 

future development of the school. Under the supervision of the school | 

director and with the support of IVS, volunteers are often able to initiate 

and administer independent projects at their schools. IVS'ers assigned 

to the ENI's have taught a wide variety of subjects. But teaching assign- i 

ments are most frequently in the areas of English, Agriculture, Indus- 

trial Arts, and Physical Education. | 

. t 

IVS efforts at Pakse this year were directed at improving agriculture 

and practical arts programs. An additional section of school property : 

: was brought under cultivation and fenced. A series of transactions were | 

conducted to provide the hog program with new stock and to establish a 
farm fund in support of the school's agricultural projects. A poultry 

program was initiated with the purchase of 25 Rhode Island Red Chickens | 

from Bangkok. Three workbenches were built by students and an assort- 

ment of hand tools were acquired to help establish a permanent school j 

workshop. Shortage of classroom space has not yet made this possible. | 

A carpentry club was started to encourage interested students to develop 

woodworking skills, In addition, courses in English and Community 

Development and a teaching materials workshop were taught by IVS 

personnel, | 

IVS' programs at other locations were similar to that of Pakse with 

the addition of independent projects such as library development and 

health programs, involving physicals and dental checks. Assistance was i 

also given, wherever possible, to graduates of RTTC's (Rural Teacher 

Training Colleges) who are teaching in the village schools. This | 

assistance was in the form of information, ideas on a particular subject or ; 

helping to locate sources of materials. 

TEFL . 
| 

1 IVS/ED had 4 teachers in the TEFL Program last year: Robert and 

Nancy Artman in Savannakhet, Susan (Olson) Van Tine in Savannakhet, 

and Sam Floyd in Vientiane. The following is how Bob Artman views the 

4 program. | 
: 

" 'Teaching English as a Foreign Language' is sometimes referred to 

as 'Teaching English as a Second Language.' In French-dominated 

secondary schools of Laos 'Teaching English as a Third Language' would 

be more appropriate. In all grades the only subjects not taught in French 

are English and Lao language. This predominance of the French has 
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advantages and disadvantages for the American teacher in English. 

"One of the few advantages is that the Lao student is already familiar ; 
with the Roman alphabet and has some acquaintance with a European 
language which is much more like English than like his own language. 

The disadvantages are many. All the usual problems of grammar, 

syntax and pronunciation are doubled. For example, an English word 

that may be difficult enough for a Lao student to pronounce becomes 

even more difficult when the word has a cognate in French that is pro- 

nounced and stressed differently in that language. These are problems 

of language, however, which can be dealt with directly by the IVS'er. 

"There are more confounding problems arising from the dominance 
of French in the secondary schools - problems which are beyond the reach 

of the IVS'ers influence. For instance, the third language status of English 

gives it a low place in the relative importance of academic subjects. This 

is especially true in the technical schools where English is allotted only 
two hours per week in the curriculum and is not included in the final examin- 

ations for the C,A,P, diploma. Two hours per week, or three, or even 

four is precious little time to teach a foreign language when the goal is to 

provide the ability to understand and produce that language in its spoken 

form. The problem of too few 'hours of contact' is beyond the IVS'ers 

influence in that the ideal solution to the situation would be to require 

English language instruction five or more hours per week and perhaps 

even put the course on an elective basis in the interest of student motiva- 

tion, This solution, being mainly administrative, would have to be 

negotiated at a summit : pe Pe > Ol 

the Lao Ministry of | _ ee i: 

Education, USAID/ gamer SS —_— = oe 

mi Ree: 
"Yet, the IVoler a\ Ps, La a —— =_— oo 

must cope with the a vy o Pg olin boule 9 erie’ 

situation as it is. nha As — Pe = a i 
| And, somehow, the ois ot - a ae po 

limited number of eS a ad 
contact hours must Vi <i 2 ge 4 
be made to produce. —_— 8. — - 

The most pressing = J / 

fone a. re Paul Altemus and students 
teaching methods and : 

in Savannakhet. 
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materials. Training for IVS teachers consist mainly of instruction | 

in the use of the aural-oral method of language teaching. In an | 

ideal situation the aural-oral method cannot be beat; the student is in | 

class from three to five hours a day and is forced to use what he learns | 

in an English-speaking environment. But the situation in a Lao i 

secondary school is far enough from the ideal to require some major 

modifications in the aural-oral method, although many of the techniques | 

are not valuable but essential. 

"It might be extremely effective, for instance, to put greater stress 

on vocabulary building, even if this requires restricting the emphasis on | 

sentence patterns (the foundation of the aural-oral method). Since the stu- | 

dent has little contact with English outside the classroom he cannot pick 

. up! vocabulary from his environment. He is seldom faced with the need to | 

know a certain word in order to express himself. The usual thing is for | 

the student not to know any more vocabulary than what he has learned in | 
| class. Under strict application of the techniques of the aural-oral method 

the student's vocabulary would remain severely limited, although he might i 

be able to use what few words he knows in quite a variety of sentence 

patterns. Inevitably he loses interest in the language. A greater empha- 

sis on vocabulary building would broaden the appeal of the language and 

permit the student to express a wider. range of ideas when he does have } 

an opportunity to use his English. And, of course, if this and other modi- | 

fications of method are utilized it becomes important to have materials | 

that reflect the modifications. | 

"So, as far as Co oo i oo a : = = . | 

teaching English oe ft a = | 
as a foreign lan- _ FC See LS — 
guage in Lao Lo | "Ut he . g | 

is concerned, i ra aN yr lr 
there are some a a aC | | = 4 
problems the one a a — ee 

with on his own y" f a = “Se = e _ 
initiative and some ‘ an, oad aa] Coe : J 
that are beyond his : Ps es, : | A \ fay: é % : 
range as an indivi- he a eo — fy =. @ | 
dual, It should be = Vie 
recognized, how- sible Le ee = ae | 
ever, that initia- Nancy Artman and students 

tive can quickly in Savannakhet. | 

be undermined and | 

made ineffective if the larger problems go unchanged and unsolved. "' 
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IVS PERSONNEL ROSTER - 1966-1967 

NAME TEAM DATES AT POST POST 

Alexander, Dianne ED 12/15/63 =8/15/66 Vientiane 
Altemus, Paul ED 9/26/64 10/11/66 Savannakhet 
Archer, James RD 11/19/66 11/ 3/68 Hovei Mun 

Muong Kassy 

Hong Sa 

Artman, Nancy ED 10/ 4/66 9/24/68 Savannakhet 

Artman, Robert ED 10/ 4/66 9/24/68 Savannakhet 

Augspurger, Joanne RD 11/19/66 11/ 3/68 Muong Phieng 
Augspurger, Richard RD 11/19/66 11/ 3/68 Muong Phieng 
Barth, Richard RD 9/27/66 8/27/68 Ban Nakhua 

Basler, Patrick ED 6/15/63 8/15/67 Vientiane 

Beery, Galen RD 6/ 6/62 12/31/66 Xieng Lom 

Vientiane 

Xieng Ngeun 

Belongia, James RD 10/17/64 10/17/66 Ban Houei Kong 
Keng Kok 

Xieng Ngeun 

Bewitz, Frank RD 10/15/65 10/10/67 Keng Kok 
Lahanam 

Blanning, Bill RD 7/28/65 7/28/67 Nong Bok 
Bordsen, Marcus RD 9/14/66 8/27/68 Pakse 
Brady, Roger ED 5/ 1/66 5/ 1/68 Pakse 

Branfman, Fredric ED 3/26/67 5/15/69 Vientiane 
Brewster, Charles ED 10/ 4/66 9/24/68 Vang Vieng 
Brown, Chester RD 8/17/63 10/26/67 Borikhane 

Vientiane 

Bryson, Robert ED 8/28/66 11/ 3/68 Vientiane 
Candea, Elizabeth RD 10/15/65 10/10/67 Muong Phieng 

Nam Thone 

é Thakhek 

Vientiane 

Candea, Randy RD 10/15/65 10/10/67 Muong Phieng 

Nam Thone 
Thakhek 

Vientiane 

Carlson, Fred RD 4/22/65 3/15/67 Houei Sai 

Ban Lao 

Muong Kassy 

Cheydleur, Frederic RD 4/26/66 (3/25/67 Muong Phalane 
Phakhania 

Chubbuck, Wade RD 7/28/65 7/28/67 Keng Kok 
Clish, Martin RD 12/10/65 4/ 6/67 Vientiane 

Compton, Carol RD 9/14/65 7/28/67 Ban Lao 
Compton, Lin RD 7/28/65 7/28/67 Ban Lao 
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NAME TEAM DATES AT POST POST | 

i 

Davis, Gary RD 3/18/67 3/ 1/69 Saravane I 

Donnan, Jack RD W2/\0/65 127/477:/67 Vientiane ip 

Druben, Laurel ED 9/20/66 9/ 2/68 Vientiane ts 

Druben, Stanley ED 9/20/66 9/ 2/68 Vientiane } 
Emling, Elaine ED 9/26/64 9/ 9/66 Vientiane ye 

Pakse IE 

Erhart, Crystal ED 9/20/66 9/ 2/68 Vientiane I 

Esser, John RD 10/15/65 10/10/67 Nong Bok | 
Savannakhet | 

Finnell, Loren RD/ED 11/ 4/66 10/26/68 Vientiane i 
Flanagan, Michael RD B/18/67 3/71/69 Hong Sa I 
Floyd, Samuel ED 8/15/63 8/15/67 Vientiane l 
Gompert, Terry RD 11/19/66 11/ 3/68  Paksane i 
Goodwin, Andrew RD 11/19/66 11/ 3/68 Houvei Mun 'f 

Muong Kassy if 

Gorman, Brenda RD 10/15/65 10/10/67 Vientiane 

Green, Judith ED 9/15/65 8/15/67 Vientiane i 

Grover, Jane RD 9/14/66 =8/27/68 Xieng Ngeun 
Muong Nane | 

Grover, Robert RD 9/14/66 8/27/68 Xieng Ngeun i 

Muong Nane | 

Hackbarth, James . £D 8/26/64 8/ 2/66 Vientiane | 
Horwood, George ED 10/ 4/66 9/24/68 Vientiane | 

Howarth, Francis RD 4/19/66 5/1/68 Phone Hong 
Sayaboury 

Howarth, Nancy RD 4/19/66 5/ 1/68 Phone Hong 
Sayaboury 

Jacobson, Robert RD 3/18/67 3/ 1/69 Ban Na Mone | 

Johnson, Dell ED 6/15/63 Vientiane 

Johnson, Erwin ED 9/14/66 8/27/68 Pakse 
Jones, Carol "ED 9/20/66 9/ 2/68 Vientiane | . 
Jones, Robert ED 9/20/66 9/ 2/68 Vientiane 
Leavitt, Chaim RD 4/22/65 2/15/67 Ban Keun 

Muong Palane 

Nam Bac | 

Lehman, Kristin RD 11/19/66 11/ 3/68 Dong Hene i} 

Vang Vieng i 

Lehman, Larry RD 11/19/66 11/ 3/68 Dong Hene | 

Vang Vieng | 
Lessoff, Jeffrey ED 9/14/66 8/27/68 Luang Prabang 

Lewis, Jerry RD 4/15/66 5/ 1/68 Hong Sa | 
Muong Met | 
Muong Kassy 

Lewis, Kenneth RD 6/19/63 6/23/67 Pakse { 
Savannakhet 
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NAME TEAM DATES AT POST POSTS 

Lovan, Robert RD 6/15/64 8/25/67 Keng Kok 
Vientiane 

Majoros, Robert RD 9/28/66 9/ 3/68 Ban Nakhua 
Dong Kasene 

Marby, Gerry RD 9/13/66 8/27/68 Borikhane 

Marby, Karin RD 9/13/66 8/27/68 Borikhane 
Marcus, Russell ED 5/ 1/66 5/ 1/68 Vientiane 
Merritt, Lauren ED 5/ 1/66 5/ 1/68 Vientiane 

Merritt, Stephanie ED 5/ 1/66 5/ 1/68 Vientiane 

Miller, Edith ED 9/20/66 9/ 2/68 Vientiane 

Myers, Edward RD 3/18/67 3/ 1/69 Vientiane 
MacRae, Roderick ED 8/25/64 7/ 5/66 Pakse 
McDonald, Michael RD 4/26/66 3/26/67 Ban Keun 

McDonald, Susan RD 4/26/66 3/26/67 Ban Keun 
McGrath, Joan RD 12/10/65 2/ 6/67 Xieng Ngeun 

McIntosh, William RD 3/18/67 3/ 1/69 Muon g Kasene 
Nell, Gerald RD 3/18/67 3/ 1/69 Keng Kok 
Olsen, Larry RD 10/16/65 10/10/67 Khong Sedone 

Osn, Joseph RD 9/19/64 9/19/66 Borikhane 

Keng Kok 

Savannakhet 

Muong Kassy 

Vientiane 

Owen, Robert RD 8/10/65 T/AT/(67 Khong Sedone 

Parmenter, John RD 11/19/66 11/ 3/68 Vientiane 

Hong Sa 

Peacock, Jean RD 4/15/66 5/ 1/68 Borikhane 

Thakhek 

Percival, Dave RD 8/10/65 8/10/67 Lakhone Pheng 

Thakhek 

Porter, Jermain ED 9/15/64 7/ 1/67 Vientiane 

Robbins, Susan RD. 12/10/65 12/10/67 Thakhek 

Russell, (Reynolds)Mary RD 4/15/66 5/ 1/68 Vang Vieng 
Ann Nam Thone 

Russell, Tom RD 4/15/66 5/ 1/68 Xieng Lom 
Hong Sa 

Vang Vieng 

Nam Thone 

Sauer, Ronald ED G21/65 7/21/67 Vientiane 
) Luang Prabang 

Sitzer, Lewis RD 4/15/66 5/15/67 Dong Hene 
Muong Palane 

Smith, Douglas ED 10/ 5/66 9/24/68 Vientiane 
Smith, Mary ED 10/ 5/66 9/24/68 Vientiane 
St. Louis, David ED 7/21/65 7/21/67 Vientiane 

Stuckey, Judy ED 10/ 5/66 9/24/68 Vientiane 
Syuckey, Richard ED 10/ 5/66 9/24/68 Vientiane 
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NAME TEAM DATES AT POST POST E 
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Teller, David RD 4/22/65 3/15/67 Ban Houei Kong \ 
Thompson, MacAlan RD 9/14/66 8/27/68 Muong Met : 

Hong Sa hi 
Nam Bac t 

Ullom, Kenneth RD 10/15/65 10/10/67 Vang Vieng IL 
Van Nest, Elizabeth ED 8/15/63 10/15/67 Vientiane if 

Van Nest, Robert ED 8/15/63 10/15/67 Vientiane 

Van Riper, Cort RD 3/18/67 3/ 1/69 Ban Done i 

Van Tine, John RD 9/14/66 8/27/68 Hong Sa 

Savannakhet | i 

Van Tine, (Olsen)Susan ED 9/20/66 9/ 2/68 Savannakhet Ii 

Veillard, Jean RD 12/10/65 12/10/67 Wapi Kantong | 

Kong Kasene } 

Verrier, Michael RD 12/10/65 10/ 1/66 Ban Lao 

Xieng Lom | 
Weythman, Gary RD 8/14/66 9/27/68 Nong Bok | 

Weythman, Gerladine RD 8/14/66 9/27/68 Nong Bok 

White, Paul ED 10/ 4/66 9/24/68 Sam Thone | 

Wilczek, Dennis RD 9/14/66 8/27/68 Thakhek i 

Wilczek, Jane RD 9/14/66 8/27/68 Thakhek | 
Wilder, Bernard ED 6/15/63 8/15/67 Vientiane 

Wilson, Larry RD 4/22/65 3/15/67 Vientiane 
Sam Thong ~ i 

Wolf, Lou RD 10/17/64 4/30/67  Borikhane 
Vientiane \ 

Wong, Katherine RD 7/25/65 7/25/67 Phone Hong 

Vientiane i 

Wong, Kenneth RD 7/26/64 7/25/67 Phone Hong | 
Vientiane 

Wood, Jeffrey - ED 10/ 1/65 8/21/66 Save nnakhet | 

Woodson, Larry ED 8/ 1/64 + 8/ 1/68 Luang Prabang i- 

Vientiane | 
Yoder, Lane ED 10/ 4/66 9/24/68 Vientiane i 

Zacharezyck, Thomas RD 3/18/67 3/ 1/67 Vientiane 
Ziegler, Frank RD 2/25/64 12/15/68 Khong Island 

Savannakhet I 

Lahanam 

| 
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CONTRIBUTING EDITORS 

Robert Artman IVS/ED 

Savannakhet 

Roger Brady IVS/ED 
Pakse 

Liz Candea Ivs/RD . 

Vientiane 

Randy Candea Ivs/RD . 
Vientiane 

Crystal Erhart IVS/ED 
Vientiane 

Loren Finnell IVS/RD-ED 
Vientiane 

Brenda Gorman Ivs/RD 

Vientiane 

Bob Jacobson IvS/RD 
Ban Amone 

Jerry Lewis IVS/RD 
Muong Kassy 

Robert Majoros Ivs/RD 
Dong Kasene 

Edith Miller IVS/ED 

Vientiane 

Dave Percival IVS/RD 

Thakhek 

Ken Ullom IvVS/RD 
Vang Vieng 

: 

Bernard Wilder IVS/ED 
| Vientiane 

ART WORK 

George Horwood IvS/ED 
Vientiane 
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INTERNATIONAL VOLUNTARY SERVICES, INC, 

ANNUAL REPORT* 

July 1967 - June 1968 

LAOS - RURAL DEVELOPMENT AND EDUCATION TEAMS 

Prepared by 

/ Crystal Erhart 

and 

Loren Finnell 

Associate Chief-of-Party for Administration 

*This edition of the Annual Report should be read as a 
collection of personal descriptions written by individual 

IVS'ers, rather than as a straight, impersonal report.
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| FOREWORD 

This interview is with a Laotian official who has long taken an 

| interest in IVS affairs. He kindly consented to this interview with 

% IVS, which took place on April 26, 1968. 
l 

He is a director of a government service. His secondary studies 

= were interrupted by the Japanese occupation. He joined the Lao Issara 

; resistance movement at the age of 15, and lived in exile in Thailand 
| with its leaders. Afterwards, he resumed his secondary and university 

studies. Since joining Royal Lao Government Service he has traveled 

4 widely through Asia, Europe, and the United States. This interview 

| was conducted in English. He points out that he has spent much of his 

| life in his village and still visits it and other rural areas frequently. 

| 1. Q. What do you see as the overall role of IVS in Laos? 

|) ee ee eee ey 4 gc 4 ah a 

: DO ee <  e 

A ee a oe Bee) 

: pee “ie ba ir | = fle SS 

A. International understanding, through working with each other. 

If we meet each other every day we can learn to appreciate 

one another and come to a sounder judgment about ourselves. 

In the long run, this can make a contribution to world peace. 

2. Q. What about an IVS role in economic development? 

A. Of course we hope that IVS can help the people to have a 
better life. But if the people can't understand who you are 

and what you are, how can you help them to progress in 

economic development? Perhaps there will not be any open 

conflict, but there can be unconscious opposition to your 

ideas. That is why I emphasize so much the psychological 

aspect in this field. At this time this is much more 

important than material accomplishment. 

a4
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= i Hl 3. Q. What are the main internal problems | 
- . at ie facing Laotian society right now? tse ay 

7 re 
; ee ae a ae A. There has been a very significant 

a ae yo an © = increase in needs. Before the 
5 y fe se . Laotian people did not have them 

ae os anything like today. With aid from 
“ee E = 

; |) Ss many different countries, many 
a Pet ba ae \ 4: if be ON material goods are brought into 

a fh) | Aa, the country. Then, where there 
—— -.) Se Sd Lea : : : E 

: Fas gS: A is a fluctuation of this aid or other =e ees yh 
_- Ee i oT RD £6 | income from foreign countries, 

, e aie | skh Ny there is a great effect upon the 

country. It has a much greater 

effect than when we didn't have 

these needs as before. 

During recent years we have imported so many things from developed 

countries, very often things way beyond our means. Thus, we were 

not prepared to use them and there has been a lot of spoilage. 

Another problem is that the improvement in the standard of living 

has not been widely received. It has gone to the few. 

The problem is that our progress here has not been a natural 

development coming from the country itself. This has created 

many social problems. 

4. Q. How much ofa role can IVS play in trying to solve these problems? 

A. That is a difficult question. For IVS works together with the people, 

and yet the problem did not come from the people. 

IVS cannot really help too much in these grand problems. The 

main thing is for it to have understanding with the people. Once 

IVS and the people understand each other, it will know how to ] 

help the people. } 
| 

By helping the people, I do not mean to give them "a better life." 

This is not a very suitable term. | 

I mean to give them "easier work" in the countryside. I believe 

that we can relieve them of some of their unnecessary burdens | 

if we can introduce some skill and technology. | 

==



Primarily through constant, reciprocal contacts, through building 

confidence, you can make them understand that there are many 

{ ways they can improve their standard of living by means of 

technical knowledge. 

But, that is a very difficult task for youto accomplish. The 

standard of living of people in the city has been artificially raised. 

People think that by coming to town they will automatically have a 

more luxurious life. It's hard for you to go and teach them to im- 

prove their condition when they see that some other people who 

don't work as hard have a much easier life. 

5. Q. I wonder if you have some thoughts on the American aid program 

here? 

A. Ithink that the first idea of American aid was and is to help Laos. 

I think America wanted to make Laos a prosperous country and so 

to avoid tumultuous revolution. For it is well-known that poverty 

is a good soil for Communism to 

grow in. I think that America ils me er 
wanted to show people who wanted . ete | 
to go Communist that it's not ee cE. cee e = ol 

, worthwhile to take this long and : a e ie Se 
difficult way, and that another < = 4 ; I a ‘4 
way is better. oh é >" Ae, 

This hope has failed on a country- von x a ; — e hme C 
wide basis because wealth has at P ae ? ‘ad e ss 

| arrived only to a very small ag ‘4 ns oe s 
group of people and has created oF e~ : 

a big gap which didn't exist in 6 EB. ¥ 
| 1954 and 1955... — tS } yo 

This doesn't mean that I say it — J = 
; was an American mistake, be- a 

; cause if our leaders were capable 

H of handling the aid and using it wisely, there would not be such a big 

: problem today. 

But, I don't want to blame our leaders either because Laos became 

; independent too quickly and we were obliged to take our independence 

; without any preparation. 

iy 

F Some people believe that the United States wants to control Laos by 

pouring in much money and then after spoiling it being in a position 

to command it. Here I cannot judge, but many people feel that way. 
p =e 
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I cannot judge if it is really SSS my ‘ - og ee ft 
intentional or because the Ree) — s Pa : Pata 

aid was given in an awkward eee 2 et a eH ad l ne 5 ae 
way and so the situation & ee i es a 2 hi a te 

deteriorated. en ee ae deack) 

6. Q. Let us talk for a moment ae a RS va 

about rural areas. What is srs, ae ‘ . —. fy oe ee 

the role of the IVSer at the eee Tiven om HD Ss 
village level? Ea) wee OW 

A. Well, Iam froma small a e eT os 2 a o¥ ae 

village in the south of Laos. ot : sh a - eae 

Each time I go there I try Pie Ve Ligeia: PAW F a ee 

to show the villagers that i ee ae De oe geste : x es oo md 5 7 Z er eo 

Iam very proud of my vil- OT ow ba hoe 

lage, that there is nothing 
wrong with their condition. 

I explain to them that whenever I go to a foreign country I tell people 

about my village. | 

And I mean it, you know. Maybe the villagers do not have many 

luxuries, but since they do not know about them they have a contented 

life. If there was no war they would be very independent, far more 

independent than city dwellers. They live close to nature. 

Itry to convince them that having a position in the Lao Government 

now does not mean the same thing as under the French Colonial 

system. We are no longer masters, but just citizens working 

together. A person who produces rice and cattle is just as im- 

portant as an engineer. 

For me, an IVSer should try to help in this understanding. He 

should have more significance than the man who distributes tin 

roofing. His role should be higher and better than that. 

Your role is very difficult. For, on the one hand, you have to 

make the villagers understand the real intention of the American 

people. And, onthe other hand, you must try to make USAID 

understand the most meaningful way to help the development of 

Laos. In other words, your role is to guide the villagers toward 

economic development while protecting their natural equilibrium. 

I think that the industrial society and civilization to the United 

States is a kind of success--in the United States and for the 

<7'= 
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American people. But, can we be sure that our people are able 

to follow that way of life? 

The problem is that material progress is a means, and not an end 

in and of itself. If we are not very careful, we will have had re- 

sults when people adopt an external American industrial civiliza- 

tion without fully understanding its value and how to utilize it. 

So, your role is very difficult; particularly since I don't think 

the villagers can differentiate between IVSer and USAID tech- 

nicians at first. But, if you can decide that building understanding 
is your role to play, I believe that it is very delicate and useful. 

Your role, therefore, is very distinct from USAID though, of 

course, USAID can be very helpful if it carries out its program 

properly. 

7. Q. Could you talk some more about the IVSer in the village? What 

style of life should he lead, how should he live in order to try to 

create understanding? 

A. Well, I will tell you how I see it, though perhaps I am wrong and 

only have a theoretical understanding. 

It can be true the villagers will identify you just as a man from 
the U. S. with stuff to distribute. 

Since we have just emerged from a colonial position, most of 

our people have not yet realized that they are independent. They 
don't realize that they are citizens of this country, a part of it, 
that what they do will be a part of our national effort--for bad 

or good. 

am WNINP/ So, since you have come from a very 

\ WAS Ag well-known and rich country, perhaps the 
aie Ge people will say, "Well, the French have 
i ae ™ gone away but now we have a new nation 

he yo Pe in its place." Maybe they think they have 

Le 5 a LLY ee ay to live as before under the French admin- 

: = a istration, waiting for orders. 

~— 1: : Very often, therefore, people may not 

F Sy a . a A really expect rich, well-educated people 

A eos to come live in the village and try to im- 
Se prove it. They wish above all to send 

<g>



their children to the city to get official positions, in order to grab 

things from the Government and give them to the village. 

I think the IVSer should live like a boy of the village who has gone 

away to be educated and then come back to give his knowledge to 

the villagers. He should live like a boy of whom they can be proud. 

Then they might want their sons to be educated and then come back 

to help the village. 

The only example we have of this kind of thing right now is with 
former monks. They have a very respected position in the com- 
munity. 

The IVSer should live as a simple person, but 

= _ respectable. Villagers should respect him be- 

ee _._cause he can give technical advice, help them 
ae (2a) . improve the village. 

#5 — ee : a 4 In this way, the villagers will think that you are 

= We #24 helpful, sympathetic, someone in whom they can 
ee +> 4 | be confident. 

Se " ik " Of course, it is still a long way to go until the | 
a ~~ people will really trust you. Therefore, I don't | 
ae a a : a know if you will be able to see the results ina 

ee ] - E i very short term. This can be difficult for 
ao oe — _ IVSers because it is only natural to want to see 

ce fo as A short-term results. 

a So I personally think, though, that it's better to 
FF &}»}7~7~—~_:dr' Work long-range instead of coming and saying 

ee es Se ee "I only have two years to get so much done."! 

ee CSCSCté<‘“‘O™OC‘Youcan *‘heil*p and advise as a part of the village, 
without using the authority of your position, 
without offering to give things. 

It is very important for the villagers to see you as a part of them. | 

Once they can appreciate your behavior, see that you don't put | 

yourself as a high-level person, you can give much advice. { 

It is true, of course, that you can give them a lot of things, make J 

publicity, do projects. Maybe you may be tempted to do so out of | 

fear that the people won't like you if you don't. But, this is not 
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) ; oo et ei ao a 

helpful to the ae, Oe SS 
process of devel- —/ a Vow, 
opment. Tdon't oe 
advise this ap- 7-4 2 : os Le 

Broups - 3 % ey. 7 psy ee  ——— u Ly 

8. Q. What specific a A _< , LD c 

projects should aa id A 14 : 
the IVSer be a ? Dee —. 
interested in at , \s 1 ¥ rd 
the vill level? oe : ” - ~~ e village leve ‘ a y — , ae 

A. Well, these pro- Oo ‘ : Sle 
oe - ‘a Pe = Ss a 

jects would vary a es 

from place to oe ®R eee SSS LSS » 

place. They 

should be determined by careful study of the people and their customs. 

They can only be decided on when you are in the village. You cannot 

go from here in Vientiane and say, "I should construct a dam or 

school in the village."" For you can upset the natural, customary 

ways that have been built up for many years if you are not careful. 

But, let me emphasize. Iam not at all against economic devel- 

opment. Iam only against economic development which does not 

take into account the local atmosphere and surroundings. 

At first, the IVSer should try to meet vital needs. For example, 

it might be very difficult for the villagers to get drinking water. 

9. Q. What should the IVSer do if the village does not feel it has any 

really vital needs and is mainly interested in improving its 

village temple? 

A. Well, why not help them with their temple? Then he can gain 

their confidence. Perhaps, if he spends two years talking with 

the people, living in a good way, he can begin to change their 

ideas. 

Maybe then, when the next IVSer comes to the village, he will 

find the people ready for new ideas. 

Maybe you should send your philosophers to a village like that. 
Maybe you could find villages which are ready for economic de- 
velopment to send your economists to. 
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10. Q. One last question. We've talked a lot about how the IVSer can help 

the Lao. What can he learn from his experience with them? 
j 

A. As our culture and traditions are very different from yours, I think J 

that it is very meaningful for you to try to understand what is our 

culture, our tradition, our way of life. 

Maybe from that you can extract some value to help the present 

civilization in your country, for maybe not everything in modern 7 

civilization is good. 

It seems to me that man in industrialized countries is often not 

free. By creating more and more needs, he chains himself to 

his work and the idea of increasing development. With develop- 

ment must come larger and larger organizations and, with time, 

man can become more of a productive tool than a human being. 

It seems often that men do not command their machines, but are 

instead crushed under them. 

It often seems that the more developed men become, the more 

frustrated they become. For they go further and further from 

nature. 

Probably here in Laos, anyway in villages far away from the cities, 

man is still content with what he has. For his needs are vital, 

natural needs which he can achieve by himself. People live naturally, 

with much human dignity and brotherhood. 

The word "bo pin nyang" which we sometimes use with a smile on 

high is a kind of state of mind which in a certain way makes Laotians 

quiet. People don't worry about things so much, they don't try so 

hard to reach things on high. 

I think that these parts of our country can give the IVSer a place 
where he can think about his own country and civilization and 

probably can improve it by separating human qualities from the 
machine. 

Sitio
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FROM THE STAFF 

When someone asks what IVS is, the normal, pat answers are the ones most 

often given--''a private, non-private volunteer agency,'' a ''Peace Corps-like 

organization," etc. --but, although IVS is a volunteer agency, and although it | 
is like Peace Corps, it is something else. It is something distinctive. 7 

Started many years before Peace Corps tS ee or eed 
and used as a basis for Peace Corps, ae — 
IVS has built up a tradition over the ge 

. : : : oe ee ee years. It is like a family--sometimes ae Po ' 

happy, sometimes sad, sometimes ana VS 

troubled, and sometimes free and ogress I - : 
easy-going. The same turmoils and soa cn oS J 

growing pains are as deeply engrained =e 

in IVS as ina family. Due to its size, i : | ent eae 
volunteers feel more like a part of ee ; i : 

something. They feel the right to COs a4 A ee 
criticize the direction of IVS. They ) % 3 eS 
feel the right to worry about IVS. 2 iS owe : ee 
They feel the right to be proud of 5 ear pl 
IVS. Because of this, IVS is a ks a 4 y Re 

continually changing entity. i = ogee 
— aa 

Many of the things which an IVS'er eee | Wii 
faces are typical of the things which & p ae — / 

any volunteer or social worker faces = 1 aa, De 1 

throughout the world. To work with a a i 
a people whose culture and background eer — oe ee > 

are different carries the same chal- ; ie 
lenges mould rausde; The IvSters Carty Beene Eeenka, 

manner of living, communication, and : . 
: see Dick Augspurger, Loren Finnell, 

mode of dress is also similar. The en Ullom ape’ heb Lovan--IVS/RD 

one thing different that the IVS'er Staff ‘ 
(both in Laos and Vietnam) faces is a : 

lack of security to one's life. This is 

not to say that every possible mode of protection isn't taken to insure a safe 

existence; but the threat of a Pathet Lao attack is omnipresent. They call j 

Laos ''The Forgotten War," but it is far from forgotten in the daily lives of 

the volunteer. 
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This year has been a particularly difficult one for IVS/Laos, and alsoa 

satisfying one. Much of the last six months of the fiscal year was occupied 

with negotiations for new IVS contracts. The staff spent countless hours, 

both in the office and at home, searching for ways to make IVS a Letter 

organization. Meetings with the Director of USAID and other officials 

filled many a day. Work plans were drawn up. Proposals were made. 

Counter-proposals were offered. Decisions were reached. 

The outcome of this monumental task was a greatly increased understanding 

between IVS and USAID, a work plan to give IVS direction, and a staff 

number adequate to meet the demands of the 

organization. The gains made this year are i a ii a 

history. It is up to the staff and the volunteers Ry ‘ | Re weg 

to take advantage of and build on these for the a ’ ae 

future of IVS in Laos. " a we oe = 

FROM THE TEAM q ay v a = ae 

This year the IVS team's Program Committee ie ‘ aes 

and Fred Branfman felt the IVS position in Laos oa eel meTS 
needed a re-evaluation. They collected informa- < : a 

tion from team members all over the country ‘ = at ac xe BS 

about their present jobs, their feelings about , a as: 
working closely with or independently of USAID, 

and their feelings, generally, about working in Laos. Out of this came the 

Position Paper which was sent to the IVS Board of Directors in Washington. 

The following message, which was supported by a majority of team members 

and staff, is an excerpt from the paper. 

4 : "The basic goal of IVS is to help people to achi 

, , their own desires for a better life. We believe 

: ae 5 that this can be best done by IVS through a com 
a a ; mitment to 'social development.' By 'social 

2 veal : 8 development' we mean the development of the 

=e ~~ ond ability of a society to harness and mobilize all 

ce £ . resources available to it to achieve its own end 

ee < Se a "By stressing its commitment to this kind of d 

— a ae he velopment, we in no way mean to downgrade w 
oe —agele is commonly called 'economic development. ' 

‘ ultimate goal is as any organization contributi 

to an improvement in the standards of living of people in developing nations. 

Due to its reputation and small size, IVS generally attracts volunteers with 

a fairly high level of professional training and/or work experience, capable 

of making a 'technical' contribution. But, in helping to build a well or scho 

=]4=



we are concerned that it is the people themselves : 

who participate not only in the work but in the es ' 

conception, planning, and organizing of the 

project, and that they will be able to carry on , > @e 

such projects by themselves after the volunteer ~~ Lo 
has left. Growth in the strength of a given CC ad, va 

society to itself achieve its own ends is the fe 2 r 4 - 

meaning of 'development! as we understand it. _ a fk 

"We believe that it is essential that IVS be : i as = 

committed to: 1. Relationships based on respect. < ea 

2. Working with people rather than materials. 

3. Allowing development to take place over time. 

4. Developing a spirit of self-reliance and cooperation. 

reese  '' The greatest single source of failures in develop- 

Ge  — ment work is internal and external ‘pressure to get 
se oes . . things done.' It is this which leads to half-formulated 
a eee schemes neither desired by nor within the reach of 
ey fo villagers; to projects being pushed energetically for 

ee Ta . 

os Ce i, a year or two and then abandoned; to a discourage- 
a yo | ~~~ + ment of initiative and inventiveness on the part of 

: : . alee 8 | villagers; to impatience and annoyance on the part 
4 gy SSL “ of the IVS'ers which in turn frustrated the growth 

; - “oe of close relationships so essential to long-term 

| £ ele success. 5 

"The IVS'er in the field, whether doing CD work or teaching in a teacher 

training college, needs above all time: time to learn about his station, under- 

stand people, make plans; time in implementing plans; time in getting to know 

people informally and build trust and confidence. IVS'ers working in Laos 

should be encouraged to live at a level roughly similar to that of government 

workers and villagers of Laos. In this way they will learn Lao, come to 

understand the needs of Laos and be in a position to build proper relationships. 

"There is (a) group... who question whether IVS can truly serve the Laotian ‘ 

people no matter what internal or external changes are made by it. It feels : 

that the basic role of a volunteer is to promote change in such a way as to give 

people more control over their lives. It feels that as a part of the aid program, 

IVS is necessarily political and is in addition not working in the best interests 

of the Laotian people. It feels therefore that IVS should either pull out of Laos 
or admit frankly that it is in practice, although not out of intention, supporting { 

a particular political situation. | 

f 
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| that if IVS'were to be more 2 eS oo / 

| independent, and put into Sn 2. Pe = Hi 
| practice the kind of 'social!' “ oe Pe ... 

development! described 2 -\ eg — by | 
here, that it would have Be a, _ ia vy oo f | 

more of a claim to be aon = is v > | . 4 — s 4 
engaged in 'people to oak eP a 

people’ aid." se SS se 
a 

PROGRAM COMMITTEE a. a ) 

The Program Committee aed 

as an idea grew out of — 4 
volunteer dissatisfaction ; ae 
in early 1966. At this 

time, certain volunteers Program Committee Meeting at IVS Office: 

were unhappy with their Randy Ireson, John Kiechle, Ken Ullom, 

projects, staff response Jerry Nell, and George Viles. 

to their ideas, and the 
orientation they had re- 

ceived before coming to 

Laos. This group lost its exclusiveness as the demand of country-wide 

representativeness grew. From the first all-team conference came the 

decision to make the group a body of elected regional representatives and 

later came the suggestion of including the education members, thus making 

the committee a unifying factor for IVS in Laos. The first meeting of this 

newly~defined committee was July 1967. At this point, in addition to acting 

as a voice of volunteer views, work began on developing a structure for the 

new committee. An agreement was drawn up that established guidelines fo: 

the committee and area meetings were held, so that on October 14 the first 

national meeting of elected area representatives was held. From the time 

of the October meeting, the committee participated in the planning and con- 

ducting of the 1968 annual meeting, began developing machinery for admin- 

istering the Marty Clish Memorial Scholarship Fund, as well as meeting 

with people from IVS/Washington: Mr. Gardiner, Executive Director; 

Dr. Kitagawa, Member of the Board of Directors; and Cliff Doke, Program 

Officer. 

The major thrust of the committee efforts, however, has been the develop- 

ment of a Position Paper. The experience of the February, 1968, annual 

meeting, and the fact that many volunteers were unsatisfied with what they 

were doing or with the way that they were asked to do their job, made ap- 

parent the pressing need to define just what IVS should be doing as a volunte 

organization. The committee felt that its best contribution to a statement, 

wiGi 
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as hich would, of necessity, come from v8 Washington, would be a volunteer 

attempt to produce such a definition. Response from the field was received 

and with the help of Fred Branfman, the paper was sent to Washington for “ | 

presentation at the May 22 Board of Directors Meeting. The committee felt } 

that thoughts stimulated by the paper should not stop with its completion, but 
continue. The paper is thus a beginning, not an end, initself. Therefore, 

through continued response, the committee hopes to eventually obtain a better 

understanding of volunteer opinion. The success of this year for the com- : 
mittee would not have been had it not been for the aid of such interested indi- : 

viduals as Loren Finnell and Fred Branfman. With the cooperation of all IVS 

Laos, the committee hopes to continue improving to give the volunteers an 

organized voice on their behalf. 

| 

| 
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a February, 1968 
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ALL TEAM CONFERENCE 

A skit: Here, Randy Ireson, 

Ken Ullom, and Fred Branfman, One of the many meetings held 

author during the conference 
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Stan Druben, Chairman of the Program Committee, leads a group 

panel discussing various field problems. 
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Bob Lovan leads a panel discussion 

with Mr. Voravong, Director of the 

Service Geographique; Mr. Manorack, | 

Director of Travaux Publique; and q 

Mr. Ratsophong, member of 4 7 
Assemblee Nationale. | | 
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Kris Lehman, Barb Gingerich, Mary Ann Russell, and Liz Candea in } 

one of the many '"'nit-picking'' sessions that took place during the three- 

day conference. 
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Monsoon 1968 7 

And the rains came; i 

the fields turned to mud. | 1 

The water buffalo and plow replaced | 
the tank and AK-47. 

\ 

The rains came; | 

the skies filled with clouds, | 

The lightning and thunder replaced 
the Migs and F-105's | 

The rains came; 

y the fields turned to mud. 

And the farmer replaced the soldier. 

Because they talked in Paris? 

Because the rains came. 

Allan Best | 
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IVS IN AGRICULTURE 

There has been in recent years a realization that the rural farmer ina 

developing nation can profitably use and respond to a foreign aid invest- 

ment. This is a group-occupation which can receive inputs and almost 

magically respond with production that easily pays for itself; witness the 

inputs of fertilizer, irrigation, and improved high-yielding varieties of 

rice, 

As of 1968, the emphasis of the agricultural program is rice. USAID's 

primary purpose for implementing the program is political, but the pro- 

gram does offer IVS'ers a chance to contribute in a context that is mean- 

ingful to volunteers. The rice program is directed to the farmers, and 

this is good because most of the Lao are rice farmers. The objective of 

the program is to produce more rice, and this is good because the profit 

from extra production goes to the farmers. 

IVS Agriculturalists j 

generally try to work in oe ‘ 

a counterpart relation- : v en ii 

ship with officials of the [=== a 
RLG Agricultural Service. pa - a ate 

This kind of an assign- a : . i Re 
ment can be frustrating, ace 5 ee eee 
rewarding, or both. A ee Ss e) - 2 ve oie 
counterpart position indi- lao) rea. rts Wy 

cates that one has some- Pah “= ae : = y ri " : 
thing to offer and this = ai 7 le - ag 
inherent assumption can pp aye 2 Whee A | wT | eo 
cause problems. It is ae a2 tH, es oat 

very easy to make a paper | z = tien} . i 
assignment. But, things ig Se Pe oo. 
such as an attitude of ie at 
superiority or of the Lao 
official not desiring to be Jim Gingerich, Roger Brady, and 

helped are some of the Larry Lehman planting demonstration 

obstacles that may pre- rice paddy. 

clude a real relationship. 

Those IVS'ers who 
have been successful are those who establish with their counterpart a 

learning-teaching relationship. It is necessary that the IVS'er spend his 

beginning months learning about Lao culture (farmer and agent attitudes) 
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Pies. Pe and the tropical agriculture which he has likely 

Se vmml@eee, vever seen before (in this case, rice). It is after 

toe Fear that time that the IVS'er can be of real assistance, 
een because he will know the situation, and, based on 

Sa ocen | - is his broader and more technical experience, can 

Cae eh. -*_, + = Offer valuable suggestions. And, if during his 
re] 7) ) a -§=Cf,,_~XLearning period, the IVS'er has managed to get 

Or; eras mg : accepted by his counterpart, then he may find 
—ag i — tc the very satisfactory experience of being able 

23 me pen 4° help, being permitted to help, and being ap- 
aT: preciated for his help. 

An IVS display on good 

farming practices. IVS'ers this past year have made working rela- 

tionships with RLG Agricultural officials in 

Extension and Research activities. One attraction 

of agricultural work in Laos is the number of un- 

known factors. There is an excitement in discovery, for example, of which 

extension techniques work best and of which variety and fertilizer are best 

for an area's soil. The fact that IVS Agriculturalists work in counterpart 

positions means that IVS'ers work mainly with officials of the Lao Agri- 

culture Service, and not independently (on their own) directly with the 

farmers. The reasons for this are twofold: One, is that it is more logical 

to teach an agent who will continue to teach farmers after the IVSer's de- 

parture, than to teach a group of farmers who do not intend to pass the in- 

formation on. The other reason is, that by dealing directly with farmers 

the IVS'er may usurp the credit that the Lao Agricultural personnel should 

be getting. The resulting loss of face could severely affect the program of 

IvS'ers working in that area or service. 

There are a very few areas where the RLG 

F 9 in a am aS wr Agriculture Service does not have agents 

‘aah siete : aa 2 placed. IVS'ers assigned to such places 
~— paz lf ke my ; 4 assume the responsibility there. These 

ee Seas ie oo “es 1s locations, however, are being brought into 

vse lis say eo rr 4 RLG control as fast as it is possible to find 

2D > ¥ é ae ea | a Or graduates and train them in basics of 

mae é tee ie, agriculture. 

VE se es os op, IVS'ers have been active in specific programs. 
ha 2 Sn eae Les In Extension, they have assisted in making 

Dennis Wilczek at an IR-8 rice demonstration. 
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demonstrations of improved rice varieties, fertilizer, and irrigation systems 

in both rainy and dry seasons. This includes helping to organize farn:er-tours 

There has also been some work with vegetables, i.e., corn fertilization demo 

strations. In Research, IVS'ers assist in setting up field trials of new varietie 

in both paddy and highland rices, and in fertilizer trials. In Irrigation, IVS'er 

promote self-help in building small dams or pump irrigation systems. Some 

IvVS'ers have tackled the very challenging problem of encouraging farmers to 

form associations to operate irrigation systems, pump and canal maintenance, 

and correct conservation of water. 

The kind of assistance that IVS'ers give varies with the IVS'er and the assign- 

ment. Probably, the ideal is the accepted-advisor capacity. Suggestions as 

to 1) how to teach farmers methods of fertilization (proper rates), 2) how to 

properly and safely use insecticides and spraying equipment, 3) how to set up 

research field trials which will yield valid data, 4) how to set up a pump and 

canal system... are some of the ways in which IVS'ers have helped. Of 

course, if the IVS'er is the only one in an area who has a jeep, he'll be asked 

to transport agents, farmers, fertilizer, and other commodities. In general 

the types of activities which involve the IVS'er will depend upon the kind of 

personal relationship that he achieves with the Lao Agricultural official. 

(Marcus Bordsen) 

VILLAGE LIFE: THE HUSBAND 

Working on a low-priority refugee resettlement project is probably one of the 

least-directed jobs open to anIVS'er. The freedom is tempered by a certain 

amount of frustration and confusion; however, as it often seems nothing con- 

structive is happening, even if I knew (which I 

- e often don't) what constructively could be happening. 
4 oo ~ Nevertheless, it is an exciting job. 

al , ee | Whatever initial commodity relief is necessary to 
a = 3 new groups of refugees is handled exclusively by 

we 2. USAID and the RLG; therefore, although the vil- 
le lagers do not totally distinguish between IVS and 
ge USAID Americans, Iam not called upon to be a 

“ . supplier -figure in their eyes. Instead, because 
ee my job is mostly to work with and assist the re- 

. settlement effort, planning and improving the new 

villages, Iam able to work on a cordial and not strictly defined basis with vil- 

lagers and RLG employees. Not having always to be "project-oriented' has 

enabled my wife and me to live in Nam Thone almost as members of the villag 

though, of course, always somewhat removed by our status and wealth as 

foreigners. 
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I believe the challenge of a job like this is that one must be able to come up 

with a constructive response to an innumerable variety of situations, and 

that the response must be relevant to the people involved. One soon learns 

that naive community development cliches (for example: "Well, let's have 

a village meeting about it,"' or "the government has a program that. . ."') 

are greeted by the quiet derision they often deserve. Learning what the 

people have done, can do, and/or consider reasonable is extremely im- 

portant, as is gaining their respect as a person who is not out of touch 

with their definition of reality, and willing to help, by their methods, when 

: they feel help is needed. The mechanics of getting families to clear and 

develop land for a village and farm has by now become a minor part of the 

job because there are very few new arrivals inthe Nam Thone area. Rather, 

it now becomes important to be able to go without seeing any visable results 

for long periods of time, yet continue to visit, talk and work with the people, 

asking and answering questions, discussing ideas, gaining trust. Then, 

when a chance to do something concrete presents itself, you will know how, 

when, and withwhom to act, without becoming so excited about the prospect 

of a significant accomplishment that your excess enthusiasm alienates the 

villagers and blinds you to their reactions. 

Being married in this job has several advantages. The family unit is some- 

thing that is understood and accepted by the Lao people, and living as a 

family facilitates our relationship with the people in many ways; many 

otherwise difficult areas of work and living have been opened tous. We 

have also been able to develop our house and yard as a moderately pro- 

ductive unit, though not so well as the Lao in many respects, gaining a 

feeling of accomplishment at times when it is available from no other source, - 

and also living in some degree within a context that is familiar to our neigh- 

bors. Of course, working as a couple also provides a ready source of en- 

couragement, criticism, and companionship, though it is often an easy 

temptation to stay in the familiar shelter of our home and not go out and 

visit and work with the villagers as we know we ought. Crossing that initial 

gap of cultural incomprehension and discomfort is a difficult and often un- 

pleasant process, but it must be done if one is to ever be effective in one's 

job. After a year in Laos, I am at last beginning to feel at home with the 

Lao language and the people of Nam Thone. Perhaps, I am even beginning 

to understand what it is I can really do here. 

(Randy Ireson) 
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VILLAGE LIFE: THE WIFE 

In our almost unique position of having the freedom to develop many of our 

own goals (USAID has only small local projects as this is a low priority area), 

a satisfactory life is evolving for us. I work with the RLG home agents two 

or three days a week and spend the rest of the time working in the garden or 

with the chickens, doing housework and visiting. Randy and I spend a lot of 

time together because part of our job, as we see it, is creating a home in 

Nam Thone that is understandable to the Lao, 

so that we will be accepted as neighbors. On ' aaa TIT 

our own home plot we have a garden, as the £8 
villagers do, but we plant and care for it dif- a = -. 2 
ferently. Many villagers have chickens, but 7 ,. - = 
few are as big as ours and none live in a cage a cg 7 3 a 

all of the time. We hope by living and working pee eg 
here we can show the villagers alternative ways hsS 
of doing things that may be more healthful or a ‘athe a 

more productive. e ae Ge : 

Being married, my experiences of Laos are “Ai 4 
somewhat different than those of a single girl. 

Without a husband, I would not be allowed to live and work in the countryside, 

far from any city. A single person, unrelated to a family, is a rarity in 
Laos, so this can make the single person more unusual and set apart than 

the married couple. It's easy, though, to withdraw into the familiar comforts 

of home when things get discouraging or frustrating. Also, a husband or wife 

must spend a certain amount of time and energy building and maintaining the 

marriage relationship; whereas, a single person might use that time and 

energy to visit with the Lao. However, it is good to have someone to try 
out your ideas on or solve problems with, and someone to laugh and cry 
with when life in Laos becomes too absurd for words. 

i (Carol Ireson) 
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IVS AND FISH 

The importance of fish as a protein source in a person's diet is an established 

fact. In Laos, fish hatchery stations exist at three locations--Luang Prabang, 

Vientiane, and Pakse--and one is being installed in Savannakhet. Farmers 

and other people interested in growing fish exist everywhere. However, there 

has not been an established program to bring the hatcheries and potential growers 

together except in a limited number of refugee camps and in the immediately 

surrounding areas of the hatcheries until now. Jack 

Donnan, IVS, my predecessor in this field, helped lay . 

the groundwork and drummed up a lot of the enthusiasm 

x > Mb ; that has made the establishment of such a program pos- 

LBs ate sible. IVS is involved in the fish culture program of the 
Sag : - ™ Royal Lao Government and U. S. Consultants (USAID) in 

si Sse the two important areas of extension and training for ex- 

tension. IVS has assigned one volunteer, thus far, to 

work with and among the different governmental bodies, 
the station at Luang Prabang, and those who want to grow fish. In my first 

two weeks, I have been involved in everything from teaching farmers how to 

raise the fingerlings they buy for the hatchery, to teaching my counterpart 

some of the science of successful fish culture. 

The Royal Lao Government, through its Agricultural Extension Service and 

its Division of Water and Forestry, will provide an increasing number of fish 

specialists and extension agents who will gradually assume the responsibility 

of running the fish hatchery stations and aiding the farmers and other fish 

growers in overcoming their technical and marketing problems. If my counter- 

part's enthusiasm and rate of learning are any indication, then the time when 

Laos will be self-sufficient in fish and fish culture expertise will soon come. 

Working myself out of a job will be a most delightful experience. Maybe then 

I can relax and just go fishing. 

(John Bryson) 
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REFUGEE RELIEF AND RESETTLEMENT--MUONG PHIENG STYLE 

As a member of the Rural Development Team, approximately eighty per- 

cent of my working effort is devoted to refugee relief and resettlement 
with about eighteen hundred 

Lao, Meo, and Yao refugees. ag ag 

The Meo and Yao are hill- Le \ ° Re, a i ‘ 
tribe people closely re- fe a nl | ca 
lated to the Chinese; i 1 ac. ' — a 4 

whereas, the Lao are - re Pg % 3 
paddy farmers and more if) i ee a .§ : _ 
closely related to the fe vp g i. i = oan 
Thai. based? ‘ j , om _ 4 es a 

The Meo and Yao arrived _ aed / : any f 
in the Muong Phieng area 4 ‘ i he ee 
in 1967, and the Lao ar- [hes F a 4 > aie 

rived in February of this LS | : - te, 

year. Basically, my in- | ~~ ae: | a 
volvement with the two — % a * Bag 

groups is quite similar, 2 ae OS 
although the Meo and Yao ¢ 

consume a far greater portion of my time since they number about seventeen 

hundred of the total. We (this is by no means a one-man operation) are 

basically trying to re-establish these people in such a way that they will no 

longer be treated as refugees, but as settled, paddy or hill farmers, as the 

case may be. 

A good deal of our concern is furnishing the basic necessities of food, 

clothing, medical care, hand tools, and shelter. Most of the refugees upon 

arrival have with them little more than what they 

can carry personally (the old story for all refuge 

Tom Xerri with refugees groups down through history); thus, the first 

in Muong Phieng. priority is material aid to help relieve some of 

wr «cups, the more overt discomforts of being a refugee. 

; ] in "TH, A good deal of my time is actually spent super- 
2 | Ne at vising the distribution of commodities provided 

ee a a % he | D | by the United States Agency for International 

: Vy _* A a ie Development. Of the several items provided, 
+ 1 o AS s " i rice has been the most cumbersome, amounting 

= Y : ) 4! to about fifty tons per month; most of this rice 
* . } I fq has necessitated making local purchases and 

| \j a PV then transporting the rice to storage areas for 

| |) Seite = ==—Sséseveentual distribution. With a limited budget, it 
oe a has been necessary to use as much refugee 
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* WONG A free MEV TET LIP WIRY 4 2 == 3 a " Mi WL i aN. aw a a 
LAG of / ON 1 ss ee ‘ y <i 

i A aN WW \y RS 4 ee aoe — . 

ae N Wie, lh 3 = Wie 
van ' \ er ee ‘es. tic 

5 fe ie a . bt e. O: 
(ke st ree “Eee a 

} ie : 2 . ae tet a \ ie ge Pere f 4 aN ei ee oie Y til ee 
ae ta f pty Eetoe A poet 

ae : Be : eee i 1 2 

as ee ety) | woe " ae 

=, Va ) oe “a Pe 5 ad Te = a a se ors ey @ | Dey NA 3 ig 
eae ££ u/| ye =e ae Pe a re ae can; /} £ Sh ely Be Me eee 

“ae, = 6 a 7 : —_—— ee Pies giee ge Lo SO Napy me 

ff se ~—=> ng Tiler cE IR a .—CcS.ltc(“(<‘i‘aR OO Fa exces. Yael 4. eee —— 4 oO Fgh | ey ee et Mere tee 

Tom Xerri and Carol Wells ‘ne 5 ef Eg i “ati Nes 
: ie re eRe hehe ct tt listening to Meo refugee medic a * aS 7 ea." a PE : 

tell of needs at Nam Poui, Muong (Oy of « oo 

Phi die ar” oS eee Leng Cluster. 5 a SERS i 

2 a Fs tt om i “ 

r ae 4 Tema teat < om Le ® Sa 

-. we | ua ee ed] Ms , ae y en: 
Te le i Wie peal | ale 

aS |e a i Ss ao | ‘ 
fo a ee A aa _ ' oe 

Wig: eS ee Pa J re Sian o' ST < | 
SS ee oe . pee ee a 

ee 2. J a roe wy - 
rr cage a _ | ‘aaa ea 
- a —ee a * S 

* ie | er i a ET t 4 a 
pled ages i ae ra —s 

ee —— | ' ww \ ye a 

ill ee E y.. ie ey 
Pk, * Ly 3 eae fe 
a , es y Fe a re tee e . 

 —z aia cine | ; 
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self-help as possible, which means the ———————— . 

recipients must help collect and distri- - _ fe gee : 
bute the rice. This saves on handling _ ee — . | 

costs and gives the refugees an oppor- ; ~_ . = 
tunity to feel they are helping to better i." qe _ ge F ysite 

their own conditions. : e he = 4 | 

Helping to facilitate communication be- | & f i : 
tween the Refugee Relief and Resettle- i Y y | i 

ment Branch of USAID, and the Muong J > silat at i 

Phieng refugee operation is a less exciting " | : ie. 

activity; but, still quite necessary. This i | K.. 
; oo 

is accomplished by monthly reports, " { 3 * 

memos, radio messages, and periodic : i ll 

visits to the Branch Office in Vientiane. . } 2s i 

For any organization to function there y +e 

must be a communication channel, and sm 

I guess lama part of the channel, to — - 
link organization and refugee. : co 

After working with the Meo and Yao for a couple of months, it became neces- 
sary for me to acquire a field assistant. His name is Yang Ying and he hails 

from a former Meo refugee village not far from Muong Phieng. Yang has 

proved very helpful in my contacts with the Meo and Yao as many of them do 

not speak Lao and I do not speak Meo. His ability to translate Meo-Lao has 

lessened the amount of frustration on several occasions between the refugees 

and myself. In addition to his translating, he has helped on such community 

development projects among the refugees as village sanitation and gardening. 

Recently, he completed a survey to determine the swine population acquired 

by the refugees since their arrival. This data will help us to start a swine 

project with longer-ranged objectives than the emergency relief now being 

given. ; 

One thing impressed upon me in working with Yang Ying is the importance of 

using local people when and where possible. This is especially true in longer 
range community development projects of the type Yang Ying has been involve 
By helping him with materials and with a little encouragement, there is no 

doubt that he can be more effective in the long run than myself. I might add 
that Yang and myself have a lot in common during off-duty hours in that we 

both enjoy visiting remote villages and hunting. 

This is, very briefly, the refugee program in this corner of the Royal 

Kingdom of Laos. 

(Tom Xerri) 
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A DAY IN THE FOREST 

IVS Forestry Team: 

The villagers of Ban Na Tham were scattered below us ina grassy field next 
to their village. They were waiting for our helicopter to land. This was a 

big day for them because never before had they a chance to see a chopper up 

close. While we were landing, shutting down, and checking the security situ- 

ation with the soldiers, they waited patiently at the edge of the field. At last 

the lieutenant said it was all right, and the men, women, and children hurried 

forward oohing and aahing to look at and to feel the ''flying boat." So excited 

and pleased were they to see us that they threw a big feast in our honor and 

tied strings around our wrists to keep the good spirits in our bodies and the 

evil spirits away. All we had come for was to work another day on the forest 

inventory program which the IVS Forestry Team is helping to advise. 

The preparation for this day, in that it was basically a day like all days, be- 

gan weeks before when we first began to train our men and to establish an 

inventory procedure. The Lao foresters were trained in the basics of forest 

inventory. They learned such things as how to take an inventory plot; what 

trees to measure and how to measure them; how to measure distances and 

run a compass line; how to recognize different vegetation patterns and their 

significance; and, how to use maps and aerial photographs. 

In the office we had already delineated on maps and the corresponding aerial 

photographs the inventory line that each crew would run for that particular day. 

- The lines were from one to two klms. long and, at 150 meters apart, would 

have anywhere from 7 to 15 plots. The crew's beginning and ending points 

were marked, as well as the azimuth they were supposed to run on. All of 

which provided a record, of varying accuracy, of where they were so that we 

could better utilize the data they collected. 

By the time this particular day occured, the Lao had reached a degree of pro- 

ficiency so that they were able to do the field work without our direct assistance. 
We continued to prepare work and kept things coordinated and running smoothly. 

When the crews had all returned to the village, we made ready to fly back to 

Vientiane. Again, the people gathered--this time to bid us farewell, and to 

shake their heads in disbelief as the pilot lifted the chopper two feet off the 

ground, did a 180 degree turn, and flew off. The villagers had something to 

talk about for many days to come. We had the good feelings that come with 

generous hospitality, as well as inventory data to add to that of days previous 

and that of days to come. All of which will help to give us a better idea of 

what the forests of Laos are like. 
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The data collected will give us some knowledge of the general condition of 

the Lao forest, as well as aid us in planning next year's work and the years 

to come. At present, we are in the process of conducting training courses 

in photogrametery, cartography, and compilation, and other related areas 

of forestry. Using the data collected this year as a guide, we are training 

the Lao to distinguish and delineate various forest types along with other 

pertinent features on the aerial photographs. The next step is the making 

of maps from these photographs. These maps will be used to develop next 

year's field inventory work, as well as give us a better idea of the general 

ground condition in Laos and the location of the various forest types. Along 

with this work, the data is being compiled to give us volume figures upon 

which to base future management plans. 

Since we have begun our work, the Lao have learned much. We have done 

a lot of work, but there is still much to do. Just as the helicopter was new 

to the village we visited, so is the concert of forestry and what it proposes 

to do in Laos new to most Laotians. The future of forestry in Laos, whethe 

ee er Jim Mahlia, T 
. a 2 = — Zacharczyk, 

_ | with the Lao 
: =e 2) oe oe 5 government in 

5 y  § J ae : ee : developing a 

a , ae oe. forestry progr 
ee, wae oe and training 

. , Bs _ ie ee forestry worke 
wot ee = 

boa \ - 

a © ae . 

or not it will become a viable concern, depends on these people and their 

willingness to accept and abide by the restrictions and demands a forestry 
program will place on them. Our work is just the beginning, a mere laying 

of foundations for future generations to build on. So far, it has been an 

enjoyable and educational experience. 

(Tom Zacharczyk) 
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IVS IN BAN DONE 

: “ Bathing women and small boys fishing greet 

— = ’ ; the gaily colored white and red pirogue with 

ee ia eo “2h? shy smiles and laughter as it slides up onto 
poe a Li : uo the bank. The two Americans acknowledge the 
eee — a greetings with the traditional 'sabahdii" and 
=e ele with their paraphenalia--radio, survival kit, 
ae m4 7 sacks of rice--make their way through the vil- 

Bs a - | lage. The quiet rhythm of the village remains 
aS 4 s ae undisturbed by the presence of the two Americans. 

Ss : Mae rs An old man pauses to shake hands, make brief 
E Je ED Mh ll conversation, and passes. Nothing seems to be 
In the boat: Alex, the rice, conspicuous about this pair--one tall, lanky blond, 

Bertha, Cort, and Kamdii. wearing white bermuda shorts; the other short, 

dark-haired, sporting a battered Boy Scout hat-- 

for IVS'ers Cort Van Riper and Alex McIntosh are quite at home here in Ban Done. 

Ban Done, located 120 kilometers north of Vientiane, is a relatively short three 

or four hour drive during the dry season; but, when the rains come, it is acces- 

sible only by boat, an additional six hours. This problem of transportation is 

one of the main obstacles to development in the area, but it cannot compare with 

a much greater obstacle--that of the conflict in Laos. Only three years ago, the 

Ban Done area was Pathet Lao territory and many of the villagers remain loyal 

to their cause. Often at night, sounds of strife can be heard, and it is always a 

feeling of gnawing uneasiness that Cort and Alex carry with them on their treks 

to surrounding villages. A small army camp exists at the village, and the Colonel 

is a man to be duly feared and respected; but, even his presence cannot deter a 

"raid,'"' as a previous attack on their house has proven. But, as most IVS'ers 

in the field, they have learned to live with the sense of danger. Fortunately, 

for Cort and Alex and their assistants, most of the villagers desire only a better 

way of life, and concentrate their efforts on improving their rice crops and living 

conditions. Encouraged by this sense of determination in the villagers, the two 

can readily tolerate the insecurity of their 

positions. But, somehow, even conflict cannot tine oe Sat ae x a i 4 

erase the serenity that surrounds village life. e eer on are ‘ 

ei 
Work in Ban Done is slow-moving, but there ee: 2 eG a — 

is never a dull moment. Mornings are usually eo er om 
taken up with short trips to neighboring villages |] 7 Jas aas: . a 
or by small business items that can be done in ee) q eee 
Ban Done itself. At least three times a week, eee a : uy aaa 

a trip to the next village to the dam site is in ss Pee 4 1D 

order to note the progress and help any small ae wa 

problems (hat aigmt arise. As usual, in, 1a08 TeAWAl is OfON ou aueh 

business is mixed with pleasure, and a visit to ; ; 
, . jungle trails. 

the dam means a brief respite for the laborers 
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NT i i acct 2 : : ee a 

The villagers transported supplies and built the dam under the super- 

vision of IVS. Now, it's tirne to use and enjoy it. 

and a swim in the river--with much frolicking and gaiety. This project is a 

source of immense satisfaction to Alex and Cort because it was initiated and 
built by the villagers themselves. Before the American AID program began 
to furnish material support, the villagers were hauling cement up the river 

in their little pirogues--a slow and tedious process. Now, with machines and 

trucks and guidance from two Thai Nationals, the dam is well on its way to 

completion. The dam will insure the villagers of a wet-season crop and en- 

able them to produce a dry-season crop as well. With the final product so 

near at hand, the villagers are already preparing with great anticipation a 

big boun (festival) to celebrate the fruits of their labors. It is no great sur- 

prise that the two IVS'ers look forward to joining the villagers in their 

celebration. : 

During the afternoons the heat forces all work to a standstill. This is the 

time for letter writing, report writing, reading, or napping --usually to the 

quiet strains of a guitar strummed by one of the workers that frequent their 
house. Often, Alex engenders a new sound to the quiet air with the incongruous 

sounds of his banjo. Sometimes it is the sounds of the Beatles that lends the 

air of toe-tapping and filters out of the house to spread a more Western touch 

to the village scene. But, in tune with the village itself, the IVS house is - 

usually very still. Sometimes the lassitude is shattered by tragedy as the 

villagers bring in a man delirious with malaria. Pain and sickness so 

familiar, yet so mysterious, is often a case for the village witch doctor or 

the local medic; but, when all this fails or when it is a sudden sickness such 

as malaria, the villagers seek help from the IVS'ers. It is time to shift into 
action again. The radio goes on and a call is put through for a small plane 

to take the man to Vientiane. A big service to a village so isolated, another 

way to help; but, imbued with the responsibility of miracle-workers by ex- 

pectant, trusting eyes, an unwelcome burden and a silent, unspoken help- 

. lessness is felt by both wishing that they really could perform miracles. 
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oN . L : ad a In the late afternoon, one by one the villagers 

: eo i = ....,_ ‘bring their rice to be sold. Kamdii, Cort's 
; = ae Ae oe ae | assistant, has charge of this operation-- 

a oa | eld weighing the rice, discussing the price, 
Baran” . Ve i a writing up the receipts. Kamdii has worked 

9 Ce ee a * with Cort for a year and a half now, and has 
a 3 AA ya progressed from an avid student to an indis- 

ae yy aa ig) —_ pensable part of the program. Confident, 
= 4 m=. “4 eager, Kamdii acts as translator, guide, and 
rg aa gage tee tp ie advisor; and Cort and Alex readily admit that 

Kamdii.weighs.xice. in the they could not do without him. Kamdii is dedi- 

village. cated to showing his people "the good way."! 

7 It is through his energies that most of the work 

. in Ban Done is accomplished. 

Often, their work takes them to more remote villages--to buy and sell rice or 
introduce a new rice or organize a rice demonstration. During the rainy season, 

one trip is an all day affair and sometimes, when there is a boun in progress, 

the trip may be stretched to days, depending on how persuasive the villagers are, 

or, as in many instances, how persuasive the lao-lao is. One village, Non Phet, 

way out in the bahaak--or boondocks--is a frequent visit. All the village is aware 

of the small expedition as it treks to the river--Cort, again, in his regulation 

. uniform of white bermuda shorts, Alex in his Boy Scout hat, Kamdii and Bhoua 

. Phing (the other assistant) taking up the lead, laughing and joking with the vil- 

' lagers. Sounds of sabahdii and paj saj? (where are you going?) follow them to 

the river. The newly painted boat lying conspicuously among the other brown, 

dilapidated boats is loaded with the IR-5 rice to be demonstrated, the faithful 

Y radio (security requires that they take it with them wherever they go), survival 

kit, and "tole" Berthax, the even more faithful dog--more frequently called 

"Berta" by the Lao. And, though these 

trips have become routine, they are always ee 

a pleasure. It is a beautiful, awe-inspiring , i 

i trip with Kamdii at the prow guiding the eo se . eee 
boat through the dense Laotian jungle, ; nce 

maneuvering through narrow rapids, ala a Cee es. 

dodging low-hanging vines and floating er - ee A 

bamboo logs, following 2 eee RY. cg 

the swift current around Emergency: e i Pexgany 
the mountains, listening Cort and Alex put : = ara : 

to the calling of birds a malaria victim r ‘ 

and the chattering of on a plane bound es = 

monkeys. To be a part of for a hospital. Se ee 
the sounds and silences of ee 

thejungle, it to be known a oT 
an important reality of : 

‘ Laos. 
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sie can al Cs They land and dispose of the rice sacks, 

hee = rt but their real destination lies amother hike 

t : ahead through more jungle and paddy fields. 

es a ss : But, in reality, it is more tham 2 hike away. 
Ay Hi ee In the first village, they are greeted as 
2 2 rT No 4 miracle workers again. A youms Boy has 

“a - been ill for two weeks and there is mo doc- 

. ee tor. They go to see him Kmowime Gefore— 

2 : : hand that there is nothing they can do-- 
" : again, imbued with a frustrating responsibility. 

Alex studies work still to oe ike oa 7 aR, oem ne 
; ieng and continue on with the persistent 

ee realization that so much more meeds to be 

done. In the second village they rest awhile 

and Alex makes arrangements with the local gunsmith to get = few gum parts. 
Finally, through more jungle and over a few more rice paddies. they reached 
their final destination. 

The tasang, head man in the area, immediately hands them 2 shot of lao-lao, 

the brutal Laotian beverage, with a hearty welcome and busimess commences 

over continual rounds of the drinking. For the villagers. it is = cause of 

much joking and laughter to watch the two falang downing the potent drink, 
but for Cort and Alex who see a long journey ahead, the name of the game 

is to see how little they can get by with drinking. A difficult tas im the face 

of Laotian hospitality. The conversation is merry. A chicken is killed and 

feasted upon, more lao-lao is poured, and gossip ensues. amd the conversa- 

tion finally comes around to the usual questions. Do you hawe 2 wife or a 

girlfriend in America? Why aren't you married? When wall you get married? 

To the Lao, the concept of being single is quite foreigm amd 2 sgurce of much 

curiosity. But the tasang is an understanding man. With = merry twinkle, 

he tries to persuade them to stay the night. There are sewerel pretty girls 

that they should meet. But, regretfully, Cort and Alex Gecline the invitation 

and with much difficulty take their leave--mission accomplished. The tasang 
has agreed to demonstrate two hectares of IR-5 rice and hes bought IR-8 seeds 

for another crop. But, it is a tipsy caravan that weaves its way across the 

rice paddies toward home--"ole Berta" is leading the wey amc Hamdii filling 
the air with Laotian songs. 

Cort and Alex have much to be pleased about. With support end guidance, 

the villagers have constructed four schools, a dispensary. end 2 dam. : : 

Another dam is in the planning. They are assured of 2 double crop and are 

no longer hesitant to plant IR-8 and IR-5 for marketing. Important obstacles 

have been overcome. They have gained the trust of the villages. But, for 

these two IVS'ers, as it is with most of us working close to the people in the 

field, essence of the experience lies in the small day to day associations 
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with the people--a question, an answer, a smile, a look in the eyes--always 

learning, studying, trying to understand. There are many avenues to progress, 

some may be even more important than adam. Little things count: a village 

_ youth sporting white bermuda shorts; another villager requesting some red 

and white paint for his boat; an old man squatting beside them offering tea 

from a bamboo glass, eagerly, earnestly, asking for English words; a game 

of volleyball or makato (Laotian soccer) inthe evenings. But, most of all, it 

’ is the gleam of pleasure and satisfaction in their eyes that makes it all worth- 

while. Only the sounds of heavy guns in the night can shatter that gleam and 
4 leave the blight of a question mark. 

(Dawn Bowman) 
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HANDICRAFTS 

It is difficult for Lao villagers and refugees to understand why "foreigners" 

are interested in their crafts. This is partially due to the fact that crafts, 

to them, serve a ''functional" rather than an''ornamental" purpose. Every- 

thing they make has an immediate and specific use in daily life. IVS has 

been working for over two years ina handicraft program designed to insure 

that their ability to make crafts is not lost (as has been the case in some in- 

stances) and to reinforce the indigenous Lao culture. The nationwide pro- 

gram, led first by Liz Candea and now by Jack Parmenter, encourages the 

villager to produce traditional Lao items or things re-designed to meet 

modern needs. 

The handicraft most encouraged is weaving, because 90% of the villages in 

Laos practice this skill in some form or another. 

"Right now, we are working in synthetics and cottons because silk must be 

imported, mostly from Japan," Jack says. "We want to stress silk weaving. 

Weaving traditional Lao patterns in silk. At present, there is no industry 

in Laos, but work is being done now to encourage this industry. The villages 

who don't weave could produce raw silk. We would bring the raw silk into 

Vientiane to be processed and dyed and re-distribute it to the villages for 

weaving." 

This program is sponsored jointly by IVS and the Royal Lao Government. 

: It is not an official USAID project. At the moment, the IVS'er brings items 

from villages he visits. These items are shown to the ministry, who pur- 

chases the items. The money is given to the IVS'er, who then takes the 

money back to the villager. 

Soon, the Lao Government will take over more of the craft hunting jobs. 

There is a government agent now in Luang Prabang, and two will soon be 

: sent to Sayaboury and Thakhek. 

IVS and the RLG have received much assistance from the United Nations 
Organization in Vientiane. The U.N., the RLG, and IVS are working with 

the Ecole de Beaux Arts to have the art students revive Lao pottery. They 

hope also to revive this craft on the village level in villages who used to pro- 

duce various kinds of pots until manufactured pots, imported from other 

countries, drove them out of business in the past few years. 

Jack is very involved with this program because he has seen in the villages 

he has worked with"'a feeling of solidarity among the villagers who work 

together to produce traditional Lao items. The people re-gain a sense of 

pride in their culture." His biggest difficulties arise now from the fact that 
transportat ion is so poor in most of Laos, and from the fact that so many of 

the people he works with are illiterate, which makes bookkeeping and com- 

munication difficult." 

(Crystal Erhart) 
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: a village woman 

is drawing water 

from a well 

How is it that a moment in the very grips of 

everydayness can, without warning, reacha 

~ depth beyond itself and reveal its rootedness 

in recesses of time? The detail before me is 

common: The grasp of hand upon rope, a deli- 

cate tightening in the face, the definition of tendon ; 

stretching against skin, the pained expenditure of 

effort. Aspects of everydayness, but at closer ; 

view: elements in an instance of the crisis strewn 

history of humanity. I am the witness of an ancient ; 

drama whose heroine executes with flawless pre- : 

cision the requirements of her role. With buckets 

filled, she turns and begins the slow, deliberate 

steps which retrace her route home: the mapped : 

region of her struggle for existence. I have moved : 

to the doorway from where I watch her pass, a 

study in human diligence. Iam reverenced. I say ' 

a silent tribute to this mother of the race. Oblivious 

of my attention she goes on her way, soonto rejoin | 

her children in the sweet shade of her porch. There 

she confers precious affection on miniature repre- 

sentations of her self and her absent husband. Re- : 

moved now from her labor at the well her world is 

transformed by these marvelous creatures whose 

sounds and movements are the measure of her im- 

pact upon history. They exist far ahead of her in 

some distant, unchartered future into which she 

projects all her untold, unrealized anticipation. 

Mike Flanagan 
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is : 8 = =~— THE HOME ECONOMICS PROGRAM 

Vo i — 2: The IVS/RLG Home Economics Pro- 
_ | ee f gram in Laos has undertaken the re- 
a Ka oo ee sponsibility of improving the living 

a WW J, «~~ conditions of the Lao population. More 
ge 1h YY So specifically, the following goals have 

wth | i Se been developed in order to meet the a i y em fa responsibilities of the Home Economics 
ee fh C Le. Program: 

oe y 3 ¢ MES Se 1. To increase the health, mentality, 

ee te fo EN Ee So“ and general well-being of the Lao 

e oo oO meg a Ream people through improved nutrition 
Renee eg Sr and sanitation practices. 

Carol Wells teaching village 2. To lower the high mortality rate 
women how to make and follow (approximately 40%) through im- 

a pattern. proved child care practices. 

3. To assist the people with various 

means for increasing their yearly 

incomes, such as small home in- 

dustries, double crop rice, etc. 

The goals of this program are implemented by 48 RLG home agents in 25 

locations. IVS Home Economists are stationed at three of these locations-- 

Sayaboury, Nam Thone, and Vang Vieng. The IVS Home Economists have 

the opportunity to work as counterparts to the RLG home agents, learn the 

Lao village life and culture, and assist the RLG home agents in planning 
their programs tempered by the villager's needs. 

The 48 home agents located in the province are under the direction of the RLG 

National Home Economics Branch, directed by Mme. Boun Souei. Under her 

are four technical supervisors responsible for advising the home agents in 

nutrition, sewing, handicrafts, and child care. Three of these supervisors 

have been trained in Bangkok, but all of the personnel at the National Home 

Economics Headquarters could benefit from additional training. The IVS 

National Home Economics Supervisor is counterparted to the Director of 

RLG Home Economics; together they plan how to best implement an effective 

Home Economics Program. 

During fiscal year 1969, the RLG Home Economics Branch will conduct two 

in-service training sessions in order to re-train all 48 RLG Home Agents; 

24 will be trained in each of the six weeks' long sessions. The major ob- 

jectives of this in-service training are: 
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‘ae Se cs Fe |) 
1. To up-grade the technical skills of a. = ee) ie 

the RLG home agents. The home ee LE a ks <a 
agents have received anywhere sue, — ( mye I Eh 

from 2-6 months of training. This i ey ‘in A we 4 
is not sufficient if these agents are wae . O® Sh o 
to bring about change in the tradi- ee. eee i 
tional homemaking methods of the a woe we : Ec 

rural village women. Sy, iS aa Be. 

2. To educate the home agents in the + eS. tn, 2 
many facets of the RLG/USAID a oa a 

aa irre TS Sroeter Carol Wells showing villagers how 
and their role in supporting the 

to make a pattern. 
program. 

3. To instruct the RLG home agents in program planning. Often a Home 

Economics program does not get started in an area due to the agent's in- 

ability to organize her resources and plan a program. 

During the training sessions, the RLG home agents will be instructed in: 

Nutrition and Foods, Child Care, Clothing Construction, Handicrafts, the 

Rice Production Program, Program Planning, Visual Aids, and Demonstra- 

tions. After this training the home agents will return to their field stations 

and conduct village training programs, incorporating the technical knowledge 

learned in Vientiane. 

In the past, the RLG home agents have been limited in both technical ability 

and financial support; consequently, the visible results of the Home Economics 

effort over the past eight years are in some locations negligible. Hopefully, 

as the home agents receive additional training and financial support from USAID, 
ne they will become more effective in teaching 

q ae the Lao population how to improve their 

, z in. " living conditions. It is projected that 

oe | , aw ae villagers will receive home economics. 
‘ ——— i oe training in 150 villages during fiscal year 
> Nee) 1969. 

3 a 7 fi | a = 

|<. Som Ss ~~ a co 4 | As is to be expected, the National Home 
q ee, Aaa - Economics Program is not problem-free. 

1 wa”: bref) ¢ : 4 ' Amd EE MMe ee 5 There are many frustrations with the 
| 2 ee fare =;, USAID bureaucracy and RLG Government 

% 4 | AS io, 

St (2 => “gs IVS Assistant Kheua Kham gives individual 
a AQ 27 ag sewing instructions in blouse construction 
2 ae , . @t * program at Muong Phieng Cluster. 

«4 -< 
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procedure. For example, the financial support for the Home Economics 
Program from USAID is under much consideration. Many people fail to ap- 
preciate the contribution of a home economist to the development of Laos. 
According to the Program Office (USAID) the approval of the Home Economis 
Program depends on the contribution it can make to the Rice Program. 

IVS policy is that all IVS'ers are counterparted to the RLG personnel in the 
comparable position. For the IVS Home Economist this is a challenging 
learning experience but also a problem-laden experience. The IVS'ers are 
often discouraged by the home agent's lack of dedication to help their fellow 
countryman, unenthusiastic approach to their work, and the bureaucratic 
channels one must use to reach a minor decision concerning program planning. 

Working with and around these obstacles, the Home Economics Program will 

continue to progress. Its responsibility to improve the living conditions of 
the Lao people is vitally necessary to the development of Laos; thus, full ef- 
fort will be exerted by IVS and RLG personnel to meet this responsibility. 

(Joanne Augspurger) 

Sue Robbins Goffard, R.N., worked as 4 ee = i 
a public health nurse for two and a half ee 4 i : 
years in Thakhek. She left Laos two ee 
months ago. The following is anexcerpt (ig § 48 8 @ 0 0 4 
from her End of Tour Report: teas DA as Vo ee te 

be NY Wi eeeeaae 
Why are Public Health Nursing Programs | ™& SS i Hi 07 My He 
Essential to Community Development in pn he aeel a a Dee | 

Laos? ae on a 
eg | 

In order for a country to develop eco- - ae eae 
nomically, agriculturally, and socially, ce 2a ae 3 
in addition to a stable effective govern- ves ( er Raita hese —— 
ment, it must have effective manpower. ee 
Effective manpower requires sufficient 
numbers of productive people possessing a ; 
enough interest and energy to work to their full capacities. Energy requires a 
positive standard of health. 

In relation to the above statements, what is the current situation in Laos? 

A. "J, Sufficient numbers: of people  - =" : 
- Percentage of men decreasing due to war casualties 
- 40% infant mortality 
- High incidence of disabling, life-shortening, and fatal diseases. 

B. ".. . Possessing enough interest and energy..." 
- Daily energy is being consumed by parasites, worms, mosquitoes. The 
symptoms of the major local diseases are fatigue and lethargy. 

- Human interest tends to dwell on basic needs until those basic needs are 
adequately satisfied. So long as fatigue, discomfort, pain, death con- 
tinue to plague villagers, interest in community and country needs is 
likely to be small. (This is one reason why village interest in assuming 
community and country responsibilities is frequently low, much to the 

frustration of healthy, energetic, Western counterparts. ) 
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CG; “.... Productive people working to full capacity ... ." 
- High incidence of disabling disease 
- Continuous fatigue-lethargy due to continuous ill health produced by 
ignorance and superstition. 

People continuously plagued and weakened by disease cannot work productively 
to full capacity or develop as responsible citizens. (This is one reason why 
Lao villagers frequently work for only a few hours per day, much to the frus- 
tration of their healthy, Western counterparts.) They cannot look beyond their 
own miserable immediate problems of physical ill-being until something is 
done about those problems. Until such time, village-provincial-country 
responsibilities are likely to receive little attention. When a villager is 
dragging himself off to the jungle toilet eleven times per day, he has little 
concern for whether the new school gets finished on time, or who wins the 

next election. But, he is concerned about his diarrhea. Perhaps if more 

constructive assistance could be offered regarding his immediate problem of 
diarrhea, the villager would be more interested in and have more energy for 
the economic and agricultural developments which we keep telling him are so 
important. 

RLG Activity Currently Being Done to Improve Village Level Standards of 
Health: 

A. Curative Medicine (medical treatment of disease) 

1. Hospital Centers--mainly in provincial capitals. Treat general city 
population and nearby villagers within walking distance. 

2. MCH Centers in five provincial capitals. Treat mother-child percent- 
age of city population and nearby villages. 

3. Medic-Dispensary network available in all provinces (approximately 
10-15 per province). Treatment of general village population near 
enough to visit dispensaries. 

4. Rural midwives...located in od 1 oH oe 
all provinces (approximately —— 2 fF | 
10-30 per province), treat ae at ca | Dee 
mainly mother percentage of i ik ay” VT 
village populations. One mid- ee Hay @ be 
wife can generally provide =r... lg u A 
service for her own village = ji | i! EOE 
and possibly 2-3 other close- 4 (pp ff e « 
by villages. ev iv ¥ 

is ay ee 7 re 
B. Health Education... Preventive es: | \ il 

Medicine. a a aa ih : 3 |: a i fo 
Hospital centers provide some | Feet eee 
health education, mainly for ‘| a - pe 7 : i: See 

epee 3 

Ae 
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sit al A “| a 

Jane Wilczek visits a Lao wife receiving post-natal 
care--Lao style. Women usually spend up to 30 days 

in a smoke-filled room after giving birth. 

hospital staff and mother-child percentage of "city populations." 

MCH Centers, medics, and rural midwives offer little or no health 

education service. The limited training which these medical figures 

have had stimulates them to encourage village dependence upon medi- 

cine. Little or no attempt to introduce preventive medicine. ..health 
education...is made. Thus, the village population continues to get 

sick - take medicine - get sick - take medicine. The diarrhea pills 

and the dirty water are taken simultaneously. The people cannot get 

well and stay well. They exist in a constant state of ill health. 

To have a "sufficient number of productive people, possessing enough 

interest and energy to work to full capacities,'' Lao must have public 

health education programs. 

Due to other priorities, the recent contract negotiations have regrettably 
brought about a reduction in the desired IVS participation in the Public 

Health Nursing Program in Laos. 

(Susan Robbins) 
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STUDENTS 

They are harshly seventeen, 

a curious and potent age 

when the Future, like sex, 

is the dark core 
at the great, weighted moon. 

Their hand with children 
has that deep familiarity 

of those who know 

all of love, 

though they have never 

heard its name. 

Their voices are 
like the red leaves 

that fall with the rare light of Laos-- 

| written into music 

the tones would not be ordinary, 

but physical, 

and intricate as veins and stems 

| : free and lightly lying on bare earth. 
| 

They have a country grace, 

and country appetites 

. beneath a bronze and amber wash 

of hard living in their 

thick hinterland 
of deep-silled, sooty mountains 

that cast off such solidness, 

a vast promise 

almost of contempt 

through miles of clear air. 

Crystal Erhart 
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DONG DOK 

The Ecole Superiore de Pedagogie, better known as Dong Dok, is a teacher 

training school located nine kilometers from Vientiane. Instruction is in 

three languages: French, Lao, and English. This year over 900 students 

studied in the French section, almost 200 studied in the English section, and 

Lee 4 eee Se Le 2 x 

. oe hf a ee 
f s oes 2 a oo en 
4 mec, U ~ = vet a 

ee eee! Sew 
Ni Bee So. ep : : 

ate rat ae} 

4 = « _* oe: US oe = g 3 eee 

4 i ; | ee 

Zz i eee = 4 

The teachers and staff of the English Section at Dong Dok. 

400 inthe Lao. The subjects taught in the three sections run the range of the 

usual subjects in a secondary school and include practice teaching classes. 

The IVS teacher is invited by the Lao Government to teach English or to teach 

other subjects in English to future teachers because there are not enough 

trained Lao to train their own teachers. IVS supplies teachers in Home 

Economics and Mechanical Arts and a Maintenance Advisor. 

Dong Dok is a government school under the supervision of the Ministry of 

Education. The school administrators are Lao, and the French and English 

sections each have a head of staff who serves as a liaison between their 

teachers and the administration. Most of the English section teachers are 

IVS, but there are also British Colombo Plan teachers, and one Australian. 

oT 
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Dong Dok students come from all parts of Laos after they have had six years 

of primary school and have passed the entrance examination. They study 

here for from two to nine years on a government scholarship. Almost all 

students live in the dormitories on campus, and the teachers live nearby in 

the 41 apartments and nine houses built by USAID and maintained by the 

Royal Lao Government. The school maintains kitchens and a dispensary on 

campus for the students. 

The goal of IVS involvement at Dong Dok is to train Lao teachers and to help 

Laos develop her own school system. IVS teachers in Laos want to make 
possible what was expressed this year at the Dong Dok graduation ceremony: 

"We all know that every country has its national language that is used in all 

levels of education. I think it is important for Laos to use its national lan- 

guage. By using the Lao language, all Lao can be educated. Through educa- 

tion and the hastening of patriotism, our country can advance and develop. 

"All teachers have the duty to give their students a broad education and com- 

mon aims. But, the teacher can only teach when he and his students can 

communicate. For this reason, Lao should be the national language of in- 

struction. When using a foreign language, it is only necessary for the stu’ 

dent to memorize the material the teacher presents, but cannot explain to 

him. Some teachers think that when the student has memorized the materials 

he understands it. This misleads the student into thinking that memorizing 

is learning. This is why using Lao, even with a smaller vocabulary, is a 

clearer way to teach. 

"The teacher should be careful to use all Lao words and not to insert foreign 

words. If the teacher uses foreign words, the students will try also, but they 

won't know where, when, or how. The words will not be clear and will have 

no meaning. The teacher and student will not understand each other. The 

language used would be Lao-French, not pure 

Lao nor pure French. The teacher should try George Horwood developed 

to use Lao in many subjects, especially the first extensive visual aid 
sciences and mathematics which pose more program in education. ; 
problems than other subjects. In the future, 

when the child forgets to use the foreign : : 
language, our problems will be reduced and Pe 
using the Lao language will be easier." 4 Pe 

VISUAL AIDS IN EDUCATION oi a 

The purpose of a visual aid workshop is to a 2 ] ut 
instruct future teachers how to make teaching Y = . yo. ar 
aids for their classes. A workshop is nota |. “a \ “Ad 

showcase of affluence. It uses materials ji You Li .. _ 

readily available in Laos, and it uses the 26 So 

talents of the Laotian people. A am eel 
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The administrative authorities first request a workshop, and then support it 
by providing Laotian teachers, classroom time, and space. The pupils, or 
future teachers, then do their best to make the designated aids appropriate 
for their future needs. 

These aids vary with each workshop because some trainees will be teaching 
elementary school, while others will be instructing at the secondary level. 
Therefore, the aids for reading and mathematics, for example, will vary 

with each workshop. Bamboo, paper, sandpaper, rubber bands, felt, and 

other easily available products, to name but a few, are used extensively. 
Aids from these products consist of easels, flash cards, clock charts, felt 

boards, cut-out alphabets, and numbers (both Lao and Western), meter sticks, 

pens, brushes, water filters and many other aids that are of prime importance 
in a developing country. A visual aid workshop can be for two days, a week, a 
month, depending on the request from the school administrator. 

The future plans for this program are made and the support from IVS is ex- 
tremely vital to its success. The volunteers in the different provinces 

throughout Laos play an important role in making workshops a worthwhile 

project by supporting its aims and goals. 

ff Si ARTS AND CRAFTS: 
££ Ae This year Carol Nelson taught second and third year 

. ./] English section students basic arts and crafts. The 
iy L . class was held in the special art room at Dong Dok, 
if € ' | and it included pinch and wheel pottery, glazing and 

3 firing, wood block prints (used as illustrations in this 

: | report), spatter painting, water color, and design. 

. eas Another Lao teacher, Mrs. Vandy, taught a similar 

Hi / : : course to first year English section students. 
hy a 

a E Ff Ome sg or ‘ \ 

This year several IVS teachers at : op (8. 2 sae «.\ 

Dong Dok decided that just because ee > i Ee - a : 

they were in Education didn't mean - io. eg a 
they shouldn't experience village es : : —— S —. 

life. They moved into Lao houses —— Dooce ‘ Z- 

in two small villages near Dong Dok fi ye . Res. | a 2 %! = 
and enjoyed it so much they hope — aa. | 6 oo 

future IVS arrivals will continue “ YL — on oS 
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ie —_ ee  .< Left:,, 
r a ae , er 5 

| ee Bobbi Johnston filing books in the 

ia a ee ‘ Teachers' Room. 
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Students learning about the micro- — Rages | 

scope in Science Class. % 4 
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sae 4 ; Wer MG ee The English Section 
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4 M ei 

| y . i 2 | Stan Druben observing his 

- ( fe Chess Club. 

a e a iy 

eS aes 
os. hf as > — 
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oN A > See eee aes : 
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fe ; : ia — 
i egies arate She z a. oo. 
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Madame Pingkham, - — ae . 4 

Head of the English oS a = bi ae 

Section. a 
oe ae ene 
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os THE DONG BOK*FARM 

Waking up in the morning at 7:00, I felt a little dreary. The night before I 

had stayed up late preparing for the day's classes and now my eyes were 

telling me that I had stayed up a little too late. 

Even though my classes weren't until the afternoon, I had to get up now be- 

cause there was so much other work to do. That's one thing about this job. 
There is always something to do. 

After eating breakfast, I drove through the campus on my way to the school 
farm. This farm is used for instructional purposes, and a lot of work had 

to be done to prepare it for the next year's classes. 

I drove towards the hog barn where five gilts and one boar are kept for in- 

structional purposes. On the way, I found myself wondering when the rains 

would come since the grass was dry and the hogs needed green feed. 

Reaching the hog barn, I got out of the jeep. I noticed one of the farm hands 

(called "coolies'" by everyone here) standing on the porch of his house which 

is near the barn. I greeted him with an exuberant good morning--in Lao, 

of course. 

He returned the greeting and followed me into the barn. He motioned to one 

of the gilts and said something to the effect that she was not well (even after 
nine months, the work load had been so much that I couldn't study Lao like 

I should have; therefore, sign language was used just about as much as the 

spoken language). 

I looked closer and noticed the gilt had 
a cut on her leg. I went to the medicine 

— See oe cabinet and got a homemade mixture of 

soe || : | if creosote and grease to kill the worms 
— = ST Ace that had gotten into the wound. I also 
ee Ne h icilin for i a Re gave her some penicilin for insurance. 

M9 a es P cs ) ed After having looked over the rest of the 
ee a ie if 8 BT ee A hogs, I left the barn, but just before I 

me = 78 emia |/ got to the jeep, I noticed that the com- 

ee i= =H ee a i post pile I had started a few days earlier 

28 — sae : ears a. SRR oe Henry Thorne on his way to check the 

ra Sik : is oe gle ge a 
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didn't look like it was getting any bigger. el ae « a ce . 
I had told the farm hands to place the thas ‘eae cee eee |e Rae 
hog manure on the pile every day. After foe oe ae =e 
several minutes of questioning, I figured Fe ae ee a Ene eee AL oh : ; als aa ee a Lk 
out that they were putting the manure in hee ie Waal eM 

the fish ponds instead. I knew I would faa 
never find out from them why they did as 4 5 ‘= ee 
that, so I figured I would wait until I a a a bott = == ae 

saw the farm manager and ask him. leg te 2. = - 
(I was to find out that the reason they [ sea il 
put the manure into the ponds was be- 5 } 

cause the farm manager had told them Sey be 

to--after I had told them to put it on the sis $2 

compost pile. ) =} ae. 

The next stop was the chicken house-- 

about 100 meters away--where we had Ducks on the Farm Pond. 
some Rhode Island Reds and Leghorns. 

As I was looking over these chickens 

for any unhealthy signs, the farm manager drove up on his motorbike. (It should 

be mentioned here that the farm manager is actually in charge of agriculture ed- 

ucation in all of the similar schools in Laos. He was on his way to assign the 

tractor driver his work for the day when he saw me. ) 

As we stood there talking about what we were going to do that morning, another 

farm hand came up and told us that some of the hens were laying soft eggs. He | 

showed us some. Our first conclusion was that it was due to a deficiency of 

calcium, but the ration I had formulated contained what I thought to be an ade- 

quate amount. (When I later checked the ration, I found I had miscalculated so 

more calcium was added and there were no more soft eggs. ) 

After looking over the chickens, I turned my attention to a rice paddy I wanted 

to make between the hog barn and chicken pens. I had gotten some rice seed 

from USAID and wanted to make a bigger paddy than the one already in existence. | 

As a reply to my idea, the farm manager said he thought it a good idea that 

another paddy be built, but that it should be built at another spot farther away 

from the buildings and nearer a swampy area where adequate water could be 

obtained. I felt that this wouldn't be best since the paddy would be too difficult 
to reach and, therefore, would not receive the care and attention that mine 

would--the place where I wanted the rice paddy was much closer to the road; | 

hence, more easy to get to, and had just as much water available. 

This discussion went on for a few more minutes when the farm manager finally 

gave into my idea. 
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While this may sound all well and good, there is a problem here that doesn't 

meet the eye. Whenever a decision is made it should be made by the farm 

manager and not by me. The problem is that I have to be able to influence 

the farm manager's decisions, while at the same time make him believe the 

decision was entirely his. In this particular situation I was not sure that I 

had succeeded. I had the feeling that I hadn't. The only thing I could hope 

for was for my idea to work so well that he could see that it was better. 

I cannot forget education. It always seems to take second place when agri- 

culture is discussed, but it is actually the most important. 

When I arrived here, there was an inadequate agriculture education program 

for a portion of the students at this school and at some of the other teacher 

training schools in Laos. Since then, much of my time has been spent 

helping my counterpart set up a curriculum that can be applied to all the 

: : ; 5 teacher training schools in Laos and 

SG es ae > Ae es Ee rae e one that would give the students a 
ee ae hae hee ates f= more complete education. 
Cee ee 
ae eer ee Lae meen er The attempt to establish student pro- 
PEE LT eT i, Pe jects in both livestock and gardening 

Pie . ae i: s : “eee “&<= in connection with this new curricu- 
ere tA es lum is the focal point of the whole 

oo ee j 7 ees = eee education effort now. The aes 
a ee f Pee: ie SEES c goal of the student project idea is to 

eee wal SN ce ad A Sap io Ea .. have the students grow vegetables and 
al Bet ON 2 ee Oe tock for profit and to gain a better Me fe *vssiock for : ¢ oS ae i eee iy Ea appreciation for agriculture. 

tes r peas 9 - - ee Besides the student projects, the farm 

# b ; ; ee Ge We SaaS i= oe. has been maintaining several hogs, 
Le . Bias ee eas chickens, ducks, and some fish to 
acai NE Se ca ee == demonstrate the phases of livestock 

The farm hands at work. production, such as breeding, that 

normally would not be shown in a 

student project. 

Although USAID pays for all the material expenses used in connection with 

the Ag program, it is run pretty much the way the school and my counterpart 

want it run. That's the nice thing about my job. Iam free to develop the 

agriculture program through my counterpart without any strings, whicha 

person might normally expect, being attached to the money. 

There have been some conflicts between myself, USAID, and the school ad- 

ministration as to how the agriculture curriculum and student projects should 

be handled, but everything seems to have been worked out and all we need 

now is time and hard work. 

(Henry Thorne) 
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EDUCATION IN THE FIELD S F _@ 

Education in the field as an education a 5 ; 

advisor to an ENI is exciting work be- E : = 

cause of the closeness of the changes ¢ ; { 

that can be effected by education. The ae » cae Sb 

IVS'er working in the smaller ENI's has we ee gles ae 

. a chance to work in a greer situation eam ee eS Rn ot. 
than is possible in the larger schools q ** % a f ca | Jae 

because he is generally assigned to the 4 a ( A | ia ree A 
‘ school as an advisor, not ina specific ae y ‘ (a L. “ ' a | rr 

job slot such as English teacher, math 4 e nS) Bie Ketek 
teacher, geography teacher, etc. LE | 7 Ss Vegi | ; 

For someone with initiative the work i 3 al ee 415 
can be very creative. Living in a small 

village, w orking in many cases with Paul White advising a summer 

elinie minorities that have tradition of workshop. 

literacy, and who practice subsistence 

agriculture with primitive tools and 

methods, can set the guidelines for practical programs in education. The edu- 

cation advisor can do a great deal to bring about development and desirable social 

change by being aware of the political, social, psychological, and cultural values 

that form the context of village life as it changes from its traditional or colonial 

form. 

The teachers and students that he works with, for the most part, return to the 

villages and teach within one or two years after contact with the ENI program. 

: They are not training to study overseas or to do administrative, technical, or 

governmental work in the cities. Because of this, the IVS'er who works most 
| efficiently with these people in programs which are designed to meet the felt 

needs of the communities that they are working in usually end up in programs 

related to agriculture, community development, 
~ , z 4. Se basic craft skills, etc., rather than in acaderaic 

ee gOS. 
eg OS The education advisor living in the field should 

= es Se be aware of the importance of the primary edu- 
iss a cation and, although assigned to ENI, should 

on mm  Gr~  - |; + keep in mind the fact that he is primarily 

oc ees Sees a yi pees training people who are going to be primary 

cago rt : Hee  «=Ctteachers. Until now, it has been up to the 

Ea FEB yy a) P=. education advisor on his own to shape programs 
Be SI Aho 

ae een ee sae Witha few old cans and, presto--a new 
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relevant to the primary school program and oversee his practice teachers 

in the classroom. Next year some IVS'ers will be assigned specifically to 

the primary schools with this as his primary responsibility, and an impor- 

tant tie will have been made between the primary school and the small ENI's 

that train primary teachers. There are many opportunities for original work 

and expression in the area of educational planning and development for the 

IVS advisor working in the field. 
(Paul White) 

ak aK aK ok ae ak aah ok ak ak ak He ase eae ak akeok 

THE SUMMER WORK PROGRAM 

Since 1964, USAID has financed and administered a summer work program 

for Lao students. This usually involved about 100 students and was conducted 

over a period of approximately 10 weeks. The main drawback of these pro- 

grams was that they were directed by different personnel and division staffs, 

resulting in little continuity and almost no follow-up. 

In April of 1968, following a request by USAID, IVS agreed to conduct the 

summer program for students. After discussions with USAID, it was agreed 

that IVS would provide a volunteer who would be available full-time to ad- 

minister the program. It was also hoped that a second volunteer would as- 

sist the program on a part-time basis. 

To put the program into action, IVS proposed that the volunteer administering 

the program would communicate with all USAID offices and request descrip- 

tions of jobs which could be performed by Lao students. At the same time, 

all secondary schools in the country would be approached to determine the 
number of students interested in summer 

P work and a description of their qualifications 

: wa oS a | 6h lm. interests, and abilities. 

oe, Bev When these two steps had been taken, stu- 
~~ eee, 6) gee ~—Ss dents and jobs would be matched to provide 
ee age 2. ja _ Re i the appropriate student-job combination. 

A A \ et ct % At this point, with students working under 

eae a : e - the supervision of personnel from the divisio: 

ae Bo NA a Ld to which they were assigned, IVS would visit 

oe : Ue ne See the students at their work locations and 

RLG official and summer 

students discuss fish pond 

operations. 
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| 

evaluate their individual performance, _ ‘ i tee 

their working conditions, and the ef- ae ~. a ‘ ‘ : 

fectiveness of the overall program. — i Pe ” oh 

By the end of June, IVS had received ‘ae 4 peelings oe “ eo . | 
about 500 applications from Lao stu- sty Ae Me Wik EP .* | 

dents who were interested in partici- :  . \ " ce | 

pating in the program. From USAID : 3 - one Ae, Os ues seen eae 
divisions and from IVS, 164 job re- “oe co Oe 
quests were received. wx = ‘ je . —_ = 

In reviewing these requests and in — ; a Se ee , 

keeping with the project agreement = a ’ end Co 

approved by USAID, the following a A ) é \ \ ae 
criteria served as guidelines: oe ee 

PS ee t =e ao 

1. To provide the Lao student an Two Lao students explain 

opportunity to work in and be- to Al Best how their sur- | 

come familiar with the develop- veying is aiding ina dam 

ment process in Laos; project. | 

2. To provide on-the-job training, 

where possible, within the students' field of interest and study; 

3. To afford the student an opportunity to work with an become better ac- 

quainted with Americans and the part they play in the development of Laos. | 
| 

Although the program began very late in the year and final approval for the pro- 

ject further delayed implementing the important initial stages, the difficulties 

in obtaining job descriptions and student applications were finally overcome and | 

149 jobs were approved for the same number of students. In this selection, a | 

major qualification was that each student selected had to have at least one year | 

remaining in school. | 

Actual student placements included: | 

32 student agricultural workers (nation-wide) } 

24 student literacy surveyors (nation-wide) 

23 student census enumerators (Pakse-Thakhek) 

18 student school constructionists (Vientiane-Sam Thong) 

17 student clerical workers (Vientiane) 

14 student cluster workers (nation-wide) 

5 student vocabulary study (Vientiane) 

3 student hygiene education assistants (villages) 

2 student science assistants (Luang Prabang) 

2 student visual aids/crafts (Luang Prabang) 

2 student medical aids (Ban Houei Sai) 

2 student Finance Ministry assistants (Vientiane) 

1 student library assistant (Vientiane) . 

| 
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Although some changes will be expected before the program officially begins 

on July 12th, it is believed that the maximum number of jobs, 150, will 

remain. 

At this early stage, no observation can be offered. A program of this size 

and with such solid potential must be planned and worked on throughout the 

year to ensure the most effective results. 

Job recruitment should begin much earlier, perhaps in October, and be 

completed by February. This would require, of course, early requests for 

student employment from USAID and IVS personnel. And, hopefully, an 

earlier start will permit more effective participation by Lao school admin- 

istrators in selecting students, and ample time for adequate orientation for 

both students and employers. 

Furthermore, greater involvement by Lao government officials, acting as 

observors and advisors, as well as guidance and leadership from organiza- 

tions such as the Lao Student Association, would clearly contribute to the 

program's future growth and development in a constructive and creative 

way. 

And, responsibilities to the area of development in Laos, and meaningful 

education for the Lao student, could be expanded to include increased con- 

cern for rural development, village school development, health education, 

and other ''job corps" type needs. All, it should be noted, with the ultimate 

goal of reaching that point where the summer work program for Lao students 
can become a Lao-administrated, Lao-implemented, and Lao-initiated 

activity. 
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I once saw a sign that read: 

Keep your feet on the ground, 

Your eye on the ball, 

Your shoulder to the wheel, 
And your nose to the grindstone-- 

NOW, TRY WORKING IN THAT POSITION!! 

In Laos, IVS finds itself in a similar circumstance. We are regarded by 

IVS/Washington as young, inexperienced, though competent, volunteers who 

are working for a private organization; by USAID as technically competent 

village workers and teachers who are working as part of the ''country team"; 

by the Lao as sympathetic co-workers who try to understand their culture and 

problems; and the volunteer looks at himself in as many different ways as 

there are volunteers. And, we try to work from this position. 

The effort to reconcile these points of view is the source of many of our prob- 

lems in Laos. The divergent points of view, however, create the condition 

that enables us to make our unique contribution to the people of Laos. The 

most successful volunteers are probably those who do not try to define IVS 

and, hence, their work role in one set of terms for all groups. 

The most successful volunteers are those who can operate at the village level 

as a competent technician or as a teacher for our contractee; who can be a 

sympathetic and understanding co-worker to the Lao; who remains the young 

and energetic volunteer that was sent off by the IVS/W office; and, who can, | 

through the trusts and responsibilities accompanying the above roles, fulfill 

his own primary personal objective by making life a little better for the Lao 

people. 

It is in the Chief of Party's office that most of the reconciliation of views, ob- 

jectives, and motivations must take place. The major role of the Chiefs of 

Party is to endeavor to fill the needs and wants of the various parties involved 

in the contract. For USAID: to perform the services specified in the work 

plan. For the Lao: to provide sympathetic people and expertise to help them 

solve their problems. For the Volunteer: to provide a satisfying and mean- 

ingful work experience. It is toward filling these needs that I have worked 

for the past five years in Laos--sometimes successfully, and sometimes not. 

My satisfaction has been in helping the volunteers to be successful and, hence, | 

the overall program to be successful. For the help and understanding of all 

those who have assisted me, I extend my heartfelt thanks. 

B. Wilder 
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IVS PERSONNEL ROSTER 1967-1968 

NAME TEAM DATES AT POST POST 

Archer, James RD 11/19/66 11/3/68 Houei Mum 

Muong Kassy 

Hong Sa 

Artman, Nancy ED 10/4/66 9/24/68 Savannakhet 
Artman, Robert ED 10/4/66 9/24/68 Savannakhet 

Augspurger, Joann RD 11/19/66 = 7/15/68 Muong Phieng 
Vientiane 

Augspurger, Richard RD 11/19/66 7/15/68 Muong Phieng 
Vientiane 

Barth, Richard RD 9/27/66 6/19/68 Ban Nakhua 

Basler, Patrick ED 6/15/63 12/2/67 Vientiane 
Bewetz, Frank RD 10/15/65 10/9/68 Kengkok 

Lahanam 

Muong Phieng 

Best, Allen ED 3/14/68 6/1/70 Vientiane 
Bowman, Dawn ED 3/14/68 6/1/70 Vientiane 

Bowman, Ivan ED 7/12/67 7/6/69 Vientiane 

Bowman, Karen ED T/12/ on 7/6/69 Vientiane 

Bordsen, Marcus RD 9/14/66 8/27/68 Pakse 

Brady, Roger ED 5/1/06, 5/21/68 Pakse 
Vang Vieng 

Branfman, Fredric ED 3/26/67 5/15/69 Vientiane 

Brewster, Charles ED 10/4/66 10/24/67 Vang Vieng 
Brown, Chester RD 8/17/63 10/26/67 Borikhane 

Vientiane 

Bryson, John RD 3/25/68 3/7/70 Luang Prabang 
Candea, Elizabeth . RD 10/15/65 7/15/68 Muong Phieng 

Nam Thone 

Thakhek 

Vientiane 

Candea, Randy RD 10/15/65 6/7/68 Muong Phieng 
Nam Thone 

Thakhek 

Vientiane 

Chang, Wilma RD 9/24/67 9/7/69 Vientiane 
Paksane 

Cunningham, Fred RD 11/14/67 11/26/69 Houei Sai 
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NAME TEAM DATES AT POST POST 

Davis, Gary RD 3/18/67 3/1/69 Saravane 
Muong Kassy 

Dick, Susan ED 11/14/67 10/26/69 Vientiane fe 

Donnan, Jack RD 12/7/65 12/7/67 Vientiane 
Druben, Laurel ED 9/20/66 6/30/68 Vientiane 
Druben, Stanley ED 9/20/66 6/30/68 Vientiane 
Edwards, Chandler RD 7/23/67 7/6/69 Hong Sa 

Champassak 

Erhart, Crystal ED 9/20/66 9/2/68 Vientiane 
Esser, John RD 10/15/65 10/10/67 Nong Bok 

Savannakhet 
Fink, Carol RD 7/23/67 7/6/69 Song Hong 
Fink, John RD 7/23/67 7/6/69 Song Hong 
Finnell, Loren RD/ED 11/4/66 10/26/68 Vientiane 
Flanagan, Michael RD 3/18/67 3/1/69 Hong Sa 

Muong Phieng 

Friesen, Elwood ED T/12/67 7/6/69 Pakse 

Gingerich, Barbara RD 9/24/67 9/7/69 Vang Vieng 
Gingerich, Jim RD 9/24/67 9/7/69 Vang Vieng 
Gompert, Terry RD 11/19/66 11/3/68 Paksane 
Goodwin, Andrew RD 11/19/66 11/3/68 Houei Mun 

Muong Kassy 

Thakhek 

| Gorman, Brenda RD 10/15/65 10/10/67 Vientiane 

| Green, Judith ED 9/15/65 8/15/67 Vientiane 

Grover, Jane RD 9/14/66 8/24/68 Xieng Ngeun 
Muong Nane 

Luang Prabang 

Grover, Robert RD 9/14/66 8/24/68 Xieng Ngeun 
: Muong Nane 

Harter, Roger RD 9/24/67 9/7/69 Saravane 
Vientiane 

Hendricks, David RD 4/3/68 3/7/70 Vientiane 

Horwood, George ED 10/4/66 9/24/68 Vientiane 

Howarth, Francis RD 4/19/66 5/26/68 Phone Hong 

Sayaboury 

Howarth, Nancy RD 4/19/66 5/26/68 Phone Hong 
Sayaboury 

Ireson, Carol RD 11/14/67 10/26/69 Nam Thone 

Ireson, Randy RD 7/23/67 10/26/69 Nam Thone 

Jacobson, Robert RD 3/18/67 3/1/69 Ban Amone 
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NAME TEAM DATES AT POST POST 

Johnson, Erwin RD 9/14/66 8/27/68 Pakse 

Houei Kong 

Johnson, Walter ED 1/8/68 1/8/70 Vientiane 

Johnston, Roberta ED 7/12/67 7/6/69 Vientiane 
i Johnston, Thomas ED 11/2/67 10/26/69 Vientiane 

Johnston, Wallace ED 7/12/67 7/6/69 Vientiane 
Jones, Carol ED 9/20/66 2/29/68 Vientiane 

Luang Prabang 
Jones, John ED 9/20/66 2/29/68 Vientiane 

Luang Prabang 

Kiechle, John RD 7/23/67 7/6/69 Paksong 

Linden, Oscar RD 11/14/67 10/26/69 Nong Bok 

Kong Sedone 

Lehman, Kristin RD 11/19/66 11/3/68 Dong Hene 
Vang Vieng 

Lehman, Larry RD 11/19/66 11/3/68 Dong Hene 
Vang Vieng 

Lewis, Jerry RD 4/15/66 6/30/68 Hong Sa 

Muong Met 

Muong Kassy 

Vientiane 

Lovan, Robert RD 6/15/64 10/11/69 Kengkok 

Vientiane 

Majoros, Robert RD 9/28/66 9/20/68 Ban Nakhua 

Dong Kasene 

Hin Boun 

Malia, James RD 9/23/67 9/7/69 Vientiane 

Manning, Francis RD 3/25/68 3/7/70 Thakhek 
Marby, Gerry RD 9/13/66 8/27/68 Borikhane 

Pak Chao 

Marby, Karen , RD 9/13/66 8/27/68 Borikhane 
Pak Chao 

Mrachek, Mike ED TAZL6T 7/6/69 Vientiane 

Mrachek, Pat ED Tl12 (67 7/6/69 Vientiane 

Miller, Edith ED 9/20/66 9/2/68 Vientiane 
Mummert, Dennis RD 3/25/68 3/7/70 Paksane 

Murdock, John RD 3/23/67 9/7/69 Khong Sedone 

Myers, Ed RD 3/18/67 8/1/69 Vientiane 
McIntosh, Alex RD 3/18/67 3/1/69 Muong Kassy 

Ban Done 

Nell, Gerald RD 3/18/67 3/1/69 Kengkok 

Nelson, Carol ED 7/12/67 7/1/68 Vientiane 
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NAME TEAM DATES AT POST POST 

Olsen, Larry RD 10/16/65 ‘3/12/68 Khong Sedone 
Parmenter, Jack RD 11/19/66 11/3/68 Hong Sa 

Luang Prabang 

Vientiane 

Peacock, Jean RD 4/15/66 8/1/68 Borikhane 

Thakhek 

Luang Prabang 

Peters, Brenda RD 9/23/67 9/7/68 Sam Thong | 

Peters, Gary RD 9/23/67 9/7/68 Sam Thong 
Porter, Jermain ED 9/15/64 7/1/69 Vientiane 
Robbins, Susan RD 12/10/65 4/20/68 Thakhek | 

Rotermund, Manfred ED 7/12/67 7/6/69 Vientiane 

Luang Prabang 

Russell, Mary Ann RD 4/15/66 12/14/67 Vang Vieng 

Nam Thone 

Russell, Thomas RD 4/15/66 12/14/67 Xieng Lom 

Hong Sa 

Vang Vieng 

Nam Thone 

Sanders, Keith RD 9/23/67 9/7/69 Lahanam 

Skramovsky, Linda ED 7/12/67 7/6/69 Vientiane 

Smith, Douglas ED 10/5/66 9/24/68 Vientiane 

Pakse 

Smith, Mary ED 10/5/66 9/24/68 Vientiane 
Pakse 

Stern, Richard ED 9/23/67 9/7/69 Luang Prabang 
Stuckey, Judy ED 10/5/66 6/30/68 Vientiane 
Stuckey, Richard ED 10/5/66 6/30/68 Vientiane 

Thompson, MacAlan RD 9/14/66 8/27/68 Muong Met 
Hong Sa 

; Nam Bac 

Xieng Lom 

Vientiane 

Thorne, Henry ED 11/14/67 10/26/69 Vientiane 
Tufts, Tom RD 9/23/67 9/7/69 Hong Sa 
Ullom, Kenneth RD 10/15/65 10/9/68 Vang Vieng 

Vientiane 

Van Riper, Cort RD 3/18/67 3/1/69 Ban Done 

Van Tine, John RD 9/14/66 8/27/68 Hong Sa 

Savannakhet : 

Lahanam 

Pakse | 
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NAME TEAM DATES AT POST POST 

Van Tine, Susan RD 9/20/66 1/31/68 Savannakhet 

Lahanam 

Veillard, Jean RD 12/10/65 12/4/69 Wapi Khamthong 
Dong Kasene 

Thakhek 

_Viles, George RD 7/23/67 7/6/69 Houei Khong 

Wells, Carol RD 9/23/67 9/7/69 Muong Phieng 
Wells, Jon RD 9/23/67 9/7/69 Muong Phieng 
Weytman, Gary RD 8/14/66 4/30/68 Nong Bok 

Weytman, Geraldine RD 8/14/66 4/30/68 Nong Bok 

White, Paul ED 10/4/66 9/24/68 Sam Thong 
Wiederhold, Robert RD 9/23/67 9/7/69 Na Sai Thong 

Hin Boun 

Wilczek, Dennis RD 9/14/66 8/27/68 Thakhek 

Savannakhet 

Wilczek, Jane RD 9/14/66 8/27/68 Thakhek 
Savannakhet 

Wilder, Bernard ED 6/15/63 9/1/68 Vientiane 
Woodson, Larry ED 8/1/64 7/28/68 Luang Prabang 

Vientiane 

Xerri, Tom RD 9/23/67 9/7/69 Muong Phieng 
Yoder, Lane ED 10/4/66 9/24/68 Luang Prabang 

Vientiane 

Zacharczyk, Tom RD 3/18/67 8/1/69 Vientiane 

Ziegler, Frank RD 2/25/64 5/20/68 Khong Island 
Savannakhet 

Lahanam 
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A-SQUAT 

And you, o volunteer, croon 

content, and go on about your | 

business in a bondage posture, 
spending their money, eating their | 
food and riding with the guns. j 

My country, we are more 

than on the verge of a mean 

flavorless solitude, | 

or of petty savage scandals | 
richly chased--- 

they are awake now, brooding | 

in their corners, a faint rustle 

of iron wings--- | 

our guilt is a fact, 

a cramped 

ugliness of soul like 

feeling watched and the 

flashlight catching the 
leer of a big-eyed tree toad 

behind you | 

sucked on to the cement pipe 

connecting from roof | 

to cess-pool. | 

Crystal Erhart 

| 

| 

| 
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As another year of accomplishments draws to a 

close, and as I depart Laos for other horizons, 

this is your Editor wishing you equal success in 

the year ahead. 

Loren Finnell 
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DEDICATION 

To those people who worked for deve- For those whose loss of these men is 
lopment and understanding between a personal tragedy, we can offer 
peoples; and lost their lives in that little in comfort. A picture Dennis 
pursuit. took shortly before his death, of 

his neighbor's child, may speak for 
For those who knew them, it is for all of them as to why they were 
the IVSers who lost their lives in here. 
the past year, and for the Lao who 
died with them: Chandler Edwards, 
Dennis Mummert, Khamdy Sirichanhome, 
Arthur Stillman, Praseuth Vongsila. 

In his application to join IVS, 
Dennis Mummert wrote the following: 

To me the approach to world peace is 

not through a gunbarrel and I am 
willing to help search for the ‘other 
approach. Likewise, I have little 
confidence in purely economic solu- 

| tions for the problems of the less 
developed nations. Thus, since I am 
interested in actively relating 
myself to international policies and 
problems of development, I want to ‘ 
first obtain some meaningful grass- Rs. a be 
roots experience. Besides gaining | + A 
an increased understanding of, and ee = 

| a deepened sensitivity to problems cae ; 
. of other cultures, I am interested ‘ 

in the opportunity to serve in an 
area of the world torn by conflict. - Se 
I want to share whatever knowledge om — = ees q 
I have with people who can use it, merce Wert, oe ae 
and in turn learn from them..." pee Ss » pi a ‘ 

This in a sense speaks for all of Peel Lj bee 
these men. All were dedicated to = i aii 
working for the Lao people and os ee ol se a 
improving their way of life. They ee s4 
were outstanding men who contributed — 
much to all who knew them, and had [oe 
so much to offer others. They were / ee 
killed by people who do not under- ee ee ea ‘ 

stand the ideals they lived for... ec ee 
and died for. = 

| 
:
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6 FOREWORD 

| This interview with a Lao official That is why I emphasize so much the 
! was printed in last year's annual psychological aspect in this field. 

report. The questions and his ans- At this time this is much more in- 
wers were so appropriate to the portant than material accomplishment. 
problems of IVS today that the edi- 
tors decided to reprint it. The 3. Q. What are the main internal 
interview took place on April 26, problems facing Laotian society right 
1968. now? 

The official is a director of a A. There has been a very significant 
government service. His secondary increase in needs. Before the Lao- 
studies were interrupted by the tian people did not have them any- 
Japanese occupation. He joined the thing like today. With aid from 
Lao Issara resistance movement at the many different countries, many mate- 
age of 15, and lived in exile in rial goods are brought into the 
Thailand with its leaders. After- country. Then, where there is a 
wards, he resumed his secondary and fluctuation of this aid or other 
university studies. Since joining income from foreign countries, there 
the Royal Lao Government Service he is a great effect upon the country. 
has traveled widely through Asia, It has a much greater effect than 
Europe, and the United States. This when we didn't have these needs as 
interview was conducted in English. before. During recent years we have 
He points out that he has spent much imported so many things from deve- 
of his life in his village and still loped countries, very often things 
visits it and other rural areas way beyond our means. Thus, we were 
frequently. not prepared to use them and there 

has been a lot of spoilage. 
1. Q. What do you see as the overall 
role of IVS in Laos? Another problem is that the impro- 

vement in the standard of living has 
A. International understanding, not been widely received. It has 

through working with each other. If gone to the few. 
we meet each other every day we can 
learn to appreciate one another and The problem is that our progress here 
come to a sounder judgement about has not been a natural development 
ourselves. In the long run, this coming from the country itself. 
can make a contribution to world This has created many social problems, 
peace, 

4. Q. How much of a role can IVS 
2. Q. What about an IVS role in play in trying to solve these 
economic development? problems? 

A. Of course we hope that IVS can A. That is a difficult question. 
help the people to have a better life. For IVS works together with the 

But if the people can't understand people, and yet the problem did not 
who you are and what you are, how can come from the people. 
you help them to progress in economic 

development? Perhaps there will not IVS cannot really help too much in 
be any open conflict, but there can these grand problems. The main thing 

| be unconscious opposition to your is for it to have understanding with 
| ideas. the people. Once EVS and the people 

i understand each other, it will know 
how to help the people.



| 
fl] 

. 1 

By helping the people, I do not mean This doesn't mean that I say it was ; 
to give them "a better life". This an American mistake, because if our 

is not a very suitable term. leaders were capable of handling the 

aid and using it wisely, there would 1 

I mean to give them "easier work" not be such a big problem today. 
in the countryside. I believe that ] 
we can relieve them of some of their But, I don't want to blame our leaders 1 
unnecessary burdens if we can intro- either because Laos became independent 
duce some skill and technology. too quickly and we were obliged to 

take our independence without any 
Primarily through constant, reciprocal preparation. 
contracts, through building confidence, 
you can make them understand that Some people believe that the United 
there are many ways they can improve States wants to control Laos by 
their standard of living by means of pouring in much money and then after 
technical knowledge. spoiling it being in a position to 

command it. Here I cannot judge, but 
But, that is a very difficult task many people feel that way. 
for you to accomplish. The standard 
of living of people in the city has I cannot judge if it is really inten- 
been artificially raised. People tional or because the aid was given 
think that by coming to town they in an awkward way and so the situa- 
will automatically have a more luxu- tion deteriorated. 
rious life. It's hard for you to go 
and teach them to improve their con- 6. Q. Let us talk for a moment about 
dition when they see that some other rural areas. What is the role of the 
people who don't work as hard have a IVSer at the village level? 
much easier life. 

A. Well, I am from a small village 
5. Q. I wonder if you have some in the south of Laos. Each time I 
thoughts on the American aid program go there I try to show the villagers 
here? that I am very proud of my village, 

that there is nothing wrong with 
A, I think that the first idea of their condition. I explain to them 
American aid was and is to help Laos. that whenever I go to a foreign coun- 
I think America wanted to make Laos try I tell people about my village. 
a prosperous country and so to avoid 
tumultuous revolution. For it is And I mean it, you know. Maybe the 
well-known that poverty is a good soil villagers do not have many luxuries, 

for Communism to grow in. I think but since they do not know about them 
that America wanted to show people they have a contented life. If there 
who wanted to go Communist that it's was no war they would be very indepen- 
not worthwhile to take this long and dent, far more independent than city 
difficult way, and that another way dwellers. They live close to nature. 
is better. 

I try to convince them that having a 
This hope has failed on a country- position in the Lao Government now 

wide basis because wealth has arrived does not mean the same thing as under 
only to a very small group of people the French Colonial system. We are 
and has created a big gap which didn't no longer masters, but just citizens 
exist in 1954 and 1955. 
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working together. A person who pro- 7.- Q. Could you talk some more about 
duces rice and cattle is just as the IVSer in the village? What style i 
important as an engineer. of life should he lead, how should 

he live in order to try to create 
For me, an IVSer should try to help understanding? 
in this understanding. He should | 
have more significance than the man A. Well, I will tell you how I see 
who distributes tin roofing. His it, though perhaps I am wrong and 
role should be higher and better than only have a theoretical understanding. “4 
that. : i 

It can be true the villagers will 
Your role is very difficult. For, identify you just as a man from the | 
on the one hand, you have to make U.S. with stuff to distribute. if 

the villagers understand the real 
intention of the American people. Since we have just emerged from a 
And, on the other hand, you must try colonial position, most of our people t 
to make USAID understand the most have not yet realized that they are 7 
meaningful way to help the development independent. They don't realize that H 
of Laos. In other words, your role they are citizens of this country, ’ 
is to guide the villagers toward a part of it, that what they do will 
economic development while protecting be a part of our national effort—- 
their natural equilibrium. for bad or good. 

I think that the industrial society So, since you have come from a very 
| and civilization to the United well-known and rich country, perhaps 

States is a kind of success--in the the people will say, "Well, the 
United States and for the American French have gone away but now we have 
people. But, can we be sure that a new nation in its place." Maybe 
our people are able to follow that they think they have to live as before 
way of life? under the French administration, wai- 

' ting for orders. 

| The problem is that material progress 
is a means, and not an end in and of Very often, therefore, people may not 

| itself. If we are not very careful, really expect rich, well-educated 
we will have had results when people people to come live in the village 
adopt an external American industrial and try to improve it. They wish 
civilization without fully understan- above all to send their children 
ding its value and how to utilize it. to the city to get official posi- 

tions, in order to grab things from 
So, your role is very difficult; the Government and give them to the 

particularly since I don't think the village. 
villagers can differentiate between 

| IVSer and USAID technicians at first. I think the IVSer should live like 
But, if you can decide that building a boy of the village who has gone 
understanding is your role to play, away to be educated and then come 
I believe that it is very delicate back to give his knowledge to the 
and useful. Your role, therefore, villagers. He should live like a 
is very distinct from USAID though, boy of whom they can be proud. 
of course, USAID can be very helpful 
if it carries out its program 

properly. 

eee =a
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Then they might want their sons to be But, this is not helpful to the pro- 
educated and then come back to help cess of development. I don't advise 
the village. this approach to your group. 

The only example we have of this kind 8, Q. What specific projects should 
of thing right now is with former the IVSer be interested in at the 
monks. They have a very respected village level? 
position in the community. 

A, Well, these projects would vary 
The IVSer should live as a simple from place to place. They should 
person, but respectable. Villagers be determined by careful study of 
should respect him because he can the people and their customs. 
give technical advice, help them 
improve the village. They can only be decided on when you 

are in the village. You cannot go 
In this way, the villagers will think from here in Vientiane and say, "I 

that you are helpful, sympathetic, shoud construct a dam or school in 
someone in whom they can be confident. the village." For you can upset the 

natural, customary ways that have 
Of course, it is still a long way to built up for many years if you are 
go until the people will really trust not careful. 
you. Therefore, I don't know if you 

will be able to see the results in But, let me emphasize. I am not at 
a very short term. This can be all against economic development. 3 
difficult for 1VSers because it is I am only against econontic develop- 

only natural to want to see shortterm ment which does not take into account 
results. the local atmosphere and surroundings. 

I personally think, though, that it's At first, the IVSer should try to meet 
| better to work long-range instead of vital needs. For example, it might be 
| coming and saying "I only have two very difficult for the villagers to 

years to get so much done." get drinking water. 

You can help and advise as a part of 9. Q. What should the IVSer do if the 
the village, without using the autho- village does not feel it has any 
rity of your position, without offe- really vital needs and is mainly 
ring to give things. interested in improving its village 

temple? 
It is very importirt for the villagers 
to see you as a vart of them. Once A. Well, why not help them with their 
they can appreciate your behavior, temple? Then he can gain their con- 
see that you don't put yourself as fidence. Perhaps, if he spends two 

a high-level person, you can give years talking with the people, living 
much advice. in a good way, he can begin to change 

their ideas. 
It is true, of course, that you can : 

give them a lot of things, make Maybe then, when the next IVSer comes 
publicity, do projects. Maybe you to the village, he will find the peo- 
may be tempted to do so out of fear ple ready for new ideas. 
that the people won't like you if 

you don't.
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a ee i SS Maybe you should send your philoso- 
te aes i, __ phers to a village like that. Maybe 

ee ee eS you could find villages which are rer ae eg eS Se a 
a a ready for economic development to 

| send your economists to. 

10. Q. One last question. We've 
talked a lot about how the IVWSer can 
help the Lao, What can he learn from 
his experience with them? 

A, As our culture and traditions are 
very different from yours, I think 
that it is very meaningful for you to 
try to understand what is our culture, 
our tradition, our way of life. 

Maybe from that you can extract some 
: value to help the present civiliza- 

tion in your country, for maybe not 

everything in modern civilization is 
good. 

It seems to me that man in industri- 
alized countries is often not free. 
By creating more and more. needs, he 
chains himself to his work and the 

| idea of increasing development. 
With development must come larger 

and larger organizations and, with 
time, man can become more of a pro- 
ductive tool than a human being. It 
seems often that men do not command 
their machines, but are instead 
crushed under them. 

|
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Death aaa a eT i pe Roe ie Ee a - 7 

eA iia EO. oe 
Oud! Wek or oes 
— ~~ |) | 

Bip Sri Se Se oe 5 SE aa S| oS aS : 
PENN ETT Wee emer ss = 

> Fs Peon eo ie, at ot : Le & -aas 

atelier ———— pe ee af ~ wee 
Peay) vs A a 

It often seems that the more developed | S| are 
men become, the more frustrated they Lea, #8 | i. pra 
become. For they go further and [| ee Y ee 

| further from nature. * Lae 5 te (ee 

| Probably here in Laos, anyway in ee aa a . 
villages far away from the cities, a eae soronenpe | bye 
man is still content with what he Fa 5 ome i \ 

has. For his needs are vital, natural =| , ic & ee ke 
needs which he can achieve by himself, | ee = es 
People live naturally, with much human | . P a 2 : 
dignity and brotherhood. So 

The word "bo pin nyang" which we Ree 

sometimes use with a smile on high reer oe 
is a kind of state of mind which in Sooo : 
a certain way makes Laotians quiet. eo ‘ 
People don't worry about things so ; P 
much, they don't try so hard to reach 

things on high. 

I think that these parts of our coun- 
try can give the IVSer a place where 
he can think about his own country 
and civilization and probably can 
improve it by separating human qua- 

lities from the machine.
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i. IVSERS AND THE LAO NATION BUILDING 
PROCESS 

In the past, and to a still great must be created between the people 
extent today, the typical village of and the national government. In all 
Laos was self-sustaining and depended aspects the national government must 
little on outsiders, including the reach out to the people and bring 
national government, for its liveli- them into the processes of building 
hood. The villagers of Laos grew, a nation. 
marketed and consumed their own food; 
homes were built from materials readi- IVS helps this process of nation 
ly accessible in the immediate area; building by working with local govern- 

cloth; locally elected officials ser- ment officials to enhance their abi- 

ved their political needs. The na- lities to discern and to serve the 
tional government was a body which, needs of the villagers of laos. 
for the most part, stayed in the cities IVSers tend to be more concerned with 
and developed its own life pattern social development, but in fact we 
apart from the life of predominately are contributing to the economic 

rural Laos, development by gradually introducing 
a market economy, and to political 

In today's world the villages of Laos development by increasing the invol- 
can no longer remain self-sufficient. vement of the national government 
They have become pawns to be manipu- with the villagers. 
lated by the major power blocks, and 
the whirlwinds of development and In general IVSers work with lower 
change have increased their dependency level government officials. With 
on outside bodies. The national Caw Myungs, IVSers work to increase 
government can no longer remain a their involvement with the people 
passive body. For a nation to be and sensitivity to their needs, Deci- 
strong it is necessary to have a sions affecting the people are chan- 
government aware of the needs of the neled through the Caw Myungs. With 
people and willing and able to respond, CRA workers, IVSers help increase 
and to have people who are responsive their abilities to involve villagers 
to the government and willing to in self-help projects and to do the 
cooperate with it and with themselves. actual technical work needed for 

| Economic, social, and political deve- many village improvement projects. 

lopment encompass the developmental With RLG Agr. agents, IVSers work to 
needs of Laos as a nation. For eco- increase their knowledge about new 

nomic development to take place new rice varieties and improved cultural 
and improved agricultural practices practices. They show the agents how 
must be introduced, small industries to teach these things to the farmers 
developed, market and transportation and how to utilize the new markets. 
facilities improved. IVS women work with RLG Home Agents 

teaching them about sewing, nutrition, 
For social development leaders and weaving, maternal-child health care, 
other people must be educated and and general home management. Some 
trained in the various social pro- IVSers work with higher government 
cesses necessary to make a people officials helping give direction to 
strong and viable in today's world. programs on the national level. In 
For political development a bond based ll of our work the goal is to 

. on concern, respect, and involvement strengthen the Lao government offi- 

| cials we are working with so that 
| they might better contribute to the
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economic, social, and political deve- 
lopment of their country. 

In such a position the IVSer plays a 
many facited role. He is an advisor, : — : ae 
a technician, a teacher, a community spi ai . a. ae ie 

development worker, and a catalyst to : oe. Ox sty ‘Siedion. CO ss 
change. The IVSers must begin his es AL eee ¢ aed 
work by developing personal relations e€ Be i Pa GE a i 
and then utilizing these to bring files, 228 \ ee ) i {3 
about interaction between the govern- OR \y Ff NOOO eee 
ment officials and the people to the ae 2 ay So... : 
mutual benefit of both parties. a \ ee ase Aga 
Needed are IVSers with strong language (eee ee 8° (MR 
ability, empathy with people, and the 74 bh * ed a. 
skill and patience necessary to help a y aM ee = é P . | 
someone else do his job better. ar ef ise ae: 

Given the tenuousness of our position — s 
in Laos, IVS' contribution must be x ii gli ei el aust 
toward something which is not depen- walls ea oie. hee be ew 
dent on our being here to sustain it. ee ee SG een 
In this context IVS' most valuable Se “¥rsa ee ae eee oe | 
contribution is the human development i oi = Pee ek Ter 
of the various Lao officials with SS —  — A Dh. i) a 
whom we work toward involving them ag = =, a a ‘ Pans oe ‘- 
in the various developmental process, des oe @Q ae a RS Oe i 
economic, social, and political, which 2 oe # x Tod peter eed 
are vital to the nation building ae — eS a 
process which is the concern of Laos =e Gra ae SS a ed oe 
today. If we do our job well, the aN ss, See 
abilities we have taught the various “Ry i i a es 3 : 
people with whom we work will contri- H oa . = “a | 
bute to the development of Laos long “ ae <I ee fleas 

after we have left. ; oe <= 

Waka * SES efit SI tee Pek ae BERS Gas ae Wile rs aan. ee 

octets ees ne eee 
Seat cA OR oh vee eal) he 
cn tetly REI eee on Cay 

2 he Us eee 
AN RA oN Geos el ke ee en 
eee FAR ST Pegs casa 

Kyte 12g | — he] Bee he Pee, ge 
Soe aah <a a tae oe! eae 

go, “deat Y ee LO CS ee oe 
Sesh i Set yet in Re see ce Saar ‘ 

ek a. i ee 
Ban ee eg te eae 
ee ee | 

Wp #8 ee SR el



18 : IVS ASSISTANTS AN APPRECIATION 

ee gga fs ae 4 Scene: Opening of a rural school. 

eo — ss J f For the caw myang or Primary School 
ee = = “2 Inspector, it is a feather in his cap, 
(3a | meg a eee) «60 2 accomplishment of which he can 

eee os Oe a boast, a step up the ladder of pro- 
se ‘ "7 a oe } motion. For the USAID advisor, it is 

ei :} " eee §=another activity plan successfully 
as 5 mgr re “S252 implemented, a plus for his next 

ee eer “se Bea evaluation form. For the IVS volitn- 
) 6 “| ~ = | teer, the completed school is the 

yee | i hacen culmination of several months of 
: \ coordinating logistical operations 

and an achievement to be proud of. 
ses me For the IVS assistant, the school 

a. : opening is an anti-climax: he has 

. ~ oe been intimately involved in the ini- 
ee a a eh tial planning, the organization of 
ee ; S : a 

oa ea oe ee, the villagers, and the actual cons- 
—, & . WwWSS co, truction, but neither the speeches 

ts oe ee nor the monthly reports recognize the 
ag , SS ; IVS assistant's contribution. 

ae “ae Marked by his association with the 
ei “ae ( "imperialists" but unable to reap the 

=, . full rewards of employment with USAID, 

: & - the IVS assistant is a true volunteer 
pi pl oR His sacrifice is surely equal to that 

-_ of any IVSer and his contribution 
: , an mee often much greater. Under the leade 

a <... ship of Khamka Hadaoheuang, the IVS 
ie assistants have emerged as a corps of 

oe y _ = ; 1 skilled, conscientious community 
: s ro oe ; development workers. Often, they mu 

a oo Fo eal i steer a precarious course between mi 
a. i cas 2 » tary and civilian officials. Their 
ee ihe, \ es | way is frequently blocked by violent 

EB - oe a a |= _ » men; two fine assistants gave their 

i a & ak eG 0U™U \ lives this year. 
FP ass at eae : 

= E BEE j jag To know the villagers is the job of 

‘ ce ~~ . the IVS assistant. To do this work 
: ne. 4s i he must make contact with them, often 

ay oe b, without regard for political conside= 
ee | a < nea rations. As Khamka recently pointed 

Ef \ i ie) out to Bounpheng Sayalad in Ban Done: 
2 2 : "Although half the people here are 

: é Se P.L., you can still live here. Dri 
* _—— and eat and 'play' with the village 

| Pi Oe
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Make yourself into an adopted son, a ao 

son whom they love." ; 
a f, 

Bounpheng, Napha (Muong Nane), and aa 
Keo Praseuth (Kengkok) are among the Ne : 
finest of the assistants. Working = ¥ 
independently, they are designated wes 
as "Special Field Assistants" They : a = 
serve where no regular IVSers are I ~ = 
available or able to go. The SFA _ SS 
has received all the training he ae. “a 
requires to operate autonomously, and See Sl ri 
IVS tries to find responsible and 
rewarding employment for him within oC 
the RLG or USAID, This year Neim ' 
Thavorn, Seng Deuan, and Outama took \ 
over full responsibilities for the i : 
Nong Bok, Ban Keun, and Hong Sa Deve= f eag 
lopment programs respectively. Fi ie Es 

Regular assistants both learn from i a 7 i 

and make valuable contributions to 3 “A al 
IVS programs. They too are frequently { ij vq Pe - 
called upon to exercize responsibi- r : aan ¥ ie 
lities which one would associate with eee 9  —- a 
senior RLG officials. Many of them 

are involved in implementing the most co eS 
exciting and progressive rural deve- ee : EES 
lopment programs in Laos: . ieee . 

metye saa bist  ’ Ree ra 
Somlor Vorachak, for example; has been | . Kee a 5 
active in all phases of the Muong LC cS of ip. 
Phieng "village development council" a 7 : 
pilot project. Daroune has worked _— —? : @  ; 
closely with developing farmers' asso- ne ~ ie oo Be 
ciations in Sithantay and has carried =e  —-<,.. Pf 
out important evaluations of ADO a . ee 
programs. Chantay Littivong has been ~ eas r 
the rice expert in Muong Kassy, just 
as Snith Chantavong has been the fish —_—— 
expert in Muong Phieng. : é 

A major development in IVS this year 4 <-> 3 a 
has been a re-orientation of the Fr Ny ia 
assistant policy. None of the RD a. ee : rs 
assistants carries the title "inter- be . 2 | ‘ei @ 
preter", All are working members of aS ry “ 

the IVS team. So as to leave some- faa Ji» tem 
‘thing more than monuments behind, we A ae 
are now looking for village assistants # F Pim * 
talented villagers who will work with * 4 
and learn from an IVS volunteer. = »
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Set Ot Kongsy (Lahanam) and Thongphoune 
——a aa (Kong Sedone) completed the Salakham — 
pe Bi rice training; Snith went to a spe- 
ae : cial Kasetsart University Summer 

j seminar of fish production in Thai- 
Se : land; and Somlor attended a community 

= = development workship if Udorn but had 
4 oS Pe os to withdraw because of visa problems. 

ee A complete listing of IVS assistants 
e ee as of 1 July 1969 follows: 

a Khamka, AQOP/Vientiane, Jan. 8, 1964 
a Chirasack, Nong Bok, Feb.7, 1965 __ 
¥ Khamphone, Ban Houei Sai, Feb.2551965 
3 Keopraseuth, SFA/Kengkok, June 15,19 

Prasong, Khongsedone, Aug. 16; 1965 
; Snith, Muong Phieng, Oct. 29, 1965 

P , Napha, Muong Nane, Nov. 26, 1965 
- es a ; Daroune, Sithantay, Nov. 4 1966 
_ , Kongsy, Lahanam, Nov. 29, 1966 | 

‘ Bounpheng, Ban Done, Apr. 1, 1967 
Chanty, Muong Kassy, Apr. 1, 1967 
Somlor, Muong Phieng, Apr. 1, 1967 
Bounlom, Lahanam, June 1, 1967 
Nou, Khongsedone, Aug. 1, 1967 
Phouno, Vang Vieng, Sept. 1, 1967 
Thongphoune, Khongsedone, Sept.25,1 
Virath, Muong Phieng, Sept. 25, 1967 
Sen, Houei Kong, Nov. 1, 1967 

So that the knowledge and skills Tou, Houei Kong, Nov. 1, 1967 
gained will remain in the village, Houm, Tha Na, Aug. 1, 1968 
the "village level assistant" termi- Thit Nam, Hongsa, Aug. 1, 1968 
nates with IVS concurrently with the Bounsy, Champassak, Aug. 16, 1968 
volunteer. No VLA transfers away Snith, Nong Bok, Nov. 23, 1968 
from his home area; however, an excep- Somphao, Nong Bok, Nov. 23, 1968 
tional VLA can become a regular assis- Bouavane, Vientiane (handicrafts) 
tant. Feb. 1, 1968 

Nang Mai, Vientiane (handicrafts) 
For a variety of reasons, the number Feb. 5, 1969 
of IVS assistants declined this fis- 
cal year from a high of fifty in Names conspicuously missing from the 
September 1968 to a present low of list are those of Praseuth and Kh 

twenty-six (July 1969). Of those the two assistants who were killed 
who have left, most have found employ this year. No greater tribute can 
ment with USAID, but at least two, be paid to an IVS assistant than t 
Samnieng and Khamvene, were employed which is repeated each time an IVS 
by the RLG, Four assistants took visits Ban Done: "Khamdy worked 
advantage of training facilities Khamdy could do everything. Ever 
in Laos and Thailand. loved "Ai Khamdy".
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a a ae The high point of this period was the 

2 BE writing of the Position Paper in May 

a eg “ t this present period, the Program i 
ss ~ ee y we Committee once again moves at a ] 

eee | ta 2 ; subdued pace; the committee continues 
—— oe . ES to meet and is considering the issue j 
——/ fs y Vat “4, of IVS field assistants and the pre- | 

ee be / a Mee; sent office policy for them. The ‘ 
iat iy dbf, Scholarship fund continues to send 

- x n> Sm. IVS field assistants to schools. 

The committee cannot really be defined 
by its history in terms of issues; but 
the committee can be looked upon as a 

The Program Committee grew from body available for the needs of the | 
volunteer dissatisfaction with basic volunteer as those needs change over a 
IVS policy as interpreted for Laos time. If the volunteer has a problen, 
at that time. The committee grapled an idea, a program that he wishes to 
with the issues of the time, then present to his fellow volunteers, the 

floundered as those dissatisfied left committee can become a forum, a ral- 

the country. Then new volunteers lying point, a sympathetic ear. 
took the committee up once again; | 

some because they had grievances to The committee is for the volunteer 
express, others for project reasons. and it can become what the volunteer 

needs it to be, or it can wait for 
the need to arise when no need is rf 
immediately apparent. The committee 7 

does have a yearly function; the 
planning and carrying out of the 
Annual Meeting held in Vientiane 
every year. The annual meeting . 
provides the volunteer with the 
opportunity to meet with his fellow 

. volunteers in meetings designed to 
increase the volunteer's technical 
knowledge, his conception of the 
RLG and USAID, and his knowledge of 
the various other activities that 
community development minded organi- 
zations are undertaking. 

All in all, however, the committee 
is for the volunteer and the volun- 
teer must speak before any activities 
can be undertaken. The committee 
first and foremost is for the volun- 
teers as the volunteers see the need. 

alii ; i — TE 
a - 2 os ss ae
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\ MARTY CLISH MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND 

The contribution of IVS Lao assistants They will participate in a six month 
to the IVS program is often unappre- Thai Community Development Department 
ciated. Assistants help transform Training Program starting in January, 
new volunteers, idealistic though 1970. 

inept, into effective agents of pro- 
gress. They help us aquire facility These and future plans for the Clish 
with the Lao language, and an undere Memorial Scholarship Fund are depen= 
standing of Lao society vital to our dent on continuing donations from 
effective functioning. Eight assi- volunteers, affluent IVS alumni, and 
stants are carrying on IVS programs friends. 
in field stations where no volunteers 
are currently assigned. Assistants 
who have worked with IVS for several 
years have a large store of expe- 
rience, which serves as a valuable 
resource for volunteers who, in their 
normal two year tour, have no oppor- 
tunity to accumulate such experience. 

The purpose of the Marty Clish Memo- 
rial Scholarship Fund is to enable 
these outstanding Lao assistants to 
gain formal training to supplement 
their practical experience. Not only 
will this training help them func- 
tion more effectively in IVS programs, 
put it will also aid them when they 
leave IVS to work with larger organi- 
zations which often prize formal 
training more highly than practical 
experience. The first recipient of 
the Clish Scholarship was Sae Senpaty, 
formerly the IVS assistant in Houei 
Kong. He did so well in his first 
year of studies at Ecole Superieur = 
de Pedagogie (Dong Dok) that he was P a 
eligible to receive a full govern- ery 
ment scholarship for the second year. Sogo 
The second recipient of the scholar- wo 
ship was Snith Chanthavong (IVS LS : 
Luang Prabang, Muong Phieng), who r, @ Pine 
studied fisheries in Thailand for E Occ a) il oe 
three months. : oa eel “ 4 7 

The next scholarships will go to i ae ee 
three of our most outstanding assi- : Se 
stants; Khamka, (Lao AOOP), Khamphone a OS 
(Ban Lao, Pak Cading, Houei Sai), 7 ed — 
and Daroune (Ban Done, Ban lao, — S - 3 CE 
Sithantai). oo ie Mes
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A NOTE TO IVS 

IVS is an organization of teams, We only desire to be of service, and 

made-up of separate and individually the enemy of no one. Tragically so 
identifiable personalities. As team of us lose our lives. Yet, with all 
members we each come to Laos bringing of this said why will all forces not 
with us our own distinct backgrounds let us go unmolested about what need 
to add to the make-up of the whole. to be done = promote understanding. 
We come simply for peaceful service 
to our fellow man. It is not out I am humbled by my five years of IVS 
of any proselytizing ethic, political association with Laos. Humbled by 
ideology, or national program that the native Laos ability to absorb 
we individually or as a team give of recurring abuse, yet willing to 
ourselves. This is not a weakness extend hospitality, test foreign 
to be interpreted as a confederation ideas thrust upon them, and continue 
of idealist, radicals, or revolu- the struggle for family. Humbled by 
tionaries. (Not as an individual the breadth and depth of the people 
IVSer, a member of the staff, nor of associated with IVS. These have bee 
the Program Committee, a Chief-of- valuable times for myself and I wish 
Party; but, only in its' ultimate to honor all IVSers with whom I have 
form, the Team, does IVS project a been associated. Brenda joins me ir 

message.) It is through the distil- extending appreciation and best wis 
lation of collective thoughts that hes to all. I hope that we may have 
we present a dynamic force. the pleasure of meeting again and 

extend an invitation to all to visit 
None of us are in Laos long enough the Levan family. 
to see immediate and lasting fruition 
of our labors. We build dispensaries, 
teach English, grow rice, improve Sincerely, 
health and sanitation, always in an Bob Lovan 
effort of trying to help the Lao meet Chief-of-Party 

_their levels of "rising expectations", IVS/RD 1967-69 
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IvS / RD — STAFF 

BOB LOVAN = COP 

HOWBT SAT JIM MALIA = ACOP 

Fred Cunnin, VAL PETERSON = ACOP 
ef LUANG PRABANG KEN ULLOM — ACOP 

ohn Bryson DI6K AUGSPURGER — AOOP 
; ALLAN W. BEST — AOOP / ADMIN. 

(OUA KHONG / LUANG PRABAl SAM THONG 
HOUA PHAN Gary Peters 

Brenda Peters 

f <7 VANG_VIENG 

Jim Gingerich 
XIENG KHOUANG Barb Gingerich 

Larry Lehman 

eae Kris Lehman 
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Hong Sa Now, sitting on the porch as the sun 
June 24 nears the horizon, I feel a sense of 

peace. Monks in their bright orange 

The hot afternoon was oppressive. pass in front and further out, chil- 
Our little valley was scorched with dren run on the bare ground recently 
heat. Walking to the work site after cleared for a warehouse. Close at 
lunch I could see villagers taking hand a group of ducks sit contentedly 

refuge in the shade of overhanging while chickens search busily. The 
grass roofs, Taking measurements for air is still cool. A drop of mois- 

the footings of our proposed dispen= ture is perfectly poised on a bush 
sary, I felt warm rays on my back and leaf. The world seems washed and 
caught the strong scent of perspira- relaxed. 

tion. Later, as we were bringing an 
end to our labor, clouds were forming Hong Sa 

and the sweet promise of falling rain July 27 | 

could be seen on distant mountains. 
As breezes stirred and clouds blotted .,.Tonight I am happy to be here. 
the sun, I could not resist the I am grateful for time. Time to 
impulse to run. The sudden transfor—- search out a strange and ancient 
mation of sky and air had set my world. Time to look into myself. i 
spirits soaring. It was beautiful Time to listen for the more subtle | 

to feel the cooking wind as I sprin- sounds: sounds I did not hear in 

ted in a deserted clearing. Walking the frenzy of New Haven and Washing- 
back I sucked the rain scented air ton. I do not want to waste this 

in huge gulps. My mood was inten- time. 
sified by the very pain of exhaus- 
tion. My senses were leaping with Hong Sa 
a sudden, unanticipated joy which August 26 
seemed, as it burst from my being, 
to be animating every image in my It amazes me how vulnerable I am to | 
path: the shuddering trees and sudden losses of motivation, direc- | 
bushes, shafts of rain descending tion and hope. How easily I slip | 
on distant, green clothed mountains, into a sense of worthlessness bor- | 
the villager I met searching fora dering on despair. In such times I I 
buffalo, and the small, multi-colored sit in cynical judgment an all my | 

snake darting forever-gone into an hopes and investments of value. ; 
endless sea of vegetation. Sight and | 

sound, emotion and meaning were con- Hong Sa 
verging in that rarest of air. As it September 3 
moved through me I felt the encounter 

of memory and imagination and glimpsed A bright, warm day. In the breeze: 

in a flash on the horizon a thousand subtle promise of a cooler season. } 
unformed possibilities of my being. Today was a Buddhist holiday. The | 
In that moment I crossed some boun- walk to the wat in the morning sun 
dary of consciousness so that as the was a pageant of color. In the 
sky grew dark and the rain struck my sight of obedient village women 
face, I saw the color of mystery and carrying gifts to the temple, I felt 
felt the cool of awe. a nudge of surrounding centuries of ; 

ritual and continuity. If only for 

a moment, I felt something of the j 

grace and power with which this faith 

| : 7 
;
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has structured the lives of countless unique, lucid vision: village women 
generations. Untouched by the revo= bathing at a walled turn, wide-eyed 
lutions of machine and concept, Hong children charging and diving to join 
Sa exudes the serenity of exonnerated me in a rush through rapids, elephants 
age and repeated motion. Not far lumbering out of the river to the bank 
from the scene of this drama, bull- pulling logs on route to the saw mill, 
dozers labor on a road which will a gnarled and patient old man squat- 
connect Hong Sa with the Mekong. ting by water's edge with pole and 

line that would soon bring him a flip- 
From this valley to the river is a ping, glistening catch (I waited with 
distance over which goods were him and witnessed this happy event), 
regularly carried by elephant. Soon a deep swirling pool whose waters 
large trucks will bring fertilizer surged me along, enticing me to linger 
for the production of rice which and repeat the trip; and a group of 
will, in turn, be carried back to the women who overcame surprise and uncer- 
Mekong and shipped down river for tainty to chat briefly before conti- 

sale. Modern forms of conveyance nuing on their journey. 
have entered Hong Sa before (aircraft) 
but this road with its trucks repre= Finally, as I was returning home, I 
sents the arrival of a really fun- encountered the sight of running, 
damental change. The graceful women splashing, gleefully shouting chil- \ 
whose dutifulness and piety are the dren, intent on herding water buffalo i 
actualization of an ancient ideal, do back to a paddy. I took their move- i 

not know how fast their world is ment and their voices to be affirma- I 
crumbling. They cannot see in an tions; spirited, authentic; an unas- ' 
unfinished road the approach of the sailable reading of the goodness of | 
20th century into the stolid serenity things. | 
of their valley. The bulldozers on ; 
the hill are the first heralds of an Muong Phieng i 
age which holds potential we cannot December 15 
at this moment foresee. But whatever i 
it brings, chaos or convenience, it I stood for a moment on the edge of | 
will mean the loss of the pageant of a ripened rice field and watched 
quiet and color which took place at villagers bringing just-cut bundles 
the wat this morning. F to the thrashing floor. Warm sun- 

shine cutting through cold air to- 
Hong Sa gether with the ancient depth of the 

October 16 workers burst upon me with a force: 
rich and fresh. Bathing in the clear 

Yesterday, a rare and beautiful quality of that perception-feeling- 
experience. Weather warm, yet fresh experience, I said an inner-celebra- 

| after a strong, cleansing rain... tion. I met newness and depth in a 
I went alone on a "water hike", nexus beyond myself. 
following the river, swollen and 
surging, down its sparkling, winding 
course. The conjunction of a blue 
sky, warm sun, the cool river, soa 
ring spirits and a thousand concrete 
images of Asian life, lifted my 

watery journey to the character of a 

4 

, . e
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30 MUONG PHIENG TRAINING PROGRAM 

: oAueSars IVS is said to be a "people to peopl 
yi | Ps a | organization, and this quality makes 

ee aes m Pep WI ae ‘ the organization perfectly suited to 
; r ws ey ig a the concepts of community development 

a Cerwemrennne te Sn ri The concepts of community development 
4 7 Ne ye FN OG! Soare many and varied, but much of what 

i it ~~ xe a Ms is called central to community deve- 

Ms =, womment is people; people as a req 
i am “Ala: Bef ee, 8 ee oe oe 7 

i eae CC t:t~<“—i‘“‘“ CY OCpecople as a material to be molded, to 
i a BARN a VM es be changed. Often, what people 

YS NON ne! amounts to in terms of community de 
A EU yes NE a, 774, lopment is peoples! attitudes; atti- 
i A a NPE O ead ads (8) tudes that must be changed and then 
WA te : Pe 4) guided in specific directions. 

j Fee Aa eS SE NOH CORA m Si Ne WG i a, we, If IVS can be considered a member of 
} bo) Ua, Wak age | the community development, "communit 
| Cie aU La alk Lh We 3 Ze... then it is because IVS, as people, 
| — SS ee EES! ~~ Geals with people in attempting to 

change attitudes. To state the case 
4 quite simply, IVS'ers are people who 
{ have an interest in the betterment o. 
i other people, attemptins to persuade 
\ these people to make changes in thei 

lives. Should the attempt at per- 
suasion succeed, a small wedge is 

{ driven into minds; after the first 
\ wedge other wedges can be added less 
' painfully, the sum total of which, 

should the wedge driving take the 
4 right direction, adds up to communit 

i development. Basic to the chanzes 
i that build upon itself is change in 

f attitudes. 

Projects come and go in Laos; a 300d 

many "go" never to be seen again, 
Many that have "gone" have pretended 
to be community development project 
designed with the people in mind, 
while actually dealing with things. 
A school appears on empty ground in 
the village, the seasons pass, the 
ground lies bare again. When the 
school grew on the bare ground, 
nothing grew in the minds of those 
who built the school; thus it was 
not considered enough to protect, 
or was not rebuilt by those who 

should have felt that the school
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worth having, worth preserving. make changes in attitudes; training 
is only the first step in the process. 

So the project built a temporary 
structure, but the materials of The Muong Phieng program unfortunately 
community development were hardly bears the title of: The Muong Phieng 
touched. Village Development Committee Five 

Day Training Courses. The program, 
Somewhere in the minds of real commu- despite its handle, contains much more 
nity development aims an idea that than a mere five days of training. 
must root itself. Nothing is success- The course also contains a follow-up 
ful without this attachment. Trai- program designed to reinforce, reward, 
ning is an attempt to make the attach- and make intelligible to the trainee 
ment. Training is an attempt to begin the concepts presented during the 

a growth within a man's mind: an idea, initial five days. Furthermore, as 
or a method with which the man can an experimental progfam, having never 
look upon and deal with his environ- been tried before, the program con- 
ment in a manner unlike he has ever tains a sort of self-destruct button 
contemplated. in the form of an evaluation designed 

to prove that the program can or | 

Training only begins a process of an cannot accomplish what it proposes to | 
eventual change in an attitude or accomplish. lj 
attitudes. Training is for impact; | 

the ideas must be made to penetrate Briefly, the program's training i 
as deeply as possible in order to attempts to obtain from elected com- : 
root itself; the initial contact that mittee members from villages, a reco- 4 
training provides seems to be crucial. gnition of the concept of village i 
The trainee must be somewhat aware of "problems". The program asks, after { 

what it is that he is presented with, initial discussion, for the trainees | 
and must understand without total to relate their village problems as | 
rejection, the content of the course. they themselves see them. The course I 
From this point, should this point be tries to provide a method with which | 
reached, a program that continues to the committee members can recognize, 
emphasize the concepts and that of discover the causes of, and seek solu- 
others examples and rewards, must tions for, village problems. To defuse 
follow as the second phase, to be any heavy emphasis on theory, the 
followed by third and fourth phases. course is treated as a five days dis- 
To rely solely on training to obtain cussion in which committee members 

any sort of results that are signi- discuss their villages. 
ficant and meaningful is to make a 
grievous error. Human nature is To help dispel the uneasiness that 
neither molded nor changed signifi- accompanies often unwanted responsi- 
cantly in the brief time allotted by bilities, the duties and the justi- 
the trainees for the training (and fication as spelled out in a Royal 

in the equally brief time that those ordinance are presented to the members. 
to be trained will allow themselves For encouragement and recognition, 
to be subjected to what seems boring, the government then tries to work 

irrelevant, unimportant), Thus trai- through the committee in dealings that 
ning poorly describes a program that it might have with village leadership. 
seeks, in a long period of time, to This recognition serves to legitimatige 

, 
{ 
i 

é 
| ———_— _
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WORKING WITH AGRICULTURAL AGENTS 
AND COMMISSIONERS OF RURAL AFFAIRS 

| and provide status for the committees. During the past two years in Vang 

| Vieng most of my time has been spent 
The program attempts to accomplish working with the Lao government 

| a change in the attitudes that pre- agriculture agents. less time has 

| sently make the village government been spent working with the local 
| unresponsive, static, and ineffective Commissioner of Rural Affairs. 

in solving the basic problems that Working with these men there have 

confront the village. The committee been frustrating experiences, but 
is designed to give villagers more of also rewarding ones; a good double 
a voice in their local government in rice crop, a farmer who has taken 
the expression of their needs, a the risk being rewarded for it, and 

| rallying point around which coopera- his certain amount of pride in this 
tion can become a commonplace event new lever he has acquired to improve 

rather than an occasional phenomena, his lot. 
| and finally a basis for the beginning 

of a belief held by villagers that The essence of the agriculture pro 
| their lives are not only worth im- in Vang Vieng has been the dry sea 

proving, but can be improved through rice program, Although this project 
| their own efforts. has not kept the Mendenhall timetab 

| there has been progress. The first 
| Despite the experimental nature of year three soldiers were "under 

the program, it is the type of program orders" to do the coolie labor on a 
| in which IVS ought to be more involved. 1/2 demonstration hectare, hardly a 
| The program involves people transmit—- desirable situation. The second 

ting ideas to other people, and this, fifteen farmers in one village ag 
| or what should be, is what IVS is all after numerous meetings, to give a 

about. halfhearted effort. These farmers 

| were surprised at the results, whi 

| were good. It took four agricult 
| agents and two IVSers to manage thi 

Alex McIntosh This past dry season saw improveme: 
IvS/Muong Phieng r sixty-eight farmers and a ten-fold 

increase in hectarage. Results we 

promising but not excellent; promi 
in that several farmers in each vil 
lage began to grasp the significan 
of improved agricultural practices. 
Their efforts prove this. However, 
progress has not moved rapidly eno 
There is still far too much advisi 
from the distance and not enough 
actual demonstration in the paddy. 

The program at Salakham is a good 

step forward. The potential for 
continued improvement in agricult 
production exists in Vang Vieng. 
The new rice varieties are becomi 
known and fertilizer is slowly be:
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recognized as the tool for increased In the past year, the forestry team 
yields. The soil is relatively slowly saw themselves worked out of 

fertile and a number of villages have a job. The training that the team 
water available for dry season plan- initiated two years ago finally paid 
ting. Now a more concentrated effort off. During the past dry season, the 
on the part of the agriculture agents forest survey creWs proved that they 

must be made. could perform in the jungle without 
direct supervision from the IVSers 

Working with the CRA has consisted or from one of the other advisors. 
mainly of information programs and_ However, their work was spot checked 
several self-help well projects. I all during the dry season. The spot 
only wish I would have taken more checking was. also turned over to a 
time to work with the local CRA Lao forester: with a crew of two men. 
worker, a very diligent and coopera They assumed all’ responsibility for 
tive person. With a minimum of the accuracy of the work turned in by 
commodity support he commands much the crews. 

respect from local villagers. 
The team has now moved into other 

In the past two years, I have gained phases of the Inventory program to 
much from the Lao people and will continue training. The three sections 
always value their friendships and that now had to be built up so they 
the fine experience derived from the could operate on their own were pho- 

Vang Vieng Valley. togrametry-the interpretation of 
aerial photographs; compilation - | 

James Gingerich compiling of data received from the | 
IvS/Vang Vieng field; and cartography - drawing and i 

enlarging of maps and aligning the | 
maps with aerial photos for accuracy. 

The main problem that we ran up 
against was the lack of suitably 

: : trained personnel to head each sec= 
: My tion. After working with the people 

. aaa in each section a choice was made of 
a the most able person to head the 

. | wii i section. In some cases we made mis— 
ugco imi so ? a) : ‘geese aie a | takes and new people had to be chosen 
Zin. | Me) 7 SCOCé# butt: eventually most of the organiza- 

ee eo | tional problems were worked out and 
Loe at se "a the training went smoothly. The 

ie te «OR raining could only go so far though 
t a ye gene a %* because most of our people did not 

. ea o<— 3 — { wer have the educational background to go 
: ea ie of - A ee «= very deep into any one area. 

ee te ATE Fie SG 
a Sa oN SS — a bieee, As the forestry program stands now, 
oe aa a @ ts the Inventory section will probably 

RE Pe t aa a5 be able to stand on its own in about 

SS Ry See Ee eo one year. They will still need 
; ee ek ae | la? e- someone, possibly an IVSer, to keep 
' ee se i. Soe an eye on the program and to keep 
ee te ee es = things moving along smoothly. 

i 

| | ; 1.
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It might be said that the women of village life and culture, and to 
Laos are the backbone of Laos for assist the RLG home agents in plan- 
their responsibilities vary from ning their programs to meet the 

rearing the children to planting and villagers' needs. 
harvesting the rice to operating the 

household. As emphasis goes towards The 50 home economics extension agents 

development of the country it must located in the field stations are 
include the women and children. under the direction of the 2LG Na- 

tional Home Economics Sranch, directed 
The IVS/RLG Home Economics program by Mme. Boun Souei. Im two provinces, 
has undertaken the challenging Sayaboury and Savamsskhet, Provincial 

responsibility of improving the living Home Economics Advisors heve been 
conditions of the Lao people. The appointed by 225. @ithin the next 
prevention of malnutrition is the most year other prowinces will also have 
practical and important preventive one home agent who is coordinating 
measure of Laos. During recent years advisor for the satire Province. 

research has produced many reports 

linking permanent mental retardation In the headquarters office Mee. Soun 
and brain damage resulting from mal- Souei is supported Ey techmicsl 
nutrition during the first few years specialists im mutritiom and clothing 
of life. Protein deprivation, in construction, who Eewe received high 
particular, causes irreversible school diplomss fram Eanskok schools 
damage to the brain, muscles, and in their fields. The IS Eetional 
bone development. Toddlers on diets Home Economics Adviser is counter- 

low in nutrients die from illnesses parted to the Hirecter of ELG Home 
which would be mild in children who Economies; together they plan how to 
are adequately nourished. A child best implement am effective home 
in a good nutritional state can economics program. 
survive the onslaught of malaria, 

typhoid, tuberculosis, measles, and This year the Heme Ecomamics Branch 
other diseases during his early years will conde am in-service training 
and gain life-long immunity. Efforts session for all Geld home azents in 
to improve the nutrition of pregnant order to ineresse their mowledze 
women, nursing mothers, and young on nutritional improvement, child 
children, can be expected to reduce development and care, and food pro- 
infant and child mortality, reduce duction for better eels: The 
morbidity from diseases, increase training sessis os will be lecture- 
intelligence in the general popula- discussion mrt of the ay, 
tion and increase productivity. leborstc — ben Bre tice for 

paring mutritioes foods, and field 
Throughout Laos are 50 RLG home ae ree tion will be given on 
economics extension agents striving teaching and extension methods, 
to teach better nutritional and visual aids, Gemoestrations, and 
family living habits through the prograz: pl ‘ pas am by which 
introduction of new skills and the home agents can — % more 
knowledge. IVS home economists are effective treinins mex and 
stationed in Pakse, Savannakhet, and disperse their Eeowlec 
Sithantay where they have the oppor- oa. 
tunity to work as counterparts to the When the home ecomomics agents re- 

RLG home agents in upgrading their turn to their fieId stations in the 
skills, to learn the ways of Lao fall they will begin conducting
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training sessions for village women 

_ in 125 villages. Since the last 

: training program in late 1969, trai- 
} ning sessions have been conducted in 
c 60 Lao villages, each program lasting 

Q six to eight weeks. Basic instruc- 
tion is given in the same technical 

a ._ = fields that the home agents have 
po > FA - s : ie 

. : —_ received their training. 

- 4 Bs 
ae 3 é eke Short course training for the home 

Ey a s hy a ‘ee agents will be offered in each 
* . z 7 1a eo BE province capital by the clothing 

A Ea a specialist who has worked closely 
~ J gee with Karen Thompson, IVS Pakse, in 

Rae kee developing a simplified process for 
= , eB ectesst atts : clothing construction. Standard 
ee sae _ patterns will be used for all trai- 

iil Sa ae re zs y ning programs instead of the previous 

* ee he se method of drafting patterns. Village 
eB Wee 2 P s women cannot grasp the difficult 

method, the complex mathematics, and 

the necessity for finesse that is 

involved in pattern drafting. 

Carol Ireson has diligently conducted 
3 an analytic nutrition survey through- 

aoe ia oy Sis out five locations in the country. 
a From her work the home economics pro- 

; gram can channel their efforts towards 

a a bs the nutritional needs, health problems, 
a . 4 — oe and the availability of foods which 

Par 2 i a red have been brought to attention by 
ae as Ps Carol's survey. 

; —S : 
é, : —_ - Home Economics in Laos is no excep- 
8 ie “ tion to the rule that development has 
y.. A y difficulties. IVSers are often dis- 

4a if | couraged by the lack of initiative 
NE I re. ‘ found in some government extension 

ewe orm) \ A agents, by the Burequeracy vame of 
. , ss , RLG and USAID, and by the slowness 

* e \ with which new idees are received. 
as a The IVS home economist who strives 

; ( can find a way to work around and 
Ce ee : through the given situetions, resul- 

ting in a rewarcing experience. 

| —
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NURSING IN LAOS 

Nursing in Laos is a completely If the idea ever does get across, 
different exoerience for each nurse, it will present another time to teach 
In Vang Vieng I have worked most of the lessons over again. 
the time with two Lao midwives and : 
therefore have worked mainly in ma= But all our work was not done in 
ternal and child care programs. maternal child care: we have given 

cholera and smallpox vaccinations 

The mother and child in Laos are much in the area schools; we have made 
i taken for granted. Neither seems to daily visits to tuberculosis patients 

require any special attention. Per= to give medicines and instructions 
J haps that is why women die in child= on how to keep other members of the 

birth or look 60 years old when they family from getting the disease; and 
are 35. Perhaos that is why many we have distributed medicines and 
children die before they reach school held health classes for refugees. 
age and many more zo through life 
malnourished and ill. The medical needs of the Lao are 

great. Malaria and tuberculosis are 
The main emphasis of our maternal-= far from being controlled. Eye and 

child care programs has been teaching skin infections, intestinal parasites, 

the women, At the hospital's weekly dysentary and upper respiratory 

prenatal clinic and, until security infections are very common. These 

g shut them down, at our monthly clinics diseases may always be present, but 
for 8 villages, we have taught the with health education we can begin 
women about proper diet for themselves, to show their causes and preventions. 
their families and their new babies, The prenatal classes have started 
about how to take care of themselves even more basically than this by 
during pregnancy, and about bathing trying to show the mother what a 
and caring for their new babies, We healthy baby is and how to keep him 
use as many visual aides as possible that way. 
and try to get the women to talk 
about what we are teaching. The Barbara Gingerich 
midwives have done a good job of IvS/Vang Vieng 
teaching, but old ways don't change 
overnight. The same lessons need to 
be taught over and over again. 

‘ If a woman prefers to deliver her 
A baby at home, as many do, the mid— 

wives are available to help. Then 
4 folows about 5 days of home visits 

where the mother is again taught 
about her own care and that of her 
baby. 

One thing we have never succeeded in 
is getting mothers to bring their 

s babies to the hospital for periodic 

check ups. The mothers feel if the 
child is not sick there is no need 
ta take him to a nurse or doctor, 

; a a 

/ -
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COTTAGE INDUSTRY PRODUCTION IN LAOS 

ee 4S. Tet In most villages of Laos, the economy 
ee eee | i Lod remains entirely a subsistance one, 
ae oo A Be in which cash income plays a very 
— Vy | (ee small role. Modernization of the 
a fe aes ; nation necessarily involves the crea= 
—— et aad tion of a monetary economy, but in a 

2 0 i Fae me & country torn by war, fragmented by 
a? i a 7 poor communication and transportation, 
es it ll and hampered by lack of capital, the 
en ee. be oe development of such an economy is so 
a oD 4 difficult as to be nearly impossible. 

| In a small way the Centre de Promotion 
: a Artisanale, a project of the Ministry 

of the National Economy, is a beginning 

ee as ~~ Ba effort by the central government to 

ee ge as harness those human skills and local 
s eg | : “Ao : a8 resources already available and chan- 
ie ~ SSS i es nel them into outlets by which vil- 

| + "a i" lage people and the nation as a whole 

3 | i 4 ee can obtain cash money. 

or <a 2A % Ud . The programs and products of the 
: 2 h S Pas (| a Centre are exclusively geared to the 
. i | =n oP ami Lae existing resources in the nation 

Eg f izam |) eae which are least affected by the poor 
oS. 17. so: Ss internal transportation system in 

4 1 s that we try to deal in goods that 

3 can be profitably transported by 
air if necessary. Generally, the 
work of the Centre is divided into 
three main divisions of largely 
textile production, retailing and 

: research, export testing and pilot 
production using improved techniques. 

RETAILING AND RESEARCH: The Centre 
maintains a retail store in Vientiane 
in the Wat Thai district in which 
all kinds of traditional cottage arts 

; are stocked for sale to the general 
public. The store is stocked by 
direct purchasing and through consign- 

ment sales from the villages both of 
which are handled by commission agents 
in various parts of Laos, It
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has grossed more than $25,000 U.S. silk yard goods on flying-shuttle 
since its inception and has been looms. Our other facilities produce 

responsible for a resurgence of hammered silverwork and woodcarving | 
village interest in traditional arts on rosewood, The dyeshop is using 
by engendering a great deal of pride improved European chemical dyes on 
in the artisans. cotton and silk for use both at the 

: Center and for resale in outlying 
IVS and USAID personnel have been areas. The profits from the produc- 
very helpful in this aspect of the tion of all shops are used to sup-= 
program, as have the members of other port the program and to expand our 
foreign missions in Laos by their sphere of operation further into the 
purchases, their unfailing assistance countryside. 

in organization, planning, and stag- 
ing , and generous help with rural The interest shown by both Laotians 
transportation difficulties. and foreigners has been a source of 

deep satisfaction to those of us 
So that the products being made might working closely with the program. 
remain as distinctively Lao as possi- Increased use of our products can be 
ble, a collection of old Laotian seen in all major urban areas of the 
arts has been made and is constantly nation where previously appreciation 
being added to. This collection is of local cottage arts was small--the t 
housed in’ a museum at the Centre thus imports from abroad being preferred 

functioning as both a tourist attrac- over local goods. Especially, among 
tion and as a source for traditional our refugee artisans, pride in work- 

design for use in production by manship has substantially increased 
contributing artisans and the shops as they have become aware that their 
at the Centre. hand-made goods are not only saleable 

but sought after. The money being 
EXPORT TESTING: At present several brought into remote areas of Laos by 
small boutique stores in the United this project is being used in many 

States, France, and Hong Kong are ways to the betterment of the commu- 
buying products of Laos in small nity and has proved a very welcome 
amounts. While more could be sold, subsidiary income to hundreds of 
we at the Centre feel that it is in the families. We are all confidant that 

best interests of the nation to go this program will be of increasing 
slowly and release only the highest importance to the nation as well as 
quality of merchandise. We expect a source of much foreign exchange. 

in a few years that this part of the 
program will be the most important. Jack Parmenter 

IvS/Vient iane 
PILOT PRODUCTION: To exhibit to local 
artisans improved methods several 
shops making local goods are being 
run at the Centre. Pottery using old 
designs from South Laos is made in 
one shop; woolen carpets of a North 
African process but using Lao designs 

are made in another. The weaving 
shop using locally grown silk from 
the Vientiane plain area produces 

| 
t
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Lament of Lao Grass 

Wife and mother once 

my husband and sons have been gone 
now 

many years 
and i am now barren of life...mother 
where are you | 

i saw you running into 
red spray 

and i don't see you 
mother... { 

they came 
at night took my father's head 
opened my brother's stomach 
for cooperating 
and now is shine shoes wondering 

Tf 
a 

will ever have any... t 
i ran 

to pick fruit \ 
they told me not to go there 
i didn't think they'd care 

the big bird came 
and after the pain 1 
i had no legs 

the men 
from the bird picked me 
up and they cried 

but 
i can't run anymore... 

a good farmer i 
then at night they took my rice 
at ‘day they taxed me 
steel birds killed my buffalo 

ican not farm anymore 
and i wait to die like all around me...i 

| was 
a student 

father had little rice 
and now i go with soldiers at night 

and give father money for rice 
but he doesn't seem happy 

with more rice... 

We see our sons and daughters die 
we see the nights and days bring death 
skies once happy rain death 
we see strangers come to work with us 

they die too.... ‘ 
who brought this war to us? i 

Al Best
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THE BAN LIENG EXPERIENCE 

ae have to be built to alleviate the 
i: =a y 2 problem, 

aa po . a nie 

eee. pe ae This was the first time that I recog- 
st a Blige er Ee ke: : nized a felt need that the villagers 
Beet hos Bere ee ee ep ae oS really wanted and needed. It was not 

pasa: pay eee et tine eee a need which only I or the CDA or the 
Se 2 ee oo nae CRA workers thought that the villagers 

| Pag ke eo pole a ee needed. Ban Lieng depended on coffee 
Pa Peo aah a as their main source of income. The 
sf tha sy eas <= inadequate road dictated that they 

eer || nd ae 4 4 _— sell their coffee early when the road 
| P Fe ——— was readily passable which was not 
i aa ke — when the price of coffee was suitable 

aie a for a reasonable return for the labor 
3 ae” ee they had expended producing the crop 

S ee oe pene ee oa The proposed bridge became another 
ee ee ee a possible project on the list of things 

to be considered in the program for 

Ban Lieng is at the end of a dusty the Paksong area. The villagers did 
road. The CRA (Commissioner of Rural not let the issue die. Frequent 
Affairs) and I visited the village visits were made to the village by 
often while I worked with the CRA in the agriculture people with the prin- 
Paksong for the last two years. We ciple concern of discussing coffee 
developed an attachment for the won- fertilization and management prac- 

derful people in the village. Working tices. The bridge was mentioned 
with them to build their bridge, during the conversation with the 
attending their weddings and the big people. With the CRA workers and a 

meals with fresh vegetables - leafy Public Works carpenter, a visit was 

cabbage, green onions and cucumbers - made to the village to determine the 
will be remembered. materials that would be needed; what 

the villagers would have to provide 
I became involved with the people in and what support the CRA workers could 
Ban Lieng shortly after my arrival provide by making requests to RLG 
in 1967 when the United States Agency Office Pakse and the CDA, They 

for International Development (USAID) determined what was needed - lumber, 
Community Development Advisor (CDA), nails and cement; however, they 
Herb Miller, visited the village to failed to tell the villagers the exad 
pick up some tools that had been quantity of lumber that would be 

loaned to them for the construction required, how much rock would have 

of a culvert on what they called a to be gathered, how much sand would 
road to their village. They had used have to be acquired, when they would 
some discarded fifty gallon fuel drums get the sand, where they would get 

to make a culvert in one of the draws the material, and how they would get 

that transverse the road. The major the sand. This experience served 
obstacle, a stream which crosses the as an excellent on the job teaching 

path of the road, still remained aid - an example of how not to do the 
preventing travel by oxcart or jeep job. 

in the rainy season. A bridge would 

i
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Another visit was made. This time I villagers on the construction of the 
went with them. we gathered around piers was not available. He was at 
discussing the issues. It was decided another work site building a school. 
to go to Ban Muong on the road to While time passed, the sand pile 
Champassak for the sand with ten of became smaller. The children liked 
the men from the village. When they to play in the sand with the result 
returned with sand, they would move that the pile was scattered out over 
the rock from the river bed to the a large area, The villagers put 
site of the bridge. To coordinate the pressure on the CRA workers who 
activities the CRA workers decided pressured me, and I pressured the 

; that one of them should accompany them people in Pakse to get the carpenter 
to Pakse to aid with the request of a to the site. what interested me was 
USAID truck to go after the sand. The the fact that the adults never, never 

j carpenter figured one truck load of scolded the children for messing up 
sand would be enough for the job. The the sand pile. I suggested that they 
villagers agreed to buy the thirty inform the children not to play in 
planks for the decking in Pakse and the sand as it was needed for the 

cut the timbers from the forest. bridge, but in typical Lao fashion 

they refused to scold the children 
Preparing the timbers was the first for their antics. 
task. The villagers cut the five 
timbers, each six meters long, about Working with these people gave me an ! 

one kilometer from the village. The opportunity to demonstrate and set 
villagers hauled the timber the whole an example for the CRA workers who j 
distance by using poles placed per- find it difficult to practice "crazy 
pendicular underneath the log. They ideas" such as physically shoveling 
lifted the poles, one man at the end earth, carrying rocks or sawing 
of each pole with the timber in the lumber. By tradition even the lowest 
middle, carrying the timber to the government official is outside the 
villeze in this manner. They did what norm if he participates in the act 
I thought was impossible; they carried of physical labor, especially, with 
the timber up a hill which was very someone of lower status. The villa- 
steep, 75 degrees, anc forty feet gers were very responsive when the 
from the bottom to the top. They CRA workers worked with them rather 

maneuvered the timber slowly and gra- than standing around just talking. 
dually up the hill. Obtaining the The atmosphere warmed, In other 
timber assured everyone that they were villages where the CRA workers do 
sincere in their desires for the not work with the villagers one can 

bridge and now the CRA had to keep its feel the tension, a force which 
input agreement. inhibits fruitful work. 

Assembling the other materials was The real leadership of the community 
not an easy task. Finding out the was the pabon or headman. He was the 

. day a truck would be available, then most prosperous individual in the 
informing the people in the village community for a good reason. He was 
that a truck was free for their use, hard working, ingenious and possessed 
getting them to Pakse to meet the a manner which won friends. When 
truck; all took days to arrange. asked if something was to be done, 
After the sand arrived on the site, he would ask for opinions of other 
weeks passed without progress. The people then present his answer as 
carpenter who was to work with the the consensis of what had been said. 

{
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| He was authoritarian only when some were proud of the fact that they were 
individuals were not doing their share able to provide, through improvising, 
of the work. He was the spark in the the items that wats in the large 
group. After lunch when everyone cities like Pakse possessed. The 
needed a push to get back to work he particular day was spent doing nothing 
was the first to suggest that we get more than talking with the people 
started. He was the real leader in about their religion which I feel was 
the village. as much a part of my work as request- 

ing a truck to haul sand and rock. 
Ban Lieng was not only a working 

| experience; the people have family Working in Ban Lieng is an example 
' gatherings, go to the wat and have of what it is like living and caring 
| boons (festivals) for weddings, new about people. It was the type of 
| babies and funerals. They talk about experience that an IWer expects from 

| other countries, Russia, China and another culture. 
the United States, and such amazing 
adventures as manned flights to the John Kiechle 

| moon. The center for these discus- IVS/A00P/South 
| sions was their community. 

The most interesting phenomenon of 

the community was the human aspect. 
For an IVSer this aspect provides 

the opportunity to offer something 
: that is needed but the people have 

| never been given the chance to realize. 
| These people enjoy life in this remote 
| haven because the difficulty of tra- 
| vel to the village limits visitors. 

Government officials seldom stop, 
expecting to be fed the best of what 

the people have, 

Perhaps the most fascinating part of 

| their life which they enjoyed talking 

about was their wat and the ceremonies. 
They were proud of the day when one 
of the village boys was tO enter the 
wat. The wat was prepared with a 
temporary bath house consisting of 
a bamboo shell or frame covered with 
tin roofing sheets with rocks on the 
ground to prevent muddy feet. This 
was to cleanse the young man before 
he entered the wat. The women pre- 
pared special food for the visiting 
monks from other villages who were 
helping with the ceremony. The people 

| a
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LIFE IN THE VILLAGE (3S) 

"Listen, Nage this is the time for For me life in the village has been 
you to speak the truth, to state what anything but a sedentary existance. 

has occurred, I will enquire of you Due to my own whims and external 
concerning facts. If you believe a conditions my experience has been a 
thing is, it is right to say it is: series of moves taking me tc two 

if a thing is not, it is right to say villages, one composed of ethnic Lao 

it is not." and the other predominantly Meo. 
There were a total of seven moves in 

| THE BUDDHA which I moved my belongings to or 

| from village houses or USAID housing. 
| Having been asked to set to paper and It would be overly complimentary to 
| ink a few of my experiences and im= say all this movement was an experi- 

pressions concerning life in the ment in international living. 

village I hereby attempt todo that. 
Before going any further it should My first experience in the village 
be noted that this is one person's life was with a young family in 
experience and should not be construed Muong Phieng; the family consisted 
as a generalization concerning life of husband, wife, and child. Knowing 

in the village as an IVSer. Since my interest in living with a village 

I am a foreign guest of a host culture, family, an ex-monk arranzed that I 
I shall attempt to illustrate some of should move in with this family. 
the cross-cultural aspects as they This, my first family, was a real 
occurred during my stays in the vil- introduction to life in the village; 
lages. however, most of what I learned were 

: the more overt aspects of village 
Why did I choose to live in the family life, my own inability to 
village? My motivations were several communicate in Lao being the reason 

as they are with most people who de- that any in depth understanding could 

cide to do a particular thing. Al+ not be acquired. 
though my reasons were compelling, 
to a certain extent I must admit that This particular experience came to 
I never achieved a total existance in a rather abrupt end when it came 
the village. I wanted to learn Lao time to make the first room and 
more efficiently, but continued to board payment. I presented the 
seek out Americans. I wanted to father of the family with four thou- 
exnerience the Lao diet, but continued sand kip (eight dollars) where upon 
to buy such items as radios and camera he informed me that the due amount 
equipment. I wanted to learn about was ten thousand kip. This caused 
Lao culture, but continued to read a frugal person like me to wince a 
western novels and books. From this bit, but in a couple of seconds I 

it is evident that my motivations to recovered my composure and informed 
live in the village were never strong him that I was under the impression 

enough to enable me to experience a that the going rate was only four 
total life in the village. I have thousand. As it turned out there 
always admired those who could genui- has been a gross misunderstanding; 
nely immerse themselves in another I had originally agreed to pay sii 
culture and come away from it the paan kip (four thousand kip), but my 
wiser and shall regret that I am not landlord had originally agreed to a 
one of those who can do it. rate of sip paan (ten thousand kip). 

To save some face and money I agreed 

to pay eight thousand kip and find \ 

} 

|
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another residence. The compromise Apparently we who are more fortunately 
effected, I moved out vowing never to blessed with luxuries have more than 
depend on another mediator. just the family-second-car. 

After spending several weeks back in After about two months with my second 
the USAID provided IVS house, I family I decided it might be nice to 
decided to give it another try in the own and operate my own village house. 
village. The second family consisted This decided, I began to investixate 
of a widow, her three children and possible building sites and existing 
two adopted children. The highlight structures. Finally in a conversa- 
of this situation was the opportunity tion with one of the local medics I 

it gave me to observe life in the rice learned he had an extra house which 
paddy during the tillage and trans- he acquired as payment of a debt. 
planting phase of rice culture. For The price settled upon was twenty 
about three weeks I slept and took thousand kip; it was a just price as 
most of my meals in the family paddy the house was in good condition and 
house about one mile distant from the well located. Owning and operating 
village of Muong Phieng. The stay in my own house proved to be quite 

the paddy was a beginning for me in revealing. 
the understanding of what rice means 

| to so many people of this part of the It soon became quite evident that 
| world. For me the green tide seemed to keep regular working hours and 

to move from the lower paddies to the one's own house were not complemen- 
higher like an incoming tice and the tary activities since the latter was 
men, women and children would move not a one-man job. Cooking, washing 

/ with it. Of course the Lao culture dishes, hauling water and all the 
is not determined by the rice stalk, other incidentals of maintaining one's 

but after so many generations of rice being became impossible drudzeries 
culture it would almost seem that man without the benefit of the Asian 
arrived to find this green tide and family, which seems so structured as 
proceeded to reap its rewards. One to meet the challenge of living. Of 
evening as I was sitting on the paddy course with no family to learn upon, 
house porch enjoying the changing I was moved to strike up another 
shades of green as the sun set on compromise between my ideals and the 
the distant hills I asked the lad situation. I did sleep and do some 
next to me who was cutting bamboo reading in my so-called village house, 
strips, "What do you think when you but prepared meals, bathed and per- 
look out across the rice?", formed most other activities in the 

, USAID housing which proved so conve- 
His answer was, "I think we will have nient. The result was that I never 
plenty of rice to eat if there is really operated my village house as 
adequate rain this year". This brought a going concern; my neighbors who 
home to me the great differences were all RLG or USAID personnel, 
between the "haves" and "havenots". however, did not seem to have too 

I could well afford to contemplate much trouble maintaining households. 
such an impractical change as the 
changing colors, but this young Asian After several weeks I decided that 
could only contemplate the changing such arrangements as the above were 
seasons and what influence they would of no real value; thus I decided to 
have on his diet of rice. 

| 
} 
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o B Nam CATR sae eae g pibat sR Ne jeeges Fae Er 

Axe PUSS Sea egy cette Oe ay | Ee RN eT 
land about five years earlier, With Want sneaee Rear Paes 
the help of Meo, Yao, Lao and a few Naanyst] TPAC. A 
Americans I succeeded over a period ae te aes fe ke eh a pi N 
of several weeks in dismantling, fn st LR on a Ae. ee (i wae NY 
moving and reconstructing in Nam Hia. th de Wee eye i. AVES aaa) co 
The whole process proved quite rewar- ‘bie i Ail ‘hia D3 A ge a a 
ding in that I came to appreciate the F TG iF a a fe 
effort and skill necessary to esta= {area HK} UAE) ie He 
blish such a necessity as housing. aK Ac I! Wf fy ] suid Wl 4 

Ra) VA ae eee |: 
Life in Nam Hia for the most part is ON Hy 1 eho ha Ogee 

= 2 Ts AA iy hee a rN Wee <a 
rewarding especially since completing ie Bi gmlL te i Lo.‘ 
my shower stall with block and tackle all) b th ie ee sg] te 
to lift one bucket of water above RS ical” |) Uf f <i ee 
head level. With the recent rains I Sse 8 . " eee 
have had the pleasure of walking the ao =o a acces 
five clicks into Muong Phieng as my ae Bogie ee ; | 
fair-weather cycle cools its tires SP aera a. mae | 

in the mud. De bee becca 
E a eee rt = : “ge = me BN Js per q 

"A monk, O Monks, goes into a forest, Prop sg Rs 
or to the foot of a great tree, or ee ae | 
to a lonely place, and there sits : é = = ; ‘ 

a cross-legged, holding this Oaks Ne as me 
body upright, and practices intros- oe ew We Ce _ 
pection", Bee [ aaa Se : 

om Xerr 27 > TT ee 
IvS/Muong Phieng . es ed 3 ll s 

|
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MY LAO FAMILY IN THA NA 

Through the peaceful night and gentle in very much the same tone, "How can 
village sounds I walked to my father's I go fishing if you never buy me 
house for dinner, thinking of all the hooks?" 
plans my father and I would have to 

make in vreparing for the next few This went on for a few moments as 
days. The trusses for the school in though a real family feud had broken 
Tha Na were about finished and soon out. Suddenly everyone broke out 
we would raise them into the air. I in laughter enjoying the few moments 
wanted to make sure that there would of entertainment they had stazed 
be a big turnout for the occasion and themselves. The Lao people accept 
that everything would go along smooth- the hardships of living in Laos with 
ly. a smile. I have never seen my father 

get upset without smiling. 
Without a doubt the happiest moments 
I have spent in Laos have been with Rather than paying my father in cach 
my Lao family whom I have come to for eating at his house, I have found 
love and appreciate as though they that in becoming his son I have deve- 
were members of my own family. Shortly oped a sense of belonging to our 

. after I came to Tha Na I began eating family which has given me the oppor- 
my meals with the tasseng and his tunity to pay back in love and af- 
family. My father has long since fection what might otherwise be 
retired from his position as tasseng, destroyed if I felt a material obli- | 
but he still holds a tremendous amount gation for the kindness and happiness 
of respect and authority in the area we have shared together. I help my 

and I have found his help in organi- father and mother and my brothers 

zing villagers and stimulating commu- and sisters with the daily chores of 
nity interest invaluable to me. keeping our family in food, warmth, 

and shelter, sharing with them the 
I found my family in the kitchen joys and sorrows of everyday life. | 
preparing the evening meal when I In return I have been respected and 
arrived. During the height of the given authority far more important 

dry season there usually is very than my job title or the fact that 
little to eat. The river is low I am an American. I am subject to 
and fish are very scarce. Vegetables the same rules of co-operation that 
and other vegetation wither away. the villagers are. If I speak with 
Deer, squirrels, small rodents and wisdom, I am looked upon with res- 

even frogs leave the surrounding pect; but, if I speak foolishly, I am 
forest of t-e village to search for looked upon as a focl. 
food and water. For the last few 
months my family and I have eaten During dinner I talked to my family 
nothing but sticky rice, hot peppers, about the plans for raising the 

and bamboo shoots. As 1 approached school trusses. My father said that 
I asked with a smile what we were it would be very nice if we could 

having for dinner that night. My finish the work in the morning before 
father reolied rather angrily. it got very hot, then eat lunch and 

have a wonderful time together. It 
"Your mother only brings home bamboo is a tradition in the Tha Na area 
shoots, tomorrow she says she's yoing for everyone to help each other 
fishing". My mother answered back build their own houses, after which 

the owner of the house holds a 

banquet and feeds all the workers.
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| The villagers work together very well, to others. If we can communicate to 
| joking and making fun of the otherwise each other that our intentions are 

laborious lask. My four year old bro- good, confidence fills our hearts if 
ther said that I sure couldn't expect we lie wounded on the battle field 
many people to come to work on the of misunderstanding; for admitting 
school if we only planned to eat bambo our mistakes is not all that hard, 
shoots. I said with a smile that if and it is such a happy feeling to 
my mother could catch a great big look to the future with renewed hope, 
fish we could get more people to come keeping the enemy at bay with a 
than we would know what to do with. knowledge of past mistakes. If we 
I knew that she would never catch can appreciate our own intentions 

a fish, and so did she, but the idea and convey those intentions to others 

! of such an event seemed exciting. in a way that they can understand it, 

Mother's getting old, so is father; whether they be the people of Laos, 
the few happy carefree moments which Viet Nam, or members of our own 
they share with their family are family, we can move forward with 
really all they have left to cherish, direction fearing only our ability 

to develop these ideals into a 
The next day I held a meeting with workable way of life. No one is 
village elders to insure that as many perfect, but if we can demonstrate 

| people as possible would turn out for respect, loyality and love to one 
the raising of the school trusses another, surely progress will develop 

| which would take place the following over the years upon a solid founda- 
day. I could never force upon the tion of understanding. 
villagers in Tha Na an idea which 
seemed foolish or unworthy of their The sun had nearly disappeared from 
efforts, because they would tell me, the sky when my mother came dragging 
in perhaps a polite and round about home from her fishing trip empty 
way, that I didn't know what I was handed. My father said in dismay 

| talking about. Fortunately the as though he had really expected her 

| school project is something they can to catch something, "Well, where's 
| appreciate and gaining enthusiasm the fish?" My mother replied with 

and co-operation is relatively easy. a shy timid smile, "It's too big, I 
The Lao and American time tables can't lift it out of the boat"! 

i for getting something accomplished, The next morning bright and early 
i though, sometimes clash , and it nearly eighty village men turned out 
| takes a real diplomat on either side for the raising of the trusses. The 

| to come to an understanding upon how work went very fast and although the 
| fast a project should be completed. buffalo we killed wasn't very big, 

1 everyone got enough to eat. we all 
| The secret of being understood our- sat around telling jokes and teasing 
i) selves and understanding others lies each other. One man said that we 

t in our ability to communicate our should have eaten bamboo shoots 
intentions to one another. So many instead because now everyone would 

misunderstandings have originated get very sick from eating too much, 
from the fact that we have mis-inter- It was a happy day to remember. 
preted one another'sintentions. The 

| price of being understood lies in the Robert Wiederhold 
| effort it takes to keep our intentions IVS/Ban Tha Na 
| pure and communicate these intentions
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SAFFRON 

Needing to be alone I went 

Out on the banks of the Houay Ban Liang. 

Sitting, smoking in silence, depressed. 

Towards me sauntered six saffron splotches, 

Little Buddhist novices, 

Out of the rich blues and greens of southern Laos. 

The littlest "nin", four at most, 

Spoke at last. 

He'd been out looking for his parents the day before, 

| And he'd looked before and before. 

He said he often went to wait for them on the Champassak Road, 

| But they never came. 

An orphan, cared for by the village wat; 

Probably separated from a scrambled swarm of Saravane refugees. 

In him I saw the. legacy left in Laos, 

The damned and doomed destinies of youth, 

| The hopeless hope of and for tomorrow. 

| Back they went to the temple for Lord Buddha's lessons--— 

Happiness is the absence of desire. 

Sitting, smoking in silence, depressed, I remained 

Feeling and hearing the B-52's bombing Attopeu 

Til darkness fell. 

Jon G. Pennebaker
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For the past decade in Laos IVS has It comes - if it comes - 

demonstrated that those who convey through the efforts of the one who, 

most effectively the spirit of con= in obedience, 
cern and understanding for the world ceases to fight back. 

community are those who work quietly 
and seriously at the things they can Someone must. 
do best in such a way as to belie 
those who imagine hidden motives and 
purposes behind every decent and hono- pollyanna sediziol 

rable act. This past year in Laos 
has not been different. 

It has, however, been more exacting. 
Men who cannot know better have 
introduced terror and death to the 
already formidable obstacles con- 
fronting volunteers who seek only 
peace and a concert of action amongst 
people in a context they can unders- 
tand and on an unassuming scale, =, wie . 

oo = 
At a time when man has sailed so high | a | 
he no longer can distinquish national Lo - i s 
boundaries, the villagers of Laos = F a ) Ls > . 
have seen heinous lines of atrocity oom yy. — 
drawn around, over and through their <9 pf mle | 
quiet needs. New boundaries to the =. BP i fey | 
betterment of their own environment. ay aa : wu 8 fee “J 

Many have been victims; many more can ge Se a tras 
only endure. i f yr ae : a 

So, too, have IVSers; and so, also, 
does IVS endure. But with increasing 
difficulty. To continue to work : 
seriously and quietly is an Augean . Re «oe ee 5 
task for those of us who came in > aes a PF 
peace with no quarrel and remain with ‘“\.% Pe, Be be 
no prejudice. ea oh - me} 

BS Pr fon 

But we do, - — : 
ae a . F i 

Peace never comes , ae 4% , 
just by naming tne re § 4 
aggressor and proving ere. ee P 4 
his guilt. : Ps EF : 

= ——— —. = i
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IVS AND EDUCATION IN LAOS 

Since 1959 IVS volunteers have come this relationship, and a new confidence 

to the Royal Kingdom of Laos to teach, from their partnership with these uns- 
counsel, encourage and befriend young elfish volunteers from other villages 
men and women who must be described in their world. 
as the true wealth of the Kingdom. 

IVSers will reflect on this only in 
They have taught English to Lao stu- later years when the frustrations of 
dents, introduced them to poetry and living and working in a new environ- 
drama, led them through the geogra- ment have faded and they can appre- 
phy of the Soviet Union, demonstrated ciate the contribution, the experience 
swine castration, explained enfant their two years represents for people 

hygiene, insisted on a little labor whose similarities were always greater 
and patience in woodworking and dirty than their differences. 
hands in ceramics, and brought the 
nearby village and the farthest In the following pages a few members 
villages of the world into their of the education team describe a brief 
classrooms, part of their life in Laos. It is 

F only a minute portion of a very long 
ca Outside the classroom they have story. The remainder is spread 

guided Lao hands across chess boards, throughout the villages and classrooms 
organized social and athletic acti- of Laos and other countries where Lao 

vities, discussions, and a host of are studying, working and teaching, 
other activities which only Laos and and where IVSers have travelled. 
dogged determination by IVSers could 
provide. It is a story of false starts, disap- 

| pointments, and failures. To the 
’ In each instance, people - teachers individual IVWer it is two years of 

t and students - have come together in little that can be called success. 
' a learning situation different from But when it is totalled, when 1969 
4 any other only in that these are is viewed in terms of 1959, it is an 
4 different people who have lived in incredibly successful decade. All 

different places under different those short tours by hundreds of IVS 
conditions. Not East and West or teachers when linked together and 
IVSer and Lao, but merely single traced to the beginning show an in- 
members of the human race with indi- pact on individuals and on education 

vidual variations. in Laos which dwarfs the personal 
hardships and letdowns. 

And they have found that their world 
has altered as they walked in it. For those who gave so much this past 
Neither will ever be the same again. year it may be another decade before 
All, because of this interpenetration, the results are realized; it may 
have moved closer to being harbingers require the full measure of a gene- 
of a new unity in world culture. This ration of Laos. But the import will 
is the ultimate substance of our Lao be realized and a world, a nation, a 
and IVS encounter. people and another generation will 

benefit greatly. 
It is not, of course, the only subs- 
tance. In the future, as teachers, 
businessmen, citizens, young Lao will 
find use for the skills acquired from
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THE ESP FARM 

The school farm at the Ecole Superi- the educational system here. This is 
eure de Pedagogie (at times referred one of the major problems facing the 
to as the National Education Center or position I am in. Even though a lot 
Dong Dok) north of Vientiane has been of verbal emphasis is given to the 
in operation for about ten years. It importance of agriculture in all 
has come from a jungle to a farm of levels of education, there is no mate- 
several hectares with various buil- rial or monetary support. Generally 
dings, fish ponds and other improve- there is interest in agriculture by 
ments. higher officials only when some per- 

sonal benefit can be derived. 
Through the years, the farm has gone 
from strictly an IVS operation to one Facing this attitude, I am fortunate 
of Lao management with IVS in the to have been working with a Lao (the 
advisory role only. At times, the present farm manager) who, I consider, 
farm was used to a great extent to is doing the best possible job under 
provide food for the school kitchens the existing conditions. Although 
and of course it was always used to his official title is that of Farm 
educate the students in agriculture. Manager, he is the highest ranking 

Lao who is connected directly with 
I will say that providing the kitchens agricultural education in the Lao 
with food had, and still has for that schools. 
matter, tremendous potential, consi- 
dering how little money the school In less than two years he has devised 
has, but in practice it has proved an agriculture curriculum that is to 
more trouble than it was worth. Cor= be used by all of the teacher trai- 
ruption and its reduction of the ning schools and has begun work on 
emphasis on education are two main course outlines for the dirferent 

| undesirable consequences of this subjects to be taught in this curri- 
1 practice. Consequently, the farm culum. These undertakings have the 
| is being strictly oriented towards backing of the Lao Director of Tea- 
| providing only educational facilities cher Training so I am optimistic 
i for the students and generating enough that the curriculum will be enforced. 

income to keep itself in existance. Another major accomplishment by the 
- farm manager is that he has kept 

When I arrived in Laos in November corruption to a bare minimum (some- 
1967, all of the livestock at the times at the expense of good rela- 

farm, save one boar, had been sold tions with higher officials) which 
earlier in the year by the Lao farm is a tremendous help in building 
manager for his own benefit and later the farm into an educational facility 
by IVS in order to deprive the farm 
manager of any further income. One of the most important goals at 

the moment is trj)ing to get the farm 
It goes without saying that when the to function on its own with a bare 
facilities for educating students are minimum of outside help from IVS or 
eliminated completely because of one USAID, This is not made easy by the 
corrupt man, it is a sorry state of school administration's apparent 
affairs, but agriculture education policy of "hands off" when it comes 
still does not have much priority in to needing something. The situation 

is especially difficult because I am
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trying to change a situation that has having to go to foreign countries to 
been in existance for 10 years that get a complete education in Agriculture 
is, of unlimited USAID ana IVS support. Education but this might be the ground 

work for a complete ag. education 4 
The E.S.P, farm is not a show case and course when this school becomes a full 
probably won't be for a long time to fledged university. 
come. A couple of times I have been | 
asked if some people could be shown All things considered, I think it would 

the farm so they could get an idea of be hard to find as satisfying job as : | 
what a farm should look like, but I being the Agriculture Advisor at the i | 
told them that they would not learn E.S.P. There are virtually no controls 
anything here. The fences need repair, on what I do or how I do it, yet I have | 
the hog barn is dirty most of the a virtually unlimited amount of mate- i 
time, the chicken houses are disin-=- rial support from both IVS and USAID 
tegrating, there is no organized plan if the need arises. Besides that, 
for doing anything, weeds grow every- what I do not only affects what hap— | 
where and the cattle from the neigh- pens here at the E.S.P. but also at 
boring farms graze in the corn field. all the teacher training schools in 
The reason for this is because what Laos; definitely a satisfying job. 
the farm manager and school adminis-= 
tration want the farm to look like Henry Thorne 
and do is up to them. I have delegated IVS/Vientiane 
myself to just being an advisor and 1] 
teacher - nothing else. If the farm ; 
manager doesn't think the hog barn 
should be kept clean, even after I { 
have been as tactful as possible in ; 
telling him why it should be done, 
then I am not going to clean it up f 
myself or tell anyone else to. } 

IVSers in the past have proven that 
this farm can support itself and still : 
provide the students with crops and 
animals to learn with. I am now 
trying to get the Lao to do the same | f 
job. It is their farm, not mine, 

and what they want it to be - it 
will be. 

During the school year, most of my 
time is devoted to teaching agricul- 
ture to the English section students. 
This year was the first year for 
teaching students who are taking 
agriculture as an elective. I don't 
have any visions of immediately 
eliminating the necessity of students 

——— = 
ra a ad
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To community development course taught citizens). Then they are taught to 
for the first time this year at teacher analyze the needs of their community; 

training collezes throughout Laos for example: wells, school, a village 
sprang from a collaboration between council or PTA, or an operative markd- 

Dr. Somphou Oudomvilay, director of ing structure. Once resources and 
teacher training in the Ministry of needs have been ascertained through - 
Education, and Fred Branfman, a dedi- observation and inquiry, the class 
cated and intelligent IVS volunteer. is ready to begin to learn how to go 
Drawing on their knowledge of the about using the resources of the 
experiences and successes of UNICEMs collectivity (i.e. village or urban 

Turtep program in Thailand, they neighborhood) to satisfy its needs. 
decided that young teachers leaving 

| Laos's ENIs could be made into effec- Before undertaking this academic task, : 
tive agents of rural development. however, field trips increase the 
With this end in mind, a Thai speci- class interest in community develop- | 
alist in community development was ment and its committment to actually 
brought to the ESP-Vientiane, and doing the work. walking tours of the 
two IVSers were assigned to teach the school grounds and of a nearby vil- 
same subject in the ENIs. (Gary Alex lage, labelling resources and needs i 
went to Pakse; the writer to Luang as we go, concretize the two key f 
Prabang). concepts in the students' minds. The 

imposing lists of needs that evolve 
However, no formal program was insti- from these excursions also bring out : 

tuted. Dr. Somvhou wisely decided clearly the second purpose of the 
to let the course evolve as the stu- community development course--to teach 
dents and teachers saw fit. the students why they must carry out 

community development projects in 
Thus the following explanatioi of the addition to their exhausting teaching 

purposes, content and results of the duties. 

first effort to teach community deve- 
lopment in the ENI-LP is entirely the Since the beginning of the course, 
writer's responsibility. Laos's national needs have been em= 

phasized as has the lack of moderni- 
The first and most obvious purpose zation in the typical Lao villages. 
of a course in community develooment But the short, aformentioned field 
is to teach the students what commu- trips, after an adequate theoretical 
nity development is and how to work preparation, bring home forcefully i 
to better life in a given collectivity. the total need of the country for 
Community development is defined as competent, dedicated, rural develop- 
a group of people working together to ment workers. “rom now on, in every 
improve their lives, a definition class, one emphasizes the students! 

which may be deficient academically, energy, intelligence, education, 
but lends itself remarkably well to training and competence to lead the 
the purposes of an elementary course. villagers. 
The students are first taught to 
remark the natural, human, and finan- One teaches them to take advantage 
cial resources of their community of their prestige which adheres to 
(eng. sand and gravel, carpenters and their structural niche in village 

weavers, merchants or other wealthy life. One teaches them to gather
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that information-demographic, socio- students have seen and done. During 
logical, economic, and psychological these classes, the implications of 
which will increase their power to the theories expounded during the 
direct village affairs. One teaches first part of the course should be 
them to organize meetings and to use emphasized. 
effective public speaking techniques. 

One teaches them to gain the respect Thus the content of the course was 
and trust of the villagers, through organized around the three basic 
"proper" conduct, hard work, and a purposes of the course: a)to show the 

wisely chosen crescendo of projects students what community development 
beginning with easy, fail-proof ones is, and how to do it; b) to show the 
in areas recognized by all as falling students why they should try to do 
within the teachers' sphere of com- community development; and c) to give 
petence. the students practical experience in 

working on self-help projects. 
When the students have understood 
what community development is, why In a non-academic course, teaching 
they have to help in the development methods are as important as subject 
of their country (a mixture of self- matter. This is especially true 
interest and selflessness), and how then the course is both new and being 

to go about motivating a village to taught in a highly academic atmosphere. 
begin to develop, the third purpose Thus, this year, I gave almost no 

of the course is revealed. We want straight lectures. Since the course 
to give the students practical expe- dealt with the Lao milieur I felt 
rience in doing community development. that the students were much better 
We want to take them out to villages qualified to talk than I was, and I 
where projects are underway to have tried to draw as much of the course 
them work (yes! hard physical work) as possible out of them by asking 
with the villagers on self-help pro- the right questions. This meant 
jects. We want them to find out how endless skits, playlets, manufactured 
such projects are organized and where situations, mock meeting demonstra- 

one can go for technical or material tions, and pictures, as well as fre- 
help. However, the most important quent field trips. I was successful 
aspect of these field trips is to in keeping the students' interest 
have the students see how enthusiastic high and, through using their images 
the villagers are over their projects. and priorities, in keeping the course 
This points out the most tangible relevant to.them. This course must 

reward offered them for doing commu- be taught in Lao. 
nity development work - the esteem, 
respect, and friendship of the people But what were the results of all this? 
they help organize. These participant Some of them were easy to see: stu- 
experiences also give occasion for dents succeeding in originating self- 
many important classroom lessons for help projects while doing their 
rainy days, or for days when all the teacher training in rural areas; 
villagers are in the rice fields. The students working enthusiastically, 
remainder of the community development week after week, on projects in 
course should be made up of these local villages; students talking 
work-trips interspersed with explana- validly about doing community deve- 
tory classroom sessions on what the lopment when they finally get out 

of school and become teachers; stu- 

dents giving up their Sundays to go
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work on village projects. These were 
all extremely satisfying developments 

tut they reflect as much the novelty 
of the course and the pleasure 6f ; | 
trips away from school as they dé a t | \ 
concrete and durable change in atti- j i | 
tudes toward community development j | 
work. i f 

gt ' j 
Thus the question of what was really Kain Bs ‘ ae 
taught and what was really learned ¢ is oe a eo” a 
cannot be answered now. Some tradi= si al. f at : F 
tional Lao knowledge was disinterred ee : ime ae 
and sharpened up. For example, the NF = A on fae 
students relearned how amusing and ; oe r\ aS [4 4 ‘ | 
effective group labor is. They reap- ps * ae ei j 

praised the political and economic y } eee a) : | 
structures of the villages from which ‘: © is 44 a : 
they come. This is to the good, I BS) | ) aS i — 
feel that this reawakened consciousness SY ae al 
and improved understanding of their =y = eS A 
environment will stay with them as . = iS ge, 
they grow older. _ [a % ey a oo ms 

The students also learned some con= a75 
crete techniques -- how to design a 
truss, how,to mix concrete, where 

to dig a ditch, etc. As with all Max Goldensohn 
concrete information, some students IvS/Luang Prabang 
will keep it, and use it. Others will 
forget it; mostly, the latter, I fear. 

However, I will claim one important 
result: the students saw and felt that 
community development can happen. 

They dug irrigation ditches next to 
illiterate rice farmers. They carried 
sand with oppressed minority groups. 
They washed gravel with housewives 
stooped from years of work. They 
saw schools built, ditches dug, wells 
finished. More important, they saw 

the people working -- for nothing, 
with good will, to better their own 
lives, in concert with their neigh- 
tors. ,This lesson will remain with 
the future teachers, who studied with 
me this year, and if that is all they 
retain, that will suffice. 

Re , | :
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"Listen, the Tasseng said we didn't boats here. Ksen, you go with 'em 
have to pay. These aré his boats, and keep 'em in line." More laughter, 
aren't they?" A frustrated teacher Ksem is the worst screw up in class, 
on the banks of the Mekong is trying The muscular teacher tries to shove 
to get a gang of amused boat men to off the last boat and can't. A couple 
ferry 60 kids to Xieng Mene. "Okay, of students jump out to help and the 
we knew it was you. Come on, get in! boat floats off. They all leap into 
Relief. We're only 20 minutes late. it. The students, gracefully; the 
"Girls go first. Thong Phene, you teacher less so. The students sing 
go with the girls and keep 'em away their way across, exchanging gross 
from the soldiers." Laughter. The insults across the cool, timeless 
kids are from the ENI-LP, They're Mekong. 
in the first year of a two year 
course, but many of them have already On the other side, the students climb 
taught in rural "CREC" (Centres up the bank to Xieng Mene. The 
Rurales d'Education Communautaire) teacher arrives moments later and 
schools. Most of them are from the looks around. "Excuse me, honored 
country. None of then speak French aunt, have you seen a truck?" No 
or English. They've now spent three truck, no shovels. Showing not the 
months, two hours a week, pretending dismay he feels, the teacher gathers 
to listen to their teacher, who's been his charges about him and explains 
trying. to tell them why and how to about irrigation. Ten minutes pass. 
organize and carry out community Still no truck. The teacher is out 
development projects in backward of Lao words. With a cheery shout, 
villages. The week before, after off they walk. In the wrong direc- 
lulling them with an inspirational tion, of course. Ten minutes later, 
tirade a la Knute Rockne, their the truck comes tearing down the road 
teacher promised to take them out to from behind. Everyone piles in and 

really get down in it -- to work with off we go to dig ditches to change 
some villagers on a local selfhelp the world. "Here we are," shouts 
project. the driver. The students pile out. 

The teacher looks at the half cut 

The Chao Muong had suggested a suita~ trench. "Where are the shovels?" 
bly back-breaking, suitably mindless Incurable naivete. A suggestion: 
task for a first try. "Why not take "Shall we use our teeth?" The 
‘em over to Xieng Mene and let 'em teacher agrees, but no one is willing 
dig on the irrigation ditch, for a to try. 
few days?" "Great", said the teacher 
"We'll really make 'em sweat." Resert- Noises arise in the East. Someone 
ment bubbling up from the sublimated parts a bush to peer and behold 
reaction to endless yawning, note- villagers working. The students are 
passing in class. "Can you get us interested. They wander over. One 
30 shovels and 30 picks?" "Sure", borrows a pick and helps. One girl 
says Mr. USAID, "if you'll dig my takes a basket of dirt. A villager 
ditch for me", So we're all set. approaches. "Sir, there are more 
Next Tuesday at two p.m. is zero hour. tools in the village." "Think you, 

we might send an embassy to borrow 
The girls and Thong Phene are in the them and partake of your labor?" 
boats and on their way across the "A fine idea," says he who turns out 

river. "All right, boys in these to be the Nai Ban. Ten boys leave
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and return with 25 assorted tools. thirty minute walk. we arrive at the | 

Work begins in earnest. Boys pick and Mekong and cross without incident. 

shovel. Girls ooh and ahh. Then they Then comes the end of a perfect day. 
switch. "Khiao works better than the "Teacher, can we come back again next i 

boys." Clever teacher. He spurs his week?" 4 
minions on. "Khiao has big tits." A 4 
voice from the crowd. Widespread Max Goldensohn : i 
laughter. More enthusiasm. "Thong IvS/Luang Prabang 
Souk can't get his pick in." Howls 
of merriment. Suddenly 30 meters of 
trench are dug. No one is tired. 
Some sit down. Others work. All talk 
or sing. An hour passes. Work abates 
as fatigue sets in. 

Cars pull up to the north. A scout 
is sent out. "It's the Chao Muong." 
I go to see. He's right. “It's the , 
Chao Muong. And the Chao Khoueng, 
and two deputies, three ministers, 

and a Secretary of State. "A set up", ' 
thinks the teacher. "The Chao Muong 
has done us in." A student appears. 
"Get back and tell 'em to work their ; 
little butts off." He gets. 

. The Chao Muong smiles. A cloud of ell : 
| dust and a chorus of pants and grunts 

| drifts in from behind the bushes. The | 
students are really sweating. The 

| ministers and other important gentle- | 
men are duly impressed. "How nice." 
"“Jonderful"., The Chao Khoueng receives i 
commendation. The Chao Muong receives 
congratulations. The teacher receives 
a pat on the back. The students re=- 

ceive a speech. Actually, a pretty 1 
good speech. 

The gentlemen leave. The students are 
dazed. All that brass. "Well, let's 
go home. You kids were great today." 
The teacher stands up and looks around 
Learning from history, he expects to 
see a forest. He's right. The truck 
has taken the brass to the river. "No 
sweat. Let's walk." They set out. 
There's a low buzz of conversation. 
Then they sing for the whole of the 

: | 

}
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: This — aaa d Developmest™ cotaimed articles on 
various aspects of the work experience 
program and of the overall cdeveloment ; 
effort in Iaes. 

Students worked with 2 weriety of 
organizations in a ranze of different 
work positions: cammmmity development 
work with various Gio Mnones and 
USAID-RDD; statistical analysis with 
the Ministry of Finance; asricultural | 
surveys with IWS; radio programming | 
with USIS; newspaper printing with é 
the Ministry of Social welfare; engire ¥ 
repair with USAID transportation.
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The best positions seem to have been eee Ser a: aoe 
those in rural areas where students eee ae Ta ee j Fossa 
lived and worked with villagers hel- i | eae 
ping to implement community develop-— Cais “ ee : { oe 

ment projects. Urban students at the # pon fe Ae 
start of the summer resigning to go ne 
out to work in the "bannock" only as ea | oo) aie 

a last resort returned at the close of Mir : a a 
the program hating to leave their a sie ae * 

village "families".....and girlfriends. 3 : i oe 

Plans are already being laid for next ee Cs eS 

year and all hope that the program a4 Lo 2 Se ra = 

can be expanded with the Lao Students Tee late ‘ae! ih ie. ie eg 
Federation and the advisory committee ar Vf ng al ON Fy 
playing an even larger role in the © : 7) ) " a * 
planning and administration of the » a — ag : 
1970 program. ene PASeh : : : 
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THAKHEK 

I mean no meanings except : 
perhaps when one thing is taken up 
all things are taken up with it. 

Now when the thick yellow plaster crumbles 
only the vender is left, ringing his bell; 
but the city is wide and witched by sunlight. 

The texture, timber, weight and shape 
of the colonial kingdom 
are nearly indeterminate after twenty years. 
The favorite caves high pools, and a threatened tin mine, 
are still in the surrouriding mountains, tigers withal. 

What remains is an awareness of things 
never aware of each other== 
a tentative decantation of a refined, 

- rich, above all peaceful harbouring 
of an Eden for the Westerner 
into tumid decay and a war as undefined 

| as all the familiar and difficult ways one lives. 

| The road by the river, in the afternoon, 
passes the old tennis courts, the rotting 
prison walls and doors years out of plumb, 
continues out to the bare platform in the jungle, 
where one would have waited for the train to Hue; 
it marks the start 

| of miles and miles of unlaid rails 
across a prouder part 
which spurns all pang for the conqueror. 

Crystal Earhart 

| }
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IVS PERSONNEL ROSTER_1968 = 1969 

NAME TEAM END OF CONTRACT Post 

Alex, Gary ED 09/05/70 Pakse 
Archer, James RD 05/15/71 Hong Sa 
Augspurger, Joanne RD 07/15/68 Vientiane 
Augspurger, Dick RD 07/15/68 Vientiane 
Biden, Suzanne ED 06/30/69 Vientiane 
Barringer, James RD 07/11/70 Muong Nane 
Benson, Fred RD 07/11/70 Vientiane 
Best, Allan RD/ED 10/01/70 Vientiane 
Branfman, Fred ED 05/15/69 Vientiane 
Bordsen, Marcus RD 08/27/68 Pakse 
Bowman, Dawn ED 06/01/70 Vientiane 
Bowman, Karen ED 07/06/69 Vient dane 
Bowman, Charles ED 07/06/69 Vientiane 
Brekke, Darryl ED 07/11/70 Vientiane 
Bryson, John RD 02/27/70 Luang Prabang 
Chang, Wilma RD 09/07/69 Paksane 
Cunningham, Fred RD 10/26/69 Ban Houei Sai 
Dick, Susan RD 01/27/70 Savannakhet 
Davis, Gary RD 06/01/69 Muong Kassy 
Dean, William RD 09/05/70 Thakhek 
Drew, Daniel RD 03/06/71 Vientiane 
Edwards, Chandlers RD 07/06/69 Champassak 
Flanagan, Michael RD 03/01/69 Muong Phieng 
Flittie, William ED 04/01/69 Vientiane 
Friesen, Elwood ED 07/06/69 Pakse 
Gingerich, Barbara RD 09/07/69 Vang Vieng 
Gingerich, James RD 09/07/69 Vang Vieng 
Goldensohg, Max ED 07/11/70 Iuang Prabang 
Goldensohn, Kathy ED 07/11/70 Luang Prabang 
Goodwin, Andrew i) 11/03/68 Thakhek 
Haney, Walter ED 07/11/70 Vientiane 
Harter, Roger RD 09/07/69 Sithantay 
Harvey, Richard RD 07/11/70 Houei Kong 
Hendrickson, Harold ED 07/11/70 Vient iane 
Hesse, Richard ED 07/11/70 Vientiane 
Ireson, Carol RD 10/26/69 Sithantay 
Ireson, Randall RD 10/26/69 Sithantay 
Johnson, Walter ED 01/08/70 Vient iane 
Johnston, Tom ED 10/26/69 Vientiane 
Johnston, Roberta ED 07/06/69 Vientiane 
Johnston, Wallace ED 07/06/69 Vientiane 
Jacobson, Robert RD 03/01/69 Ban Amone 
Kiechle, John RD 07/06/69 Paksong 
la-Rocker, Dave ED 07/11/70 Iuang Prabang 
la-Rocher, Jean ED 07/11/70 luang Prabang
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NAME TEAM END OF CONTRACT POST 

Lehman, Kristin RD 11/03/68 Vang Vieng 
Lehman, Larry RD 11/03/68 Vang Vieng 
Lovan, William RD 10/11/69 Vientiane 
Manning, Frank RD 02/27/70 Thakhek 
Majoros, Robert RD 09/20/68 Ban Tana 
Malia, James RD 10/01/70 Vientiane 
Marshall, Mary ED 07/16/70 Vientiane 
Mummert, Dennis RD 03/07/70 Paksane 
McIntosh, Alex RD 12/01/69 Ban Done 
Mrachek, Patrucia ED 07/06/69 Vientiane 
Mrachek, Michael ED 07/06/69 Vient iane 
Murdock, John RD 09/07/69 Khong Sedone 
Myers, Edward RD 06/01/71 Vientiane 
Nell, Gerald RD 03/01/69 Savannakhet 
Olbrick, Ted RD 07/11/70 Paksane 
Parmenter, Jack RD 10/28/70 Vient iane 
Pennebaker, Jon ED 07/11/70 Pakse 
Peters, Brenda RD 09/07/68 Sam Thong 
Peters, Gary RD 09/07/68 Sam Thong 
Peterson RD 01/15/71 Vientiane 
Porter, Jerry ED 07/01/69 Vientiane 
Rompasky, Dennis ED 07/11/70 Vientiane 
Rotermund, Manfred ED 07/06/69 Vientiane 
Sage, William RD 03/06/71 Houei Kong 
Sanders, Keith RD 09/07/69 Lahanam 
Skramovsky, Linda ED 07/06/69 Vientiane 
Stillman, Arthur RD 11/01/70 Vientiane 
Steiner, Ken RD 07/11/70 Hong Sa 
Swanson, Richard RD 03/06/71 Savannakhet 
Thorne, Henry ED 10/26/69 Vientiane 
Thompson, Karen RD 09/05/70 Pakse 
Thompson, Bob “RD 09/05/70 Pakse 
Tufts, Tom RD 09/07/69 Hong Sa 
Ullom, Kenneth RD 10/09/68 Vientiane 
Van Riper, Cort RD 03/01/69 Ban Done 
Veillard, Jean RD 12/04/69 Thakhek 
Viles, George RD 07/06/69 Houei Kong 
Wells, Carol RD 09/07/69 Muong Phieng 
Wells, Jon RD 09/07/69 Muong Phieng 
Woodson, Larry ED 07/03/70 Vientiane 
Wiederhold, Robert RD 09/07/69 Ban Tana 
Wille, Loren RD 09/05/70 Muong Kassy 
Xerri, Thomas RD 09/07/69 Muong Phieng 
Zacharcryk, Tom RD 06/01/69 Vientiane
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INTERNATIONAL VOLUNTARY SERVICES, INC. 

P.O. Box 104 APO San Franciso 

. Vientiane, Laos 96352
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INTRODUCTION 

International Voluntary Services (IVS) is a private volunteer 
organization contracted to the United States Agency for 
International Development to work within specific programs 
of the Royal Lao Government. The following is a report. of 
this organization's activities for the period 1 July 1969 
to 1 July 1970. : 

; For this period we were contracted to provide fifty-eight 
(58) personnel, thirty (30) for the Education Team, twenty-one 

: (21) for the Rural Development Team, and seven (7) for the 
administrative staff. In the appendix are listed the voluntcers 
who were members of the organization during this reporting 
period. 

The report itself is divided into for parts. They are: 

i Page 

I. A brief examination of the major issues 
which confronted IVS during the part year 
and the resolution of these issues. 3 

II. A description of the activities of the oe 
Education Team. “ 10 

III. A description of the activities of the : 
Rural Development Team. X 30 

IV. IVS team roster Fy '70 _ Lg
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I. Major Issues Confronted by IVS 

Over the past year IVS has become a perplexing organization. 
We have severely cut our number of personnel and the geographic 
areas in which we work. Further, we have slowly begun to move 
away from direct involvement with USIAD and their programs. 
To many this has been upsetting and difficult to understand. 

Give the nature of the organizations, it is most logical 
that in many areas IVS and USAID would come to a parting of 5 
ways. Wot that they cannot work in cooperation with one 
another, as it is sometimes to their mutual benefit to do so, 
but that USAID's direct involvement with and control over IVS 
is no longer acceptable. 

The assassinations of Arthur Stillman and Dennis Mummert on 
5 August 1969 were a poingant reminder of the situation we had 
gotten ourselves into and what could result from this situation 
both for an individual and the organization. The issues raised 
concerning this situation were as equally valid before the 
deaths of Art and Dennis as after. Their deaths served only 
to focus people's attention on these issues and were the 
catalyst to the discussions and decisions which tried to resolve 
them. : 

The objective of this report will be to define these issues 
as IVS saw them; to explain the decisions resolving them; and 
to narrate the events which defined and decided these issues. 

Although this report speaks of the IVS organization as a whole, 
it focuses primarily on the Rural Development Team es they were 
the ones most intimately involved with and effected by the 
events and decisions of the past year.
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This report is not intendec as c condemnation of American 
activities in Laos. The judgesents made are relative only 
to the values and ideals whic. individual volunteers hold 
and which IVS holds for itsel= as an organization. The : 
purpose is not to berate but to explain so that those reading 
this report might better understand IVS. 

A commonly accepted definition of volunteerism is the following. 
They are men and women who give up their normal work and, 
without regard to financial benefits, devote their knowledge 

7 and abilities, within the framework of common efforts, to 
people in regions of social and economic need. In their daily 
lives and work, their attitudes and relations, they support / 
the principle of equality and the right of every person to 
diginity and respect. Connotated with this is a desire on 
the part of a volunteer to live close to and to learn about 
the people he is serving. 

Two main elements then comprise volunteerism; sacrifice and 
service; sacrifice in that it actually costs a person something 
to be a volunteer; service in that a person is actually giving 
something of himself to someone in need. The ideal result is 
a simplistic mode of life devoted to service of someone in need 
and lived in such a way that a person is forced outside of 
himself; outside of his normal cultural patterns to learn about 
himself, the culture he has come from, and the culture he is 
living in. 

The value of a volunteer organization, such as IVS purports 
to be, Lies in its ability to create a situation for and support 
individuals in- living out a way of life where in they can meet 
people on their own Level without the connotations of superior 
and inferior. A situation where in the equality and the right 
of every person to dignity and respect is preserved. 

This becomes most important in terms of an outsider identifying 
with an aliien culture. Important in that barriers such as 
unattainable material goods, benefits, and a person's general 
mode of living do not come between himself and the people he 

is here to serve and learn about. The objective is not a 
tangible thing but an intangible value having to do with 
relationships between people and how they look at and interact 
with one another.
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In Laos, IVS feels that it is necessary ‘to be independent i 
from American policy and programs in order to have the freedom 
to really perform thé people service which IVS is here for. 

‘ IVS finds it extremely difficult to. operate effectively in 
; a situation where the program and the policy become paramount 

and the people of secondary importance. . 

IVSers come to Laos to live and work as volunteers. Once 
here they find a country slowly being destroyed by a civil .. 
war involving international participation and ramifications. : 
They see an American military presence which is contributing 5 
to this distruction. They see a USAID program that in many 
ways, but on a different level, contributes to this military 
program and finds most of its rationale for existence in the 
support which it gives to the military effort. 

In times past USAID programs outside the provincial capitals 
were administrated by IVS volunteers. Often these volunteers 
found themselves involved with programs which were more 
concerned with developing American objectives than contributing 
to the social or economic development of the Lao people. What 
upset volunteers the most about working in these positions was 
not so much that they were opposed to the work, but that they i 
felt they were being used to perpetrate something they never 
believed in the first place. 

When IVSers began to be killed (four in an eleven month period) 
for this type of involvemént, the organization and its members 
were forced to re-examine what it is IVS was doing in Laos, . 
why, end if it should be continued or not. It became cbvious 
the: in many instances what USAID was in Laos to do was 
inccupatible with the’values and ideals of IVS. Such recogni- 
tion resulted in the discussions and decisions of the past 
year relative to changing IVS. : 

The issues of immediate concern involved two fundamental. arcars: 
security and involvement with the American presenee and prorcrams 
in Laos, With regards to security, IVS decided that no volunteer 
would any longer live or work in a situation where he had to be 
undully concerned about his personal security or where he was 
exposed to an abnormal amount of danger. Experience had shown 
that a mistake in judgement in such a situation could have too 
drastic a consequence. To have to be constantly faced with 
such conecernes and decisions is not compatible with being an 
IVS volunteer.
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With regards to our involvement with the American presence ae 
and programs in Laos, w. no Longer wanted to be 4 part of | .... "oe 
programs in which it wes neces iscry that we be the sole American... 
representative of USAID. Such a position, IVS felt, compromised —_- 
too much the organization's rele as a private, volunteer See 
erganization. Often such a position restricted what volunteers’ ~~~ 
could do and the relations they could develop. : — 

At the opening meeting held with all the volunteers in Vientiane 
three alternatives were proposed: (1) to continue with IVS with | ——~ 

: no change, (2) to phase out the entire team, (3) to make 
adjustments to meet the existing conditions. The final alter- 
native involved three areas: (15 discontinue working in certain 

: areas, (2) reduce personnel, (3) reduce involvement with USAID, 

After a lengthy series of meetings the concensus of the 
volunteers was that IVS should change to meet the existing “ 
conditions, These changes would include not working in areas 
where guards, bunkers, barbed wire, or a personnel weapon were 
neeced to assure security. Lack of freedom of movement during 
the day or night would also be ‘a prohibiting criteria for an — 
IVS work area. It was also felt that IVSers could not longer © 
work in area where they were the sole American representative 
of USAID. This meant that our work areas were confined to the : 
provincial capital areas. : , : 

This having been decided, the question was then raised that 
given the political military situation in Laos, that there ; 
ave two political factions and that it is presently impossible 
tc work impartially with both factions, and that we are theré-. aS 
fore violating our claim as a non-political organization, would 
it not be best for IVS te withdraw from Laos. Volunteers were 
divided on this question. Since it was a question that would 
have to be answered by the board of Directors, discussion and 
interest wanned. Individual volunteers at all times had the 
option to resign. Few did. ? : 

The Honorable G, McMurtrie Godley, United States Ambassador, : 
and Mr, Charles Mann, USAID Director, met with the IVS volunteers. 
They primarily listened to what the various volunteers had to d 
say concerning their living and working situations. They in 
turn explained the situation in Laos as they saw it and why 
USAID and IVS were forced into doing some of the things which 
IVS volunteers found distasteful. :
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"ra—-——-..In general it was a good exchanve and both parties developed 
ae, a deeper understanding of the other's thinking and problems. 

.. At the conclusion of all the discussions two alternatives were 
“.~-preposed to the IVS Board of Directors: (1) that within a 

'""".. specifie period of time IVS phase out of Laos, (2) that IVS 
. . remain in Laos, but that certain changes be made to better 
- “insure the safety of the volunteers and -to establish a more 
-. . independent role for the. organization. 

'. | +The Board's immediate decision was to schedule a visit to 
_ Laos by a committee of their members to review the situation 

- first hand. 

- .In-the time before.a.final decision: could be made by the Board 
_.” o£ Directors IVS Laos began to. phase out operations in the 
“L. follcwing.areas: Muong.Nane, Muong Phieng, Muong Massy, Ban 

“~ “ "Thouei, Ban Tha Na, Vang Vieng, Lahanam, Kong Sedone, and 
. .. Howei. Kong. In previous months IVS had already phased out 

aa Houg Sa, Ban Done, Ban Thalat, Paksane, Saraphoum, Paksong, 
---'cc and Champassak. IVS made the decision to leave these areas 

“I wu. -either because security was 2 prohibiting factor or the close 
~ .+.-+ identification with the USAID program was prohibative of the 
~ "+ wnique experience and contribution which is the role of a 
‘or > volunteer organization. By Jonuary of 1970 there were no 

i volunteers stationed anywhere other than in or near provincial 
~ = . capitate.s 

--- +The committee representing the Board of Directors arrived at 
3 the end of November. They met with all the IiVSers in Loos 

and with many Royal Lao Government and USAID officials who were 
. ., din some way involved with IVS. Their findings were presented 

- to a full meeting of the Board-and a final position was drawn 
es up by them. Their position is as follows. 

- "1. Rigorous review of security conditions must be carried 
out continually, using USAID, RLG, and IVS sources of information. 
The COP has ultimate responsibility for decision on sites of 

- -.-work or travel for IVSers,. and would. be- encouraged always to 
take a cautions position in any case of doubt. In general 

._. this means using workers in or near major population centers 
iad where security is more assured. Education volunteers are less 

affected than AG and RD men whose tasks in urban and suburban 
areas would have to be reappraisec. Forward areas are out for 

x, the duraticn,
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: ; "2. The USAID connecticn in Laos would be further 
minimized. The corolleiy would be closer ties to the RLG. 
Volunteers, wherever possibl:, would be assigned to positions 
under the appropriate ministzy and would be on their payroll 
so far as base salary is concerned (the amount paid a Lao 
counterpart). Supervision would naturally follow from RLG.. 
officials rather than immediately from USAID. These salaries 
would be supplemented by a cost of living allowance paid by 
IVS in dollars in Laos plus a "topping" supplement on salary 
accumulated in the States. The total amount received would . 
be the same as the present. . t 

"Present USAID benefits and perquisites would be drastically. 
. reduced, minimized and possibly eliminated. .This would inelude 

housing, transportation, APO, PX and commissary privileges, etc. 

"Safety and health of volunteers is a proper concern for the . 
Boari and this requires a connection with USAID. Medical 
supplies and services, communication facilities, and possibly 
customs clearances may be too important to drop. 

"3. The corollary to de-involvement with USAID would’ be 
a more: austere mode of life, less conspicious evidences of : 
effluent American Living, getting away from material aids into 
more practical services, and finally, closer contact with Lao 
people, Volunteers would seek to avoid becoming cheap manpower 
for USAID programs and also try to escape primarily political . 
activities such as USIS propaganda. 

"Advocates of this position suggest that this more independent 
and creative role for IVS would permit greater utilization of 
USAID resources and actually a better posture from which to 
help our Lao friends and to build uncerstancing of the American 
people's value." 

The next task was to begin implementing the changes recommended 
by the Board. The points having to do with security had already 
been resolved. Consequently, the task was to establish a more 
independent role vis-a-vis USAID. ‘This meant establishing 
closer working relations with the Royal Lao Government.
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Meetings were held with verious peopie in USAID and the Lao 
Government. In this regard USSD has been most helpful. A 
new relationship based on un’uistanding and respect is slowly 
evolving out of the chaotic past year. A relationship which 
should result in more productive cooperation in the ensuing 
years. 

It was ‘concluded from the meetings that IVS should work in 
closer cooperation with the Lao Government and that their 
activity should be coordinated through the Commission of the 
Plan. This principle has been agreed to by all concerned. : 
We are in the process now of seeing what concrete details can 
be worked out. 

IvS is most interested in contributing to the development of 
the Lao people. Time and events have shown that much of what 
IVS was able to do in the past is no longer feasible and that 

i a change is necessary. <A change which will allow IVS to 
continue contributing to Laos't development but in a way more 
conzistent with the organization's goals and ideals. The 
comiag months will prove the wisdom or folly of IVS' delibe- 
rations and decisions. 

Jim E. Malia
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. Introduction _ 4 Sr 

I have often listened to discussions about IVSers and what they 

were doing and often the people Involved know little about the 

objectives and purposes of the IVS/EC'U team. Since the majority of 

the IV&/EDU team members are located at Dong D'ok, I feel that 
1 am justified In citing some of the principles and objectives IIst- 

ted In the school curriculum handbook. 

; Based. on the 1962 Educational Reform Act, the Easic Principles 
of National Education in Laos are as follows: 

a) Education in Laos must be a Humanistic Education respect- 

Ing the sacred value of man; regarding man as an end In 
himself and aiming at the full development of a man. 

7 b) Education In Laos Is a National Education respecting the 

/ traditional values, assuring the contulty of man with his natio- 

nal environment such as family, profession, country and safe- 

guarding the natidn, tts prosperity and collective advance- 

ment of the people, 
c) Education In Laos must be open-minded, respecting the 

scientific spirit, alming at the development of the socfal and 

democratic spirit, and welcoming the true values In the com- 

munity. 

The English © ection, which IVS./EC’LI provides the majority of the 

teachers, !s a part of the Teacher Education Program which has 

ihe following objectives: : 

-to form the spirit and the character; 

«to develop general knowledge; 
-to train the students ways of thinking and of deportment In 
order that’ they will be well prepared to face Ife or to con- 
tinue higher education; 

«to develop an understanding of the way and the methods 

where by Information can transmitted and iInculcated Inio the 

lives of the youth of the country, 

Therefore, the Teacher Education Curriculum: 

«should emphasize the formation of a well balanced man as
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an iIndividuai and as a social being; 

-should be appropriate to the practical situation for the 

present times and for the future; 

-should be simplified, giving the students a clear and 

' accurate presentation of each subjects; 

«should Incorporate the academic and practical learnings 

involved so that the student will have a clear understan- 

ding of principles as well as the application of principles: to 

_ «aq. the. pedagogical. developments jin Laoss) 8 
The English € ection Is:.concerned. with professional and general. 
education’ of all, young, people‘.entrusted to its caresthosé who will. 
coniInue into advanced areas of education ard’ those Who will not, 

The curriculum and the program in general has been reorganized 

several times in continually attempting to formulate our program to 

meet the needs of the youth who attend It. i 

Broadly stated, the goals of the English Section are the dedica- 

tori io the proposition that every youth-regardiess of sex, economic 

status, geographic location, or ethnic background-siiould experince 

a broad and balanced education which will 1) equip him to enter an 

occupation sulted to his abilities and offering reasonable opportunity 

for personal growth and social usefulness; 2) prepare him to 

assume the full responsibilities of Laos Cittzenship; 3) give him 

a fsirn chance to exercise his right to the pursult of happiness; 4} 

stimulate Intellectual curiosity, engender satisfaction In intellectues 

achievement, and cultivate the ability to thisk rationally; and 5} 

help him to develop an appreciaiion of the ethical values which sh- 

oulc undergird ail Ife In a developing society. 

Speciiic Cbhiectives of the English £ ection 

I, The acquisition of skills, the tools of learning, such as 

raeding, writing, speaking, pizrning, problem soiving, 

research, and mathematical cencepts, 

2. The acquisition! of knowledge in content fields such as 

science, history and geagraphy. 

3. The understandings of and appreciation for the contributicns 

of others; interdependence of people, differences in cultures 

and ways of life, 

4. Attitudes of fair play, tolerance, Integrity, cooperation among 

Individuals and people,
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§, Civic and political responsibility; understancing of tre ideals 

and procedures of dor.ocratic action in’ every day living. 

: a) respect for the wort!) and dignity of individuals, at all 

. social levels and in all modes of work; 

b) faith in people to solve their own problems; : 

c) confidence in group action toward common goals as the 

best means to solve society's problems. 

6. Ability to analyze critically and constructively; to think 

creatively. i 

7. Understanding the importance of good mental and physical 

health, 

8. The building of values, ethical, moral spiritual. 

we HS oa he development of professional techniques; 

a) understanding children and youth; 
b) understanding the learning process; 

c) understanding the proper use of teaching materials; 

d) understanding the guidance of learning and the evalua- 

tion of pupil progress with a framework of the recog- 

: nition of a wide variability among children in all as- 

pects of their growth, 

In order to reach the objective of developing the competencies in 

siucenigs that they will need as teachers, experiences generally 

are trovided through a sequence of organized courses and 

thoouln informal activities, These activities include such endeavors 

as clubs, plays and games, assistance in community enterpris:s, 

students cliss organization, and social activities, These expeten- 

e2g3 are jusi as virengly goal directed #5 are those class organized 

ones, because foarning of any kind, informally or formally organi- 

zed, must be goul directed, 

General Description of Work § : 

lf we are obtaining our objectives as outlined above, and | think we 

are generally speaking, then IVS/ET'U can be considered as one 

of the most productive groups In Laos today, Oue to the muridane 

type of work that we are doing i.e., the routine teaching situstion 

as opposed to some of tke adventuristic, exciting programs that
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reporters and congressmen like to check into, much ef our work 
has not been publicized, Although ft ts not necessarily my intention 

to publicize our work, | do hope that it will be informative and that 
it will serve to document the nature and scope of our work. If! 

can Indicate some of tke work that has been done iff the English 
Section by some of the very capable and dedicated teachers during ~ 
the past academic year, then | have been successful. After all, 
our only significant and contribution. 1s the knowledge | tlat. we share : 

with our students work, There are alse physical accomplishments | 
they are not as numerous as In the past years due to oun reduced 
invelvement jn that ‘area, . In 1959-60 for example, we had several 
technicians, but very few academic teachers, Now ten years later, 
we have mostly academic teachers and very few technicians, 

Cur. work for the 1969-1970 school year. can be classified as 

follows: 

1. Teaching, direct: and through connterparts 
a. Academic, English Section and ENis 
b. English, English Section and ENis : 

, ¥» Ge Fractical Arts, English Section and ENIs 
I, Agriculture 

: 2. Home Economics : 
3. Health and Hygiene 

2. Advisory services and supervision 

@e Maintenance and construction, ENIs 
b. ‘Community Oevelopment, students teaching landscaping. 

Teaching was done In several ways. In the English Section, most 

of tne teaching was direct without the services of an Interpreter. 

Some Indirect teaching, or advising and assisting counterparts was 
carried out in the English Section also. in Luang Prabang, Max 

Goldensohn taught Fiistory, Geography and Community Development, 

In Pakse, Gary Alex taught Agriculture and Community Develop- 

ment. Jon Pennebaker and Frank Welsh taught English Classes 

at ENis In Pakse and Luang Prabang, while In Gavannkhet, T. 
Fiunter Wilson was teaching some classes in-English plus assist- 

Ing with buildings, ground and getting equipment for the practical 

arts class, Flans were also formuldted for pig pens at the EN!
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In Savannakhet, ~ 

Teaching through a counterpsri or interoreter is difficult and much 

less satisfying. This was truc of Jce Erekke!s expeirnce with 

two counterparts In the teaching of social studies; Hie taught five 

- hours per week and assisted the two teachers two hours each 

week, They observed nis classes so that they might pick up 

some Ideas on methods of teaching. In addition, Joe wrote much 

of fhe material, helped them to prepare study guides, visual aids, 

and tests, Even though there was rough spots, the work was 

successiull. 

The contract strength forrthe year wes for 30 positions but several 

positions were not filled for several reasons. Volunteers were . 

peciected for Sam Thong and Vang Vieng urtl security becemes of 

conaern, We had also scheduled three volunteers for Pakse and 

Luang Prabang and due to lack of staff and cue to real Identifica— 

ticr of position in terms of actual needs, we did not fill the posi- 

tlors, Lastly, we were unable to recruit a industrial arts teach- 
er for Vientiane, 

The team as a whole was wel! qualified for what it was dolng. 

1, AH people had degrees or experience in their field of work, 

2. Cf the 28 IVS EU team members, 8 had masters degrees 
and one had his PHD, Over 50% of the team had taken post 

graduate courses, 

3. The average age of the team was 27.7 years of ase, 

4, The team as a whole had over 4 years of post gradusie 

experince, most of which was In their academic field, 
5. Cf the nev volunteers, only two came cirectly from college, 

In addition to IVE teachers In the English Section, other couricies 

were also represented, During the 1969-70 school year the Aus- 

traiians ceoviced two English teacher/acvisors and the Erictsih 

provide wo Ensiish teachers, At:ithe beginning of the year there 

were ten lao teachers assigned to the Eriglish S-action, Cf these 

ten, some had teaching assignments in other sections and other 

had administrative functions in addition to their scheduled teaching 

assignments within the English © ection. 

The foliowing schetule presents the courses offered each year and
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and the coefficient.. Also Included In the following schedules are , 

the total number of teaching hours and the enrollmentin the Eng- — 

lish Section. . oa : * : ' 

Ecole Superlere de Pedagogle gees e 
English Section 1969-1970 2 ; y . 

Coefficients 3 

iz SUBJECT Hours per week Coefficient 
Ist year Grammar ~* 2 — 8 

Pronunciation 5 a 

. Lang. Lab. 4 ; 
‘ Freading & Vocabulary | s 4 Z 

, . €oclal Science. . , 3 We: 2 
: : Lao Language 2 ’ 2 

Review I 
Physical -E ducation 2 ee 

33 2i 

2nd year English 10 6 

i €£ oclal & clence 5 4 

Mathematics 3 2 
‘&clence 5. 4 

Lao Language 2 2 

Arts and Crafts 4 2 
Physical Ed ucation 2 I 

Civic Instruction a: | 
32° 22 

3rd year English 6 4 

Social &clence nes : 4 
. Mathematics 5 4 

. Science e ; 5 4 

.. french : 3 3 2 

Lao Language NES 2B iS 

Manual Arts 4 2 

s Civic Instruction ! 28 ! 
Physical Education 2: a | 

33 A “EZ &
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4th year =nglish 6 4 

Soclal &cience 5 4 

Mathematics 5 4 

Scien ce 5 4& 

dao Language 2 2 

French 3 2 

Agriculture (m) 4 2 

‘ Home Economics (f) 4 j 2 

Civic Instruction | in é | 

Physical Education 2 1 i 

33 24 

5th year (A) English 6 4 
_ Social Studies 5 4 

Mathematics 5 4 

Science 5 4 
Pedagogle a 3 

Lao Language 3 3s 

French 3 2 

— : 3! 24 

5th year (EC) English 5 4 
Western Literature 5 4 
Pedagogy 5 4 

French 3 2 

Lao Language 3 3 

Geometry (5C) 25 4 
Physics (5C) 5 4 
World History § 4 

‘ Journalism (5&:0r5C) 5 3 
Asian Civilization (5Gor5C)5 Bh ae 

3l 25 

with Asian Civilization 3! 24 

with Journalism
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Fifth Year (Incoming Lycee Stucents 1970-1971) 

English 20 

Pedagogie § 

Lao Language 3 

. 28 hours ; 

Possibly will -Gnly be taught the first trimester and then they would 

take academic subjects taught in English. 

€ixth Year (Letters) Sixth Year (Science) 

English 5 English 5 

Pedagogie 5 Pedagogie § 

Lao Language 3 Lao Language 3 

French 3 French 3 

Eastern Literature 5 Mathematics 5 

Worid History Il 5 £-clence 5 

Asian Civilization’ Il 5 Math/Siclence Lab 5 

3 hours 3! hours 

Seventh Year 

Lao Language 3 ‘ 

French 3 ‘ 
Aaplied Science 5 An equivalent of one 

trimester will be spent 
Government/ 5 5 

= practice teaching. 
=conomics 5 ; 

English 5 

Journalism s : : 
History 5 

31 hours
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ENGLISH SECTION DONG-DCK eve 
Estimated Hours/week, Number of Sections and , : 

Total Teaching riours ‘ 

Year Hour/ Number Total 
Week i of Teaching 

Section Hours 

“ Current i 
First ' 32 & 128 

Second 30 3 90 

*: aithird 3i 3 93 

Fourth 3! 2 62 

Flin 3 3 93 

15 466 hours 

1970-197] 

S scond 30 3 90 

Tinird 3l 3 93 

Foanth 3i 3 93 

Fifth 3i 3 93 

©: ixth 3} 2 62 

14 431 hours 

1971-1972 

Third 3 3 93 

Fourth 31 3 93 

Foiith 3 3 93 

Sixth ~ Jl 3 93 
© eventh 3 2 Oe 

14 434 hours 

1972-1973 . 

Fourth 3 3 93 

Fifth 31 3 93 

Sixth 3! 3 93 

Seventh 3l 3 93 

12 372 hours
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1973-1974 

Fifth 3i 3 93 

Sixth 3l 3 93 

Eight 18 2 36 

" 315 hours 

1974-1975 

Fitth 3 3 93 
<= Ixth 31 3 93 

¢ eventh 3 ae 93 

E Eight 18 3 54 

12 333 hours
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ENGLISH SECTION ENRCLLMENT PROJECTION 

Year Current 1970. 1971 1972 -1973.. 1974 1975. 
Year -71 B72 inate “743 «75 -76 

ashe First - 73 aes oes = - me a 

a Second 74 Y 66 St ~ £ = as 

4 hires 7 eatgy 1 67 saree ee cs 

Fourth) > 40" gibre seligg= sey ~ - - 

. Fitth Botcar me pes 
Continuing SI: “36 58 54 48 - - 

Lycee = 30 30 30 30.. 50 60 
Terminal “10 . - 7 2S - - S = 

. © Sian - 27 s5° 79 76 70 45 

€ eventh = = 24 53 7 68 63 

Eight: as a - a 2i 2I él 

' ‘Total € tudents:' aif 
= 296 "287 290 269 246 209 229 

Graduates : : 

English 10 2 ZHENG 37 35 35 
English ‘ : 

(Lycee) -~ © = - § 24 24 24 24 

Total 10 - Baga nos Mmcis 59 59 

: ots . : :
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ENI Participation Se = 

At the beginning of the 1969-1970 school year, IVE /ECuU had two 

volunteers working at Luang Prabang and Pakse with only one 

in Savannakhet. Their activities were as follows: 

' 'a) Ald director of séHools ‘in planning for and _utilizing 
USAID support, This Included counterpart funds, 
PIC/C commodity suppert, building done at thé sch- 
cols And POL products. . ~ a: 

b) Teach directly, through counterpart or interpretor 
subjects for which the Lao couldn't supply teachers, 

In. Lyuang..Prabang It was History, Geography, Com- 
munity Development and English, At Pakse it was 

Agriculture and Community Cievelopment. In Sava- 

nnakhet it was English and some assistance in plann- 

ing agriculture and practical arts projects, 

Fa Ngum 

Two teachers were assigned to teach English at Fa Ngum but 

only one completed the year, 

Problems Encountered: 

Problems can . usually be divided into those that can be solved 

those that will be solved in the near future and those that will 

take some time, Probably more of the material orientated prob- 

lems; jall into the first two groups and the intangible ones fa!i into 

the prebiems that take longer to solve because of changes that. 

must take place In people, |... .. i, pe : 

a) Physical problems presented by ‘the location of the class= 
rooms, In addition to. the location, the condition for the | 
classrooms left something to be desired. The class- 
rooms were scattered around the campus and very little 

time was scheduled to permit the teachers to get from 

one side of the campus to the other, Also, the teaching 

situation was such that the teacher was forced to carry 

all of his materials from class to class. In most o! the 

classrooms the lighting was poor, there were few outlets 

for utilizing projectors and other Audio-Visual aids that
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require electricity. Also within the realm of physical 

problems the following deliciencles were reported during 
the school year: as 

= poor lighting : 
‘= poor ventilation : : : 

~—-—-~tre <fproper dimensions of the classreom-wide and 
2S shallaw which made it Impossible for the: students 

a - °"* “on the ends to read and see the blackboard, 
- lack of adequate restroom to. get a drinis of water 

(kos o gtup.te pebestling cand legetion pf. classreamsy 
b) Moral problems that often caused by lack of communicat- 

lon. This can often due to the time lag between the time 

a decision was made and when the teachers were informed 

of the decision, Teachers would trport to class only to 

tind. out-often from the students who Invariably knew almost 

everything before the teachers-that class had been called off 

for some resson or another, 

c) There was a lot of cancern shown by the teachers over 

the fact that all of the ‘graduates from the Englsih © ection 
were going elsewhere rather than returning and teaching 

In the English Section. Cf the six Lao who returned 

from the US:A with Masters C’egrees plus the two or 

three who returned from Hawail, not a single one will 
at Dong Cok this fall. ‘rors see eee 

cd) Lack of Administrative support, Policles and procedures a 
are not enforced by the administration. This applied 10 
bath ‘students and staf. “The chain of command. usticlly. 
runs from the lowest level direct to the director ‘of the ~: 
 g¢hael,” This makes for Inefficiency, Most admintstrative 
personnel are relutant.to make any but the: most rditive,-- 
decisions. Citen this chain of command ran beyond the 

director of the school on to the Cilrector of Teacher 

Training in the Ministry of Education, Many minor decis-— 

fons were never mada and the problems wes passed on | 

for €'r. Somphouts action, This problem Is a character— 

istic of 7many Lao &ystems, Here, as probably els=whe- 

re, it is aggravated by poorly (If at all} trained administra- 

tive people, 

z 4y
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Future Action t 

The proposed siaifing patiern ior the 1970--71 school year calis 

for a decrease of five peopie from 30 positions down to 25 

positions. this decrease was due partially to priorities and 

funds available as determined by the contractee, The follo- 

wing is part of. an old report that shows our staffing in the 

past snd its progression up to the high in 1966-67 schoo] and 

the trend since, 

A. Early Staffing Patterns-July 1959 

The first Education team consisted of eight members, Due to 

the unseitled condifion in the country during that period, it was 

never completely filled, . The original staffing pattern called for 

seven “Practical Arts" type peop 4e and one science teacher. 

in Juby of 19€f another contract was written for. Education perso- 

nna! for 4 people. Again, this wasn’t filled completely, Cne 

posiiien remained ‘:pen, Two of the three who came: were 

practical arts and one was an English teacher. 

During this period coups and battles were plentiful, The team 

was evacuated and it wasn't until Cctober bf 1962 that everyone 

was beck In Vientlane,. At that time 9 of the 12 positions were 

tilled, All but two were practical arts types. 

8, 863-64 

During this perlod, the contract was filled for the first time. In 
carly December 1963 a 13th position was added, Cf the thirteen 

positions, tncee were academic plus one staff position. 

ee, eee es 

In July of 1964 our contract strength went from i3 up to 22, The 

addition carre too late to be filled completely for the 64-65 school 

year. ‘ix of the addition were for English teachers for the 

secondary schools, Two of the added slots were to absorb the 

two Education Advisors/Teachers at the ENI's who were pre- 

viously under the RE’ contract, The remaining slot was for a
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math teacher in the English © eciicn, 

The trend in sta‘fing was to expand &nelish and Academic sub- 

jects and to absorb. two positions in educational Institutions pre- 

vioubly staffed by the iVE./RD people, We still had 9 people in 

Practical Arts. 

D, 1965-66 

: The staffing pattern for the 1965-66 school year called for 24 

positions, The pattern was as follows: 

Administrative 2 oes 
Instructional Program Adm, I 

Academic Teahers Enslish 3 

English Teachers-Ferench ~ oo 
&nglish Teacher —-Field : 5 f wat 

Regional ENIs 2 : 

. * Practical Arts 7 ; 

Advisor to Librarian . 4 
Teacher | 
Eusiness Manager t 

=, 9€6-67 > 

The staffing pattern for this school year was for 38 positions. 

Ey Cctober of 1966, 36 of the positions had been filled. The team 

was composed of four staff positions, seven practical arts positions, 

eight Eznoi ish teachers in Dong Dok, eight academic teachers and 

ten fieid positions, 

F, Igé7-€8 ‘ 

The height cf the program was reached during this period when i= 

the contract called for 40 positions which included 4 staff posliions, - ‘ 

14 field slots and the remaining 22 positions at Dong Cok. : ! 

G, 1968-69 

The €8-€9 staffing pattern reflected the continuation of trends deve- 

loped in the past. Where possible, expansion in the existing pro- 

grams were met by Lao personnel that had been trained on the 

job or from thoses that had returned from training abroad,
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Approximately nine Lao fell Into this classification, The staffing | 

pattern reflected a shift in RLS policy In shifting the four-year 

programs from the central teacher training institution in Vientiane 

to the regional centers, Cne administration position was eliminated | . 

2 and a second positioh was down-graded to Team Leader, Slots 

for seven teachers of English as a second language to the lang- : 

vage of Instruction were eliminated. Three unstaffed positions 

were gither eliminated or combined with other slots to affect fur= : 

ther «eduction and to allow for increased emphaisis tn higher 

priority areas, Pa 

During the I9€8-69 school year the Eritish agreed totry to pro- 

vide five English teachers for the E&P, Meanwhile the Austra- 

lians extended Miss Elessing's contract to allow her to stay for the 

third years z i 

HH, I9€9-70 

During the 1969-70 the staffing pattern called for 30 positions 

whiuh included four full-time English Teachers and three part- 

time plus two social studies; three science; two math; one peda- 

gogy and three practical arts, There were twelve other positions 

which called for three Englistii Teachers at Fa Ngum and the 

remainder being located outside of Vientiane at the regional ENIgy ~ 

Ct ths thirty positions, we had only filled 24 by the early part of 

!97¢, Part of the positions were not filled due to security. conditions 

at the time. Only slots In regianal centers were staffed. % 

1, 1970-71 re 

This fai! we proposed a staffing pattern of 30 positicns however, 

five positicns were eliminated by USAID, At this writing twanty 

of the t.worty-five positions have been filled, The compositic.: of 

the IVSi/El0U team was approved as follows: 

English 

Dong Dok 4 i ge. 

Fa Ngum : 3 ne 

Social © tudies 5 

Math/& cience 7 : 
Practical ARts 20. i
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f EN! Advisors. =... 3 ; 
Pedagogy-TEFL Ib. — 

isi de . Trends ‘ Ye 

The following could be’ listed-as trends, observations or some 

cases simply comments on things that. have or ate happening In 

connection with our Involvement at Dong Dok, 

. -1. «The ‘indication: is that we should became more Involved in 

* «the. practical arts program again. The problems.of doing 

rit so will be the same.as before i,e.; quality of personnel 
: ‘available, low salary: scale, policies which do not provide 

the necessary Incentive-poor workers are not fired and good 

“nwo workers: are not rewarded, A worker can not rise above a 
2 ~~ coolie; no matter how: good he Is, without a trecognized 

‘ce qualifying certificate: of ssome-sort, 

Re The Increase input of manpower by other countries. This 

“~year the Australians have added one person which. will bring 

their contribution for this year up to. a total of. three teachers, 

The Eritish have decided to increase their personnel from 

two to three teachers inthe English Siection. They have 

also Indicated that they will fecrult a senoir Instructor to 

serve as an advisor to the Ministry In coordinating the 

English Programs In Laos, : : 

LsA D has written up a position for a curriculum adv-isor 

who will be assigned to Dong Dok. 

| believe LINES:CC Is planning en assigning instructors at 

Cong Dok to develop the university.s This will prabahiy 

mean that USAID will provide the buildings and the Fieiich 

wili provide the staff and curriculum, 

3, “Cne trend that has not changed Is that recruiting people in 
specific fields for specific slots, Vée will have to try and at- 

tract more and more qualified teachers to keep abreast of the 

movement towards higher education. In comparison with 

- . former, work plans, the Indication is that teachers with more 

experience and graduate work. will be necessary as the
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advanced yéa rs of study will demand more specialization 

In the téaching assignmenis, | 

4, The Teéhnical Echesis have repediddly asked for English 
Teachers and I féef that the staffing of these schools is 
justified, Formerly, we had one English eacher assign- 

ed to Vientiane and two assigtiéd t6 Savannakhet, 

5. Cn the farm, future work will Involve either a phasing out 
or an increased itmput of expertise to restore the farm to 

condition it was In 1966, This will call for a competent 

and skillful volunteer to build up a working relationship with 

the Lao personnel now working with the farm, 

“a Activitles in the maintenance area will be centered around uw: 
: keeping the essential utilities. functioning. immediately, : this . 

entails a lot of hard work and planning, to “get the “campus 

so It Is presentable, : ‘ oh a 

in general IVS has in the past, and should In the future, assign ; : 

whatever needs to be done to who ever can do It, vee
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Annual keport/ IVS - FY 70 

- Northern Area 

Reflecting the trend throughout the country, the number of 
IVS volunteers in the Northern Area has dwindled from a high 
of 11 at the end of FY 69 and 9 at the beginning of FY70, 
to 6 at the end with 5 projected for FY71. 

During most of this time, the largest component was of 
education people, with AGR and CD personnel about balanced 
on the average. 

Due to the decreasing size of the Northern area complement 
of volunteers, and also of the Vientiane Administrative Staff, 
the Northern Area Staff man moved to Vientiane in March, 1970. 

A bricE resume of work in the area during the year, by Location: 

Ban Houei Sai: 

Fred Cunningham brought to a successfull conclusion an extensive 
dug well program in many villages in the area, and departed 
on home leave. 

In 8 months Ken Steiner did an impressive job of motivating 
and activating RLG agriculture counterparts. Working with 
his counterparts he spent a good deal fo time assisting a 
refugee resettlement village to establish a commercial vegetable 
farm. Ken's other major accomplishment was in encouraging: 
rising interest in fish ponds in the area. He left one coun- 
terpart with considerable knowledge and interest in this work. 

In her 4 months in Ban Houei Sai, Kathy Pollak worked closely 
with the 9 rural midwives assigned to the province, encouraging 
and assisting them, and doing some training. However, she 
decided by the end of the FY that the girls were generally 
capable, and that her presence was not of enough value to 
justify it.
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Luang Prabang: 

John Bryson finished up his quite successful tour in fisheries 
"extension, and returned to the U.S., leaving one well trained 

counterpart. 

Dennis Rompasky, on TDY for the summer of 1969 led a very 
busy summer overseeing a generally successful summer stucent 
program, encompassing CD work on village schools, irrigation 
survey training, refuge relief assistance, and E.N.1I. mainte- 
nance. 

In the education field, Max Goldensohn, in his second year 
o£ teaching CD at the N.N.I., polished his curriculum, switchec 
the language of instruction to Lao, and. working with the local 
Chao Muong, gave his students considerable practical CD field 
experience. 

Max in addition taught courses in history ant geography, and 
spent most of his free time on student athletics. 

Max's wife Kathy, spent the school year teaching English at 
the Lycee. 

As a new addition to the E.N.1. staff, Frank Welsh spent the 
year ve-organizing and teaching a comprehensive English Program. 
Working with the Lao Administration, he had just completed the 
groundwork for an intensive, 7 hour-per-week course at three 
levels when word came ‘that USAID and the Ministry of Ecucation 
had decided to dis-continue english teaching at the ENI's. 

Frank now plans to take over Max's C.D. program at the EWI 
next year, after a summer coordinating the student summer work 
experience for Luang Prabang, Sayaboury, and Houa Khong Provinces. 

Frank, in his first year, has demonstrated a strong desire to 
maximize the cross-cultural learning opportunities of his 
situation, and has taken into his household two refugee boys 
and one ENI student, all of whom needed a place to stay. His 
unassuming competence have won him a respected place on the 
ENI staff.
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Fred Evans arrived in Luang Prabang in September, full of 
enthusiasm to organize a Bi-Uetional center program, including 
english teaching. A serics of unfortunate circumstances 
combined to produce a frustrating and ciscouraging year: The 
unexpected total primacy of english teaching in the program, 
lack of advance Lao language training, strong USIG influence 
in programming, and disagreement over teaching english to 
organized military classes. 

By the end of the year, Fred was working part-time on a village 
attitude survey in a rural area near Luang Prabang. This 
promised to be a meaningful and more satisfying endeavor, and 
Fred planned to involve himself in this project for his second 
year. 

Fred is a believer in many potentials of volunteer work. In his 
spare time he has been a prime factor in. several cooperative 
projects involving IVSers, British VSO's anc Japaness JCOV's 
with the local community. : 

Joyce and Leroy Battcher arrived in Luang Prabang in October 
to £111 long vacant slots in Home Ec. and AGK, extension, 
respectively. 

Joyee worked with a new provincial Home Economics supervisor, 
helping her to set up a provincial-level support office for 
the Home Agents working in the villages - a first such attempt 

: in iaos. Joyce's back ground has also enabled her to sive much 
good advice as the Home Ec. program builds its emphasis on 
nutriction and mother and child care. Several moderately suc-~ 
cessiul village training program have been held with more 
scheculed, hoping to use this year's experience for improvements. 

Leroy's work has been complicated as all’the AGK. Agents have 
come and gone to various training programs in Vientiane and 
Thailand. However, his advice on, alternate crops has been 
useful, as most of the training at present is concentrated on 
rice production. 

Leroy has established at his home, a small experimental cemon- 
stration garden plot, mainly to determine the effects of 
alternate means of growing vegetables in the rainy season 
such as using clear plastic coverings.
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The biggest hardship on the Battchers curing their first 7 
months was lack of adequate Loveing - unfortunate, since the 
main hang-up was approval to :cat the house. 

Sam Thong: 

Gary Peters finished out his tour in Sam Thong - A tour char- 
acterized by the demands of the situation which constantly 
drew him away from his intended agriculture program. Never-the- 
less he persisted and made a contribution to improved vegetable 

; and Livestock production in the area. 

Muong Phieng: 

Tom Xerri and Alex McIntosh were the last two IVSere to leave 
Miong Phieng, phasing out the longest and most extensive program 
of Iv2 involvement in Laos, except for Snith Chanthavon;;, who 
remained the rest of the year, to carry out an extensive and 
highiy sucessful fishery extension program. Tom phased out 
the direct day-to-cay American involvement with the area refugee 
population, removing the last external bridge between indigenous 
Lao and. emmigrant Meo, to see how they will mesh without this 
bridge. 

Alex MeIntosh moved to Luang Prabang to finish writing up the 
; evaluation of the village development committee training procran 

he had been working with for nearly a year. There were signi- 
ficant problems in follow-up back stopping of the committees 
efter training, as well’ as in obtaining valid evaluating observa- 
tion:. However a USAID sponsered evaluation of the entire 
Muon:; Phieng area program indicated significant potential for 
these comaittees in local development, and eleo indicated 
sicnificant economic and social development in the area during 
the time USAID and IVS have been involved in development in 
the area. USAID programs continue in the Muone Phieng area. 

Muong Nane: 

Jim Barringer closed out an IVS presence of 3 years in Muong 
Nane. Jim's resourcefulness had lec villagers to seek his 
advice and help on numerous matters. One of his most successful 
programs was the least dramatic - quictly raising improvec breed 
chickens, until farmers began to ask for similar chicks to 
raising improved breed chickens, until farmers Legan to ask for 
similar chicks to raise, then asked for help in obtaining ciet 
supplement, building pens, and incubators for artificial hatchin:. 
This was entirely a pay-as-you-go program, in which Jim served 
only as inovator, catalyst, and advisor.
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Muong Kassy: 

An on-again-off-agein security situation-had for a long time 
complicated work in this area. Loren Wille tied up the ends 
of a number of C.D. projects-notably school constructions, 
and transfered in August to Ban Amone. Ken Steiner stayed 
into September before ending his AGK work and moving to Ban 
Houei Sai. 

Vang Vieng: 

Jim Gingerich ended his work with the AGR. extension agents 
and Barb Gingerich her work with the 0.8. hospital and the 
rural midwives, as their tour ended in August. This ended in 
IVS presence which dated from the current RKLG presence in Vang 
Vieng. 

Ban Thalat: d 

Fritz Benson was just getting a good start on background cata 
needed to establish a leadership training program in the area; 
when a P.L. attack in July made it obvious security was not 
adequate to continue work in the area. Fritz then transferred 
to Vientiane. 

Sithantay: 

Randy Ireson completed a year of rather frustrating work with 
farmer organizations in the area, which had initially been 
hastily organized to justify a pump project. kandy's hard 
work and deep concern for the welfare of the farmers mde the 
project much closer to-a success than could have otherwise been 
possibie. 

Hat Dok Keo: 

Oscar Linden completed his involment at the Israeli-run farn - 
an involvement which had passed the point of diminishing returns - 
and departed. 

Ban Thouei: 

Dennis Mummert's close involvement with the local people in the 
; area was abrubtly ended when his jeep was ambushed in 4ugust.
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In the Vientiane area, some work ended, some began, and some 

programs continued cn. 

Brenda Peters completed her tour, working the Last several months 
at the 0.B. hospital, as security conditions would not allow 
her to remain with her husband in Sam Thong. 

' Wille Chang, having recently transferred from Paksane, completed 
her tour assisting in the IVS office. 

Donna Higgans spent several months trying her hand at a number 
of medical tasks before deciding there was no niche here for 
her at this time. 

Jim Archer worked the whove year before making the same decision. 
He felt the present conditions do not make it possible to make 
an effective contribution to the veterinary services, 

Fritz Benson, after his transfer from Ban Thalat, spent his Last 
10 months working with USAID and KkLG social welfare personnel 
on a program designed to educate refugees about the KLG. 

Jack Parmenter worked the year, bringing his tour to an end, 
with the Lao National handicrafts program. While he has worked 
hard to help establish such innovations as color-fast dyes, 
flying shuttle looms, and better production and marketing 
techniques, he now feels conditions here, too, do not lend 
themselves to a meaningful volunteer contribution. 

One of the most encouraging of all programs in which IVS is 
involved is the Ban Amone training program... Loren Wille replaced 
Jon Wells in August, and at the end of the year was planning 
to renew his contract for a 2nd tour because his work is so 
mearingful. The most significant development in this program 
is the steadily diminishing participation by foreign covernments, 
and the resultant.rise in KLG responsibility. 

Savannakhet - As the security situation tightened, restricting 
Dick Swanson to the city of Savannakhet, he decided he could 
not make a significant contribution, and returned to the U.S. 

Ban Tha Na: 

Bob Wiederhold brought to a close IVS presence in Khammouane 
province outside of Thakhek when he left Tha Na and Laos a 
little before the end of his tour, on a medical termination.
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The Houei Kons: area has received high USAID inputs for the 
last three years. This past year has been a period of gearing 
down after a period of road building, bridge building and 
irrigation canal contruction. These activities along with the . 
military activities in the area have created Economic forces 
which never existed previously. A lumber truck moves sawed 
lumber over one of the roads for delivery to a customer. The 
truck meets several people coming from their Hai fields towing 
small carts behind their bikes. The truck even meets a 
motereycle with a cart behind it loaded with rice from storage 
in the Hai field. : : . : 

How much of this activity and growth can be contributed to IV5 
‘and USAID *itiHowei Kong? The roads are definitely a contribution 
from USAID. The truck is part of the sawmill operation develoved 
by IVSer George Viles in‘response to a sincere interest by the 
people in the area in contributing their own capital to inita- 
tion of an enterprize.’ Then, with the aic.cf Mr. Viles, the 
people followed through on the development of the organigation 
to operate the sawmill on’ a business basis. This past year ~~ 
IVSe:. Bill Sage, Viles' replacement, worked with the sawmill 
hansgers to improve their business management skills. Bill 
attempted to help them with the organization of their accounts, 
the calculation of cubic measurements and the establishment of 
a system of ordering supplies from Pakse in advance of their 
neecs.. Before, instead of ordering Petrol, Oil, Lubricants 
(20L) in advance the sawmill manager would wait until the fuel 
supply was exhausted before ordering. This meant that the 
sawaili had to ‘shutdown and the Laborers remain idle. These 
sorts o£ problems are an obstacle to the operation of the 
peopie’s-mill. 

On the Agriculture side, Rich Harvey planted several varieties 
of corn in an experimental-field in an effort to isolate an 
improved variety that would perform better than the loccl ones. 
Unfortuneialy the effort was destroyed by a cattle invasion. 
Iccal rico which was’ planted in the same field survived the j 
javasion to produce a respectable four tons per hectare. This 
experience has sparked an effort to grow rice on 80% of the 
field during the 1970 rainy season. The experience was most 

“interesting because according to the local agriculture authori- | 
tics (village elders) the ricé should not have grown well as 
the fielc was not burned before planting. Why the rice performed 
well remains a mystery. Information on Hai culture from Thailand 
indicates that burning has some effect cue tu the heat gencrated 
during burning which acts as a catalyst in the release of 
nutrients. We hope to investigate this.
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Rich spent a Large percentage cof his time working with the 
farm tractor aiding the operator to kecp the tractor in working 
erder. Many farmers rented ti: tractor to plow paddy land | 
during the dry season to facilitate faster and easier preparation 
of the fields when the rains came. 

As of December 31, 1969 IVS officialy withcrew from Houei Kong 
after a presence of seven years in the area. The decision that 
IVS would not work in areas where the IVSers had to depend on 
air support as their only means of transportation eliminated 
Houci Kong as a field station. For the IVSers at the station 
it meant the pulling up of roots that had grown deep into the 

* Houei Kong Society. 

In Pakse Agriculturalist Bob Thompson worked with the extension 
peop.e at the provincial agriculture office. His main objective 
was to aid the extension service to disseminate informaticn on 
rice technology to interested farmers. In this task Sob 
encountered several problems. Uis counter-part had just returned 
from: study in Thailand. This man was given the responsibility 
for organizing the extension agents. Just returned from training, 
tite man was less than sure of himself, his area of responsi- 
bility was not well defined anc he had yet to gain the respect 
o£ peers. Thus Bol) found the work with the extension people 
frustrating. The agents cid not have transportation therefore 

: they had an excuse for not making trips to visit farmers. 

Wher Bob did visit farmers with the agents he felt that he was 
of Isttle assistance. The agents were capable, in Bob's 
estination, to perform their task just gs well without him. 

During the summer of 1969 Bob ran a survey with the help of a 
student working with the summer student program. He ol tcined 
soe ecoromic data from twentyfive out of forty-five farmers 
in the viliage of Ban Nahek near Pakse. The survey was ccsigned 
to determine data on labor inputs in to rice production in 
order to better understand the economics of a Lao farm. Pol 
used the information for farm management training programs in 
Pakse and Vientiane. 

In November the Thompsons moved from Pakse to Vientiane. In 
December a new couple, Steve and Jane Stone, were assigned to 
Pakse. Steve assumed the role which Bob Thompson had vacated.
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Steve approached the work in Pakse as an organizer without 
highly technical agricultural training. Steve's sees his role 
as one of convincing people t. perform a certain task which 
is for their own Lencfit. In practice this approach has been 
successful. Steve has worked closely with the RLG Irrigation 
Technicans and the farmers in the Ban Nahek irrigation system 
to develop cooperation among the various groups involved in 
maintaining and repairing the canals. Steve has also worked 
with the Rural Development Training Center, aiding especially 
in the development of a good library. 

Karen Thompson worked with the Home Economics agents in the 
provinces of Saravane, Sithandone, Champassak and Sedone. her 
major effort was with the women working near Pakse since it 

. .... was. easy. to visit the women as they worked in the villages. 
Karen worked beside the women but was not the key to the 
program. She tried to help improve the projects and to upgrace 
the duality of the agents' work. The program in terms of | 
matérials and finds had been well planned one year in acvance. 
Thercfore few problems existed with obtaining supplies. A 
probiem which has been a bottle neck in the program is trans- 
portetion. With more emphasis on food preparation, the women 
have to visit the market everyday to purchase food for their 
demonstration. These daily trips put a burden on the women 
because they have to take taxis. Government transportation 
is net available. Karen used her jeep for this chore when 
she was free, but such a situation meant that the women 2ccame 
dependant on her, expecting her to provide transportation 
regularly. Vehicles have been included in the home economics 
budget for the coming year to insure that the women will heave 
theiz own transportation. 

Karen moved to Vientiane with Bob to work on the National 
heme economies program level. In December Jane Stone was 
assigned to Pakse to work on the local application of this 
program. Jane has tried to develop more independence in the 
women working with the home economics program. She visits the 
Girls persodically rather than daily so they have to find their 
own Means c£ transport. Jane has found that the women have 
a problem getting their cue when dealing with the male supervi- 
sors at the ayriculture office. Jane has attempted to establish 
a system for paying per diem reguarly. In the past they have 
not received their per diem because their supervisors cid not 
understand how to fill out the forms to submit to USAID.
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Jane has not visited Saravane cs security has stopped work 
in the area, Eowover, she las had lose contact with the 
programs in Sedone, Sithancone and Vhampassak. 

4 ito : Bees 
- A new program in. pisciculture extension in Pakse was initiated 

2 bys Jim Bowman in. Janvary. The obje tive of the program is to 
develop an organizational link Letw.en the fisheries people 
and the agricultural extension agents. The agents want to 
call. upon the fishery people for technical information and to_ 
develop cooperation: between fisheries and agricultural extension 
for the.benefit of the farmers and to avoid bureaucrats cupli- 
cation of functions. : ‘ ‘ : 

Jim has made considerable progress in bringing about the desired 

situation by calling attention to the resources which are 
availaLle at the fish station and by creating interest and 
enthusiasm for fish culture in the extension program. 

Khong. Sedone, an IVS.field station for eight years was closed- 
é out. Last September when John Murdoch finished his two year 

tour with the KD tean. : 

Security had been a problem for the previous year Development 
efferts were plagued, by chosed roads, temporary evacuations 
and blown bridges. .Despite these obstacles a six room school 
was iiuished in Wapi and assistance was given-with several rice 

_ demonstrations. 3 

Lahanam has had much the same history with IVS ‘as Khong Secone. 
‘The uncertain security conditions in the areca forced IVS to 
remove IVSers Jiro Oi, Kicth Sanders and Tom Tufts from the area. 

The IVSers had been involved with pump irrigation projects, 
the dug well: program, and the school Luilding program in a 
"big way''. ~The iVSers had responsibility for) many resources 
from USAID, and therefore they were important people in Luhanam. 
The IVSers tried to shift as much of this resyonsibility as 
possible to their Lao counter-parts. However, the fact remained 
that they made the final decision about whether an official 
received fuek from USAID even if in fact, a preliminary cecision: 
has -Eeen made in Savannakhet or Vientiane.’ As far as the official 
was concerned the IVSers were the people deciding whether he 
received fucl for his jeep, cement for a school, lumber for a 
bridge or even a ride for a sick individual to the hospital 
in Kengkok.
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Undoubtedly, the villagers' logic was that if the good IVSers 
give us a ride to the hospital we will save some money by not 
having to pay a taxi. The villagers failed to comprehend that 
government vehicles are not for personal use. Before the IVSers 
left Lahanam they developed a master plan for construction of 
roads in the area. They envisioned several farm-to-market 
type roads which could be used in the rainy season. 

Ed Myers worked in Savannakhet with the Lao Timber Company 
to train operators for and advise on the use of Chain saws. 
Ed found some resistance on the part of the lumber companics 
to using the chain saws. The only reason given was that the 
villagers would not appreciate the use of the chain saws because 
it would mean that they would get paid for sawing manually 
fewer trees. This reason apparently had some foundation because 
the saws were used when the time arrive for the villagers to 
prepare their rice fields. 

In thakhek Dave Wiger spent considerable time traveling with 
the Acricultural agents to visit farmers. With cwindling 
secan ity in the rural areas around the town Dave was limited 
to the immediate municipal area working in the Agriculture 
Office. Dave found little work there to keep him employed. 
In December his contract was terminated. While in the urben 
center of Thakhek Dave worked with the extension agents, rice 
demonstrations, an agricultural fair, an ADO field day and the 
home economics programs. Dave's counterpart was an imcompetent 
agricultural chief but Dave managed to find some good points 
in the man and to make the best of the situation. The people 
he «worked with were typical-not highly motivated to help the 
fart, poorly paid and victims of the system which has 
devaicped through the years the habits of poor service for the 
farmers. Dave's situation and problems were typical of those 
of wany IVSers thrust into a position where their only tools 
were patience, persuasion, inspiration and more patience. 

Bill Dean, working with community development in Thakhek, has 
spent eighty percent of his time with the contruction of a 
municipal slaughter house for Thakhek.
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Bill worked on the design of the structure with the people 
who will use the facility. ‘whe Municipality agreed to supply 
the labor for the project and USAID agreed to supply the 
commodity inputs and carpenters. ‘The construction of the 
project has proceeded at.a snail's pace. The Mayor hires the 
cheapest labor he can employ which is not dependable-they work 
on day, maybe two then they don't show for three or four days. 
This means that the carpenters' work is slowed down. I£ this 
situacion was allowed to continue the money budgeted for the 
projest would be depleted’ before the construction was finished. 
The Mayor was informed cf the situation. USAID stopped the 
work of the carpenters until such a time as the Mayor can : 
supply enough: workers to complete. the construction. As of the 
peesent time this is where the project stands. It was decided 
that the foreigners will not do the pushing-if the Lao people 
want the building finished they will have to make the effort. 

Dan Drew was fortunate to be assigned to Saraphoum ‘in May 
1969. The situation was ideal for a rural development: volunteer. 
He lived with a Lao family, took. his meals with thcia and was 
located in a town where it.was possible to get to know many 
of the people. He was'civen office space’at the Muong Office 
with the Agriculture Agetts in the Muong. The area produced 
a surplus of rice and the farmers in the area anxious to try 
fertilizer and new rice varieties. After spending three months 
in tic area Dan was forced to leave because the chances that 
he would be the subject of some of the PL. activities in the 
areca. A week after he was out of Saraphoum the PL made a 
nociurnal visit to the village asking where thé American was 
liviag. .Hé has not returned. 

The Nome Economics. program was directed at the ‘National level 
by I’Ger Carol Wells. She and her precedessor, Joanne Aucspurger, 
bad worked up a program with thé RLG Home Economies® Director, 
Boun Soueti, which emphasized’ nutrition, particularly. child 
nutrition, and in-service training for the women in-the Home 
Eeonomics Serviee. These’agents come to Vientiane: for,cix 
weeks of training incteaching good nutrition té villagers. 
After training they return to their respective areas to teach 
what they studied in Vientiane. “The first such training 
program was held in.November and December 1969. Since January 
the women have conducted several 6 week programs off in the © 
provinces. To attract women to the program some instruction ' 
is’ given on blouse construction along with the instruction: 
on nutrition. The village women prepare various foods under — 
the direction of the home economist. All ingredients are ? 
purchased on the local market to insure that the village women 
can duplicate exactly the recipes learned in the course. ;
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A»=pilot program PA Child rutri' ion was started in the Vientiane 
' . grea, Beth Hansen and 2 ..ch biz. cns are working with this program. 

. The objeétive of the pro(reia’ 3 to teach the parents of pre- 
school Children that an :.coquate diet will make their child 
grow £aster, and be more Aecalthy and active. Every day for 
two months the children are fed a special lunch which is 
des8igned to provide one-third of the daily vitamin, mineral}, 
protcin and carbohydrate requirements: for healthy growth 
avi normal activity. Also the children are given a physical 
examination at the beginning of the program and medication 
is cbtained for those children who require treatment. The 
first program met limited success. The mothers did not cone 
regularly therefore their training in proper food preparation 
was tot as effective as had hoped for. Finding local foods 
that would supply adequate amounts of vitamins and winerals 
was nearly impossible. Therefore the boast that the children 
should have received proper nutrition for local foods was 
untulfilled. ; : 

Piatming for the next program is taking these factors into 
consideration. We expect that these deficiencies can be - 

; corrected. i 

Bob Thompson moved from Fakse to Vientiane to work in the KLG 
with statistics. bob worked up lessons in Agricultural 
Economies which he used for instructing ADO and agricultural 

: agents in the Six Month Kice Training Program at Salakhan. 
& second area of work other than the training involved working 

- with technicans in the Research Bureau, giving advice on 
tabulating and analyzing data from field trials. Bob's major 
emphasis was attempting to have the technicans process raw 
data as socn as it was received for analysis. This facilitates 
immediate interpretation to provide information for planning 
subsequent trials. This work has been discontinued as Rob 
resigned from IVS before the end of his tour to return to 
graduate school to continue his study in Acricultural Economics. 

. Two IVSers were requested by Agricultural Development Crganiza- 
tion (ADO) in July 1969 to work on a training program designed 
to improved the skills of the ADO sales agents in the provinces. 
IVSers Jiro Oi and Dan Drew were assigned to work the program. 
Jiro drew upon his experiences in Lahanam with pump associations 
to develop a training program which emphasized understanding 
cf contracts, making explanations to farmers about loan 
agreements, figuring: interest, simple problems involved with 
calculating proper amounts of fertilizer to apply, and accounting 
proceedures.
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Dan and Jiro observe all the training sessions looking for 

weak points which they can Ciscuss with the instructor to 
improve before the next treinins cycle. Dan spends part of 

his time visiting the avents after they return to their work 
in the provinces to observe whether the agents are putting 
in practice the proceedures they been taught. 

When work was no longer possible in Lahanam, Tom Tufts began 
teaching English at the Salakham Research Station near Vientiane. 
The station is the training center*for the Six Month Rice 
Production Training Course as well,as the center for rice 
research in Laos. Five of the staff members of the station 
have completed the six month rice production course at the 
international Kice Research Institute (IKKI) in Los Sanos, 
Philippines. These people have returned to Laos to teach the 
same material that they studied at IRKI, reproducing here the 
field work experiences and classroom material they learned 
at MmiI. The objective of the training is to instruct the 
Agricultural agents in rice production technology to provide : 
the egents with knowledge of the rice plant. The training 
gives the agents experience in every phase of rice production 
irom planting to harvesting. The agents work in the paddy- 
plcvs, harrows, transplants, weeds, irrigates, cut the rice 
stalxs, threshes, winnows and carries the threshed rice from 
the field. This first hand experience gives the agent an 
appreciation for the sweat the fartier puts into a rice crop. 
This is reflected in the attitude with which the agent approaches 
the Carmer. He understands the farmer now, and it shows. He 
can tsik sympathetically with him. He can get into the mud 
acd eweat of the paddy field and work with him. He has knowledge 
the fuxmer can respect. He has attitudes.the farmer can trust 
and believe in. The agent is not just an arrogant youn: man 
without empathy for the farmer. The farmer recognizes: this 
change and is happier to work with him. 

Tom Tufts worked in the rice paddies with the trainees in an 
attempt to learn something about the rice plant technolocy and 
also as 2 means to become acquainted with the trainees. On 
one occasion one of the trainees said "We often become tired 
working in the paddy in the hot sun; we would like to sit in 
the shade but when you work with us in the paddy in the hot 
sun we have more strength which enables us to continue working". 
This comment gave Tom a chance to communicate with the people 
in the training program at their level. It gave hima justi- 
fication for working in the paddies which seemed unproductive 
before this experience.
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During this time a new IVSer, Georce Wiggans, was assigned 
to Salakham to work with the weltiple cropping program. 
George found it very difficult to work into the structure and 
determine just exactly what he was expected to do. The 
station manager did not have a clear concept of the role he 
wanted George to perform, therefore George has been very 
dissatisfied with the work at the station. He has worked in 

: the field with the tractor, helped with field work and in May 
assumed some of Tom Tufts responsibilitics with the food 
accounts. Tat, Sa. SEO SS ae 

The program at Salakham has always been rough around the edges. 
In mid-June a:letter was. reeelved’ from Tiao Somsavath, Director, 
of the BLG. Division of Agriculture, requesting that on June |... 
thirty ithe; emphoyment of: the: IVSers at Salekham’be terminated 
since théy had’ déhe“such good work that their assistance was 
no longer needed. This action upset Mr. kasmussen, Chief of 
USAID Agriculture Division who informed Somsavath that iz USAID 
was to continue support of the Research Center IVS must be , 
involved in the management. As of the.writing of this report 
the IVSers are taking a vacation to allow Somsavath to study 
the situation. 

Tom Tufts did not become upset over this situation. He feels 
that this is part of development and if we are to make any 
progress, these sorts of problems will arise and must be 4 
considered as one of the growing pains in the developmental 
process. The problems should be talked over and approached 
patiently. We are in that stage at the present.
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IVS Lao Acsistants 

FY'70 saw the end of a major area of operation for IVS Laos. 
The IVS Lao assistants who hac become a major factor in IVS 
Rural Development work were phased out of IVS. 

Originally IVS hired Lao empleyees as office support people, 
teachers of the Lao language, and Interpretor Assistants. The 

major program became Interpretor Assistants as the number of 
EVS “urei Development Team volunteers increased. Hach IV/Ser 
who was assigned to the field ideally was also assigned an 
Interpretor Assistant to assist him in his early work and 

- learning of Lao. After a period of time the Interpretor 
Assistant would be cesigned to another new voluntecr. The 
actual practice was that the Lao Assistants became competant 
Rural Development and Community Development people and they 
beceme a major part of the IVS Program. In meny cases they 
operated field posts without regular IVS volunteers and cid _ 
exccitlent work. Others became essential to volunteer operations 

in various posts around the country. 

With the development of the ability of the IVS Assistant, IVS 

began to use the Assistants as regular RD and CD personnel and 
put mcre emphasis on the language program for the voluntcer 
befcere he was sent to the field. Thus eventually the title 
“Intarpretor™ became a misnomer. 

Training programs were found for Lao Assistants in USAID programs 
. in acs and Thailand enabling them-to further their education 

and abilivies. A echolership fund was established to send other 
Assistants to programs that required private Financing. The 
total tmumber of Lao Assistants in IVS was over sixty by 1967. 

In 1563 and 1969 the civil and international war that had been 
past of Laos for many years increased in intensity and many 
rureai areas became unsafe to work in. By the summer of 1969 
few areas cutside of cities were left. With the deaths of 
Chandier Edwards, Khamdy Sirichanhon, Dennis himmmert and art 
Stillman, IVS felt forced to move out of virtually all field 
posts. This meant that not only would the regular IVS volunteer 
Rural Development team be cut in drastic number, but also the 
Lao Assistants would also be removed from the same positions. 

From at total of 33 in August of 1969 the IVS Lao Assistants 
were reduced to a present number of 20. Of that 20 however, 
only 2 are field personnel. 

Many IVS Lao Assistants have won praise and awards from various 
people and organizations. As a group IVS has found that almost 
all the Assistants have proved be dedicated and efficient people 
that have added a significant factor to the IVS program in 
Laos. Possibly our major achievement in the past years was 
actually their achievements.
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IVS Lao Assistant Roster August 1969 

Name Location 

Bounpheng Ban Done 
Bounsy Champassak 
Sen Houei Kong 
Thou Houei Kong 
Thit Nam Hong Sa 
Kongsy Lahanam 
Bournlom Lahanam 
Khatphone Houei Sai 
Napha Muong Nane 
Keopraseuth Kengkok 
Prasong Kongsedone 
Thousohoune Kongsedone 
Nou Somsouk Kongsedone 
Virech Muong Phieng 
Snzeth Muong Phieng 
Chiz asack : Nong Bok 
Dar vane Sithantai 
Tlown Thana 
Charctay Salakham Kice ; 
Thoredy Vientiane craft 
Nangmai Vientiane craft 
Thonevane Teachers 
Khan Ngou Teachers 
Khewica Vientiane 
Somphone mn 
Theagcy tS 
Mink rE 
Bounlap uv 
Bouakham " 
Scumountha 2 ae 
Siemphone " 
3ounmy " 
Thao Chanthy Dongsaphangmeuk/Vien t iane 
Thao Khan _ 
Khamphoune 4 
Khans ing a 
Seuth a 
SomNhot ae
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IVS Lao Assistant Koster August 1970 

Nane oa “a Location 

Bounmy Houei Sai 
Daroun , Sithantay ; 
Chanthy Luang Prabang es 
Somilnot Pakse 
Khem Ngou Vientiane : 
Khanka : ¥ : 
Somphong : N : 

- Thong Dy Ww 

Minh " 
_ Bounlap x 

Botinkham iY X 

Kharmohoune sy 
Sian shone : " 

Thao Chanty Dongssaphangme uk/Vient iane ° 
Thao Kham : ie F 

Knamsing ‘ ot 

Boun Thanh uf 
Phou Vong at . . ;
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IVS PEKSONNEL KOSTER 1969 - 1970 

NAME TEAM END OF CONTRACT POST 

Alex, Gary ED 09/05/70 Pakse 
Archer, James kD OS7LS/71 Hong Sa 
Battcher, Joyce kD 07/02/71 Luang Prabang 
Battcher, Lekoy RD 07/02/71 Luang Prabang 
Biden, Suzanne ED 06/30/69 Vientiane 
Barzinger, James RD 07/11/70 Muong Nane 
Benson, Fred RD 07/11/70 Vien tiane 
Best, Allan W. KD/ED 07/01/71 Vientiane 
Branfman, Fred ED 05/15/69 Vient iane 
Bowman, Dawn: ED 06/01/70 Vientiane 
Bowman, Karen ED 07/06/69 Vientiane 
Bowman, Charles ED 07/06/6S Vient iane 
Bowman, James ED 09/04/71 Pakse 
Brekke, Darryl ED 07/11/79 Vient iane 
Bryson, John KD 02727770 Luang Prabang 

- Chapman, John ED 09/04/71 Savannakhet 
Chang, Wilma RD 99/07/69 Paksane 

Cunningham, Fred kD 10/26/6S Ban Houei Sai 
Dick, Susan RD 91/27/70 Savannakhet 
Davis, Gary kD 06/01/69 Muong Kassy 
Dean, William RD 09/05/70 Thakhek 
Drew, Daniel KD 03/06/71 Vientiane 
Evens, Fred ED 09/04/71 Luang Prabang 
Flanagan, Mike RD 03/01/69 Muong Phieng : 
Flittie, William ED 04/01/69 Vient jane : 
Friesen, Elwood ED 07/06/69 Pakse 3 
Gingerich, Barbara RD 09/97/69 Vang Vieng i 
Gingerich, James kD 09/07/69 Vang Vieng 
Goldensohn, Max ED 67/11/70 Luang Prabang 
Goldensohn, Kathy ED 07711/70 Luang Prabang 
Hamm, Donald ED - OS/oL/71L Vientianc 
Haney, Walter ED 07/11/70 Vient iane 
Hansen, Beth KD 09/04/71 Vient ianc 
Harvey, Kichard kD 07/11/75 Houvei Kong 
Hendrickson, Harry ED 07/11/70 Vient iane 
Higgans, Donna RD 36/39/70 Vientiane 
Hesse, Kichard ED 07/11/70 Vient iane 
Inversin, Allen ED 09/04/71 Vient iane 
Ireson, Carol KG 10/26/59 Sithantay 
Ireson, Kandall kD 10/26/69 Sithantay 
Johnson, Walter ED 91/08/79 Vientiane 
Johnston, Tom ED 10/26/6S Vient iane 
Johnston, Koberta ED 07/36/69 Vie nt iane 
Johnston, Wallace ED 37/36/69 Vientiane
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NAME TEAM END OF CONTRACT POST 

Jacobson, Robert ho 93/21L/9S Ban Amone 
Kiechle, John RD 07/05/71 Paksong 
Lakoche, Dave ED 97/11/79 Luang Prabang 
Lakoche, Jean ED 67/11/79 Luang Prabang 
Malia, James RE 28/19/71 Vientiane 
Marshall, Mary ED 07/16/79 Vientiane 
Mummert, Dennis kD Paksane 
Mcintosh, Alex KD 12/01/69 Ban Done 
Mrachek, Patricia ED 07/96/69 Vientiane 
Mrachek, Michael ED 97/06/6S Vientiane 
Mucdeek, John kD 09/97/71 Khong Sedone 
Myers, Edward kD J6Z0EZ71 Vientiane 

_ Nell, Gerald kD 03/01/69 Savannakhet 
Olbrich, Ted RD 07/11/76 Paksane 
Oi, Jiro” kD 09/95/70 Lehanam 
Parmenter, Jack kD 10/28/70 Vientiane 
Patrvkus, Kuth ED 97/02/71 Vientiane 
Pernmehaker, Jon ED 07/11/70 Pakse 
Petersen, Val RD 01/15/71 Vientiane 
Pollak, Katherine RD G6/GL4/70 Houei Sai 
Porter, Jerry ED 97/11/79 Vientiane 
khompesky, Dennis ED 07/11/70 Vientiane 
hotermund, Manfred ED 07/06/69 Vientiane 
Sage, William KD 03/06/71 Houei Kong 
Sanders, Keith KD 0$/07/69 Lahanan 
Skrauovsky, Linda ED 07/06/69 Vientiane : 
Stillman, Arthur kD Vientiane 
Steinar, Ken kD 07/11/70 Hong Sa/ 

Houei Sai 
= Stone, Jane RD 09/04/71 Pakse 

Stone, Steven RD 06/01/71 Pakse 
fhorne, Henry ED 10/26/69 Vientiane 
Thomeson, Karen kD 09/05/79 Pakse 
Thompson, Bob kD 09/05/70 Pakse 
Tufts, Lom kG 09/07/6S Hong Sa 
Van kKiper, Cort ho : 03/01/69 Ban Uvong 
Veillard, Jean KD 12/04/69 Thakhek 

Viles, Gecrge kD 07/06/6S Houei. Fong 
Wells, Carol ho 09/07/69 Muon Dhieng 
Wells, Jon kD 09/07/6S Muon; vhieng 
Welsh, Frank Eb 07/15/71 Luang Prabang 
Woodson, Larry ED 07/03/70 Vientiane 
Wiederhold, hobert ko 0G$/07/6S Ban Tana 
Wille, Loren kb 09/05/70 Muong Kassy/ 

Ban Amone 
Wilson, Hunter Eu 07/02/71 Savannakhet 
Wiggans, Elizabeth kD 0/04/71 Vientiane 
Wiggans, George kD 09/04/71 Vientiane 
Wolfe, hay EG 09/04/71 Vientiane 
Xerri, Thomas KD 0$/07/5S Muong Phieng 
Yoder, Martha ED 07/02/71 Vientiane 
Yoder, Darvin EG 09/05/70 Vientiane
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